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This work is dedicated to Doris Berk, my hard-working and 

idealistic mother, who taught me that our work is not over until 

the downtrodden are uplifted and that, if any among us are 

suffering, then we all are suffering. 
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Welcome! I am so happy you are curious enough about the 

topic of enlightenment or have a real desire to be enlightened 

that you opened up this book to look inside. If you continue on, 

delving deeper into this work, I promise that you will not be 

disappointed. I consider myself an enlightened individual, 

which straight out is not a supernatural achievement. It is one of 

the greatest human achievements but not as impossible as many 

people believe it to be. I promise you that enlightenment is 

attainable without having to join a monastery or committing to 

becoming a monk. That is why I created a meditation app 

entitled Journey to Enlightenment (JTE) and wrote this book. The 

JTE is a proven path that is available to you without you ever 

having to leave home. Actually, the beauty of technology allows 

you to take it anywhere. 

My Beliefs and Your Experiences 

I want to state up front that in this book I present ideas and 

writings of some of the greatest spiritual teachers and I 

reference them. I also present my beliefs and speculations. The 

Buddha advised his students that they must trust their inner 

voices and be primarily guided by them. He also said to not rely 

solely on the ‚authorities‛ but to put it all together for yourself 

to make your own decisions on what truth is and what is right 

for you. The quest for truth is quite a challenge. At the end of 

the day, it is your experiences and conscious awareness that is 

your final judge of things. I am only trying to assist you in your 

journey. 
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This book was written for four reasons. To provide: (1) an in-

depth and innovative exploration on the subject of 

enlightenment; (2) an opportunity for you to become informed 

and educated about an effective pathway to enlightenment; (3) a 

way for you, who might be interested in downloading the JTE, 

to first assess if its underlying ideas and strategies make sense 

to you; and (4) the business community with an understanding 

on how valuable and impactful a mindful, enlightened 

workforce can have on the quality of a corporate environment. 

Chapter 16 is devoted solely to the workplace. Regardless of 

these four reasons, I had no interest in writing a book, whetting 

your appetite about enlightenment, and then not giving you an 

opportunity to achieve it. 

Whether you are a serious meditator, a dabbler in meditation or 

one who has never meditated before and now wants to get 

serious about it, you will find this book valuable. Wherever you 

are in your spiritual journey, if you want to become 

enlightened, help yourself to be transformed and help the 

planet, you have come to the right place. I believe that achieving 

enlightenment is probably the most important objective you can 

strive for, not only to increase your own level of happiness and 

wellbeing but to help all of humanity and the planet as well. I 

challenge you to join me in this endeavor. 

To be clear, this book was not written to present a purely 

cognitive treatise on enlightenment, even though there are a lot 

of very valuable and insightful information provided here. It is 

my sole objective to help you achieve enlightenment. That is 
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why I wrote this book and created and produced the guided 

meditation program (JTE) to get you there. 

I had been planning sometime in the future to write a book 

about my personal experiences and the JTE, when I realized that 

I already had enough material for a book in the audio version of 

the JTE (which is now available on the App Store and Google 

Play). When I first started producing the JTE in my studio, I was 

thinking about adding talks to the guided meditations. Then it 

dawned on me that, if we all learn better when we are in the 

alpha state (which is a brain state associated with meditation), 

then why not include these talks interspersed with the 

meditation sessions?
1
 So, this book is composed mainly of talks, 

stories, and mini-lectures that I give in the JTE. Since the JTE 

audio is 90% guided meditations and 10% supplemental talks, I 

decided in this companion book to closely reverse that; the book 

includes 95% talks with 5% meditative experience. Every so 

often, you will see a brief meditation (which range from a few 

seconds to a minute). These meditations will give you an 

experiential taste of what the JTE is all about and help you to be 

in the present moment. I hope you enjoy them. 

Starting with Chapter 4, each of the next twelve chapters focus 

on a specific series in the JTE app, except for the final chapter 16. 
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In appreciation of you purchasing this book, I am offering you a 

30 day free trial for the non-coaching personal version. 

If we are going to save this earth, we all need to up our 

consciousness levels a notch or two. It would be wonderful if 

we could help people manifest their Higher Selves and urge 

them to put in some free time into saving the planet holistically 

(racially, ecologically, medically and peacefully)! 

When you go to the App Store or Google Play and download 

the Journey To Enlightenment app, enter HAPPCO1 when you 

see the Coupon box popup. You will be able to utilize the JTE 

for 30 days for free. 
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‚We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used 

when we created them.” 

“The people who are crazy enough to think they can change the world 

are the ones who do.” 

Albert Einstein 

Why Did I Write This Book Now? 

Writing this book has taken me on a personal journey of many 

twists and turns. I had to do a lot of self-exploration in facing up 

to my intentions and expectations of how my work can help 

people. It has been a lifelong process of confronting my own 

realities and putting myself out there in the world. It was kind 

of scary. Why was it scary? Well, if you read Einstein’s second 

quote you can get some idea. I am one of those people who is 

‚crazy enough‛ to think that he can help change the world! If 

you then go back to Einstein’s first quote, it gets more serious 

because I feel I have created one of the most effective tools to 

change the way people think and problem-solve; the most 

important tools we need to get out of the mess we find 

ourselves in. When you put both of those two things together, 

you can see why I have some trepidation in writing this down 

because I begin to sound unrealistic. At the same time, I present 

myself as a very practical, scientifically grounded person with a 

lot of impactful, spiritual experiences. In my case, if you live 

long enough to make enough mistakes and you are crazy 

enough to try things that others are too afraid to try, and you 
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are ‚lucky‛ enough to experience some unusual spiritual 

experiences, and be with some wonderful people, you might 

just come up with some great insights that might be very 

valuable. 

My Personal Story 

When I was a college student and went through a terrible rough 

spot in my life, I was lucky to have a close friend who opened 

my eyes to the idea that there is a basic oneness to reality. That a 

universal spirit exists and there is meaning in every event and 

every event is related to every other event. This insight into a 

more substantive reality than the random-event reality I was 

living, caused me to experience an extended period of 

enlightenment that over time began to fade. Since then, I have 

been looking for a way to maintain an enlightened existence for 

myself and for others. Mostly, I have focused upon exploring 

ways to help our society to become transformed through a 

combination of building beloved communities, action and 

spiritual practice. 

In the midst of all of these experiments, I formed not-for-profit 

organizations developing peace efforts, embracing the 

interrelationships between inner peace and world peace here in 

the States and then finally into the Middle East. As far as my 

professional career goes, I started out as an eye doctor, which 

took care of my financial needs while providing me a vehicle to 

serve people. Later on, I became a healthcare venture capitalist, 

financing and helping run early-stage medical companies that 
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were focused upon improving the delivery of patient care. This 

experience in business allowed me to live a life of wealth with 

large homes, big apartments and luxury vacations around the 

world. That was nice but not at all spiritually fulfilling. 

Through all of this, I was drawn back into getting on with my 

spiritual journey. After a period of deep introspection and long 

meditations, the next chapter of my life started to emerge. I 

finally realized, through a lot of trial and error, that the best way 

I could contribute to the world was to create a meditation 

program made available on a mobile app. Then I realized I 

needed to create a full package of meditative experiences 

combined with a thorough source of cognitive data. That 

required I write this book. I wanted to deliver to you everything 

you need to succeed. And all of this brought me to where I am 

today – a teacher of meditation. 

Our Big Challenge 

At some point in most of our lives we discover that there is a big 

illusion we are facing that is making our lives a big struggle. We 

discover it one way or another. Most people uncover it through 

their religious teachings. Almost all major religions teach that 

we have been burdened with a false sense of self, which I will 

refer to in this book as the ego-mind. The ego-mind is a level of 

our consciousness that has gone amok. It has taken over our 

awareness so that we believe that the nature of our current 

consciousness is who we think we are, which we are not. I know 

for some readers this sounds a bit crazy. In a lot of ways, it is 
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crazy, but that is our state of being. To break this down a bit, 

our ego-mind thinks it has a good handle on reality but it has 

serious misunderstandings. It is unable to comprehend nor 

experience the spirit or anything that is spiritual. It perceives the 

world from a place of fear while seeing itself completely 

separate from the rest of the world. This is why we so often feel 

alone and isolated. The other big characteristic of the ego-mind 

is that it cannot function in the present moment. That is why we 

spend so much time regretting the past and hoping and fearing 

a possible future that does not exist right now. We are living in 

an illusory world – not good! 

Luckily, there is a way out of this sad state of affairs. We 

actually have a connection to our spiritual essence. That 

connection is a neural network in our body that functions like a 

spiritual receiver, just the way a radio receiver connects with a 

radio station so that we can hear the music it is broadcasting. 

Your receiver is connected to what I will call here your Higher 

Self. By the way, your Higher Self is who you really are. It is the 

real you! Another key factor is that our Higher Self is not 

located in our brains. It is not physical; it resides within the 

spiritual realm. The challenge is that your spiritual neural 

network receiver is lying dormant because your ego-mind has 

been dominating your consciousness your whole life. You need 

to activate it so that it can connect you with your Higher Self 

and the Universal Spirit. The way you can do that is through 

meditation. It takes practice but is very predictable. 

The Higher Self is almost the opposite of the ego-mind. The 

Higher Self is based upon love, not fear; it feels the spiritual 
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connection with others and the world around us; and with the 

Universal Spirit. This is all made possible because our Higher 

Self lives within the present moment where reality takes place. 

The JTE is designed to activate your Higher Self. The first step in 

meditation is to follow the breath, to quiet the ego-mind, and to 

become fully present. This works because, when you get 

yourself fully in the present moment, the ego-mind immediately 

goes quiet and your Higher Self begins to emerge. This is the 

beginning of the journey. This book and the JTE are to help us 

with sorting this all out. 

The JTE Strategy in a Nutshell 

The ability to bring to life our dormant receivers is 

accomplished by activating each of the key components 

comprising our Higher Self: love, compassion, joy, inner peace 

and intuitive wisdom. The strategy is that, when you keep 

activating these key components through meditation, you will 

start experiencing your Higher Self. I like to refer to these key 

components as pillars because each one helps ‚lift and support‛ 

your Higher Self experience so it becomes more fully alive, not 

only while you are meditating but during your waking hours as 

well. When you are able to do this while quieting your ego-

mind at will for most of your day, this is what I refer to as 

enlightenment. 

In Chapter 3, I provide a good, in-depth overview of the JTE 

and then the rest of the book covers each of the key components: 

love, compassion, joy, inner peace, intuitive wisdom, plus a lot 
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more! The actual JTE app has twelve series, four hundred 

meditations comprising one hundred and fifty hours. Each 

individual meditation is sequenced to give you maximum effect 

because it is a carefully designed journey. 

The Benefits of the Journey 

Here is a list of some of the experiential benefits the Journey To 

Enlightenment mobile app may provide. It is a way for you to: 

1. Establish a strong mind/body connection. 

2. Learn to consistently quiet the ego-mind. 

3. Meditate on the following to help connect with your Higher 

Self : 

a. Love 

b. Compassion 

c. Joy 

d. Inner peace 

e. Intuitive wisdom 

4. Rewire and process your emotional hotspots to increase 

your level of equanimity. 

5. Temper the negative tones of your inner voices. 

6. Become more spiritually connected. 

7. Attain enlightenment. 

Timing and Synchronicity 

The release of this book now could not be better because, as they 

say, ‚timing is everything.‛ If we need to think differently for 
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our species to survive, then meditation programs that can help 

people experience enlightenment should be a hot commodity. I 

believe that we are on a survival track, admittedly a precarious 

one at the current time, but what will emerge and is emerging 

are things that we need to do to be able to land on our feet. One 

thing we need more than anything else is breakthrough 

meditation experiences. That is why I feel compelled to present 

the Journey To Enlightenment and this accompanying 

handbook, Be Enlightened. I am proud to be able to present it to 

you and hopefully it can help in our collective work that needs 

to be done. 
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Before we get into exploring and defining enlightenment in 

greater detail, let’s explore the spirit world a bit to get ourselves 

oriented and create the context within which enlightenment 

emerges. This is essential because the journey to enlightenment 

is a spiritual quest. 

There are spiritual forces that affect us beyond our physical 

bodies, and it is important to acknowledge that they exist and 

try to make sense of them without adhering to a specific 

religious teaching or on the other hand, tossing the whole 

spiritual idea out the window. These are some of the key 

objectives for writing this book. 

The Definition of Spirit 

To begin, let’s initially clarify the meanings of spirit, spiritual, 

religious, religion and secular. There is so much confusion 

around these words that we should start off clarifying them to 

minimize further misunderstandings. According to Webster’s 

Dictionary
2
, the spirit is: an animating or vital principle held to give 

life to physical organisms – referring to the spirit of life. Spiritual is 

defined as: of, relating to, consisting of, or affecting the spirit and, 

according to one definition, the spirit is concerned with religious 

values. In turn, religious is defined in two ways: 1. relating to or 

manifesting faithful devotion to an acknowledged ultimate reality or 

deity. 2. Of, relating to, or devoted to religious beliefs or 

observances. And finally, religion is defined as the service and 

worship of God or the supernatural. 
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For our work, spiritual relates to the animating, vital principle 

or force that gives life to our physical bodies. According to this 

definition of the spirit, the spirit is fully compatible with a 

secular viewpoint where secular is defined by being not overtly 

or specifically religious. That is, a viewpoint that is not associated 

with a particular religious teaching or institution. Some 

definitions of secular imply referring to things nonspiritual, but 

that is not the definition of secular we are considering here. 

Combining Cognitive and Experiential 

The Journey To Enlightenment’s meditative experience provides 

guidance and pointers along the way. This is key to a successful 

experience because, if we are unsure of the context and contours 

within which we travel, that uncertainty can negatively affect 

the quality of our experiences and how far we can go. A key 

part of achieving enlightenment is eventually having aha 

moments, which are generated by a combination of cognitive 

and experiential ingredients. That is why we possess both 

capabilities. The primary experiential part will be available to 

you in the meditative experiences available on the JTE app. The 

cognitive explorations into the world of spirit and what the JTE 

journey is all about is available here in this book. 

The Varying Interpretations of God and the 

Universal Spirit 

As far as the issue of God is concerned, there is a wide spectrum 

of interpretations about what a universal spirit is all about. Most 
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Western religions (Christian, Jewish and Muslim) perceive God 

not only as the unifying energy of the universe, but the creator 

as well. In Eastern religions, Hindus have a main god, Brahman, 

who is worshipped mainly through three gods: Brahma, a 

creator of the universe, Vishnu, a preserver of the universe, and 

Shiva, a destroyer of the universe. Buddhists believe in a major 

unifying spirit but not a creator of the universe. 

Sorting Out the Spirit World From the Physical 

World 

We all thirst for simple explanations in trying to make sense of 

the spirit world. In many organized religions, the explanations 

of the spirit world vis-a-vis the physical world can be quite 

confusing. I believe the confusion stems from so many people 

through the millennia contributing to the writing of their holy 

books, commentaries, religious ceremonies and traditions. This 

hit home for me a few years ago, when the host of one of my 

Passover dinners announced there may not be reliable historical 

records to substantiate the story of Exodus in the Torah when 

the Jews were supposedly freed from slavery in Egypt while 

helping build the pyramids! 

I grew up as the youngest child in my family and had the honor 

of reading the Four Questions in Hebrew during the Seder 

ceremony. Passover is my favorite annual spiritual event. It is a 

time to celebrate our desire for all people in the world to 

become free. I always looked forward to the celebration and I 

still do because of the feeling of love and compassion that 
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surrounds this wonderful tradition. But, to think that the 

Exodus may only be a wonderful story was quite traumatic! 

Growing up, I was told it was absolutely true. There was always 

the big question and the endless debates of how the Red Sea 

opened up for the Jews who had just been set free by the 

Egyptian pharaoh lead by Moses. This miraculous escape 

occurred after the Egyptians had suffered terribly, enduring the 

ten plagues God brought down upon them to convince the 

pharaoh to let the Jews go. The other big question was how the 

Red Sea swallowed up the Egyptian army as they were trying to 

recapture the fleeing Jews right after the pharaoh changed his 

mind about freeing them. I was in awe, watching Charleston 

Heston play Moses on the big screen. I was most proud of being 

a part of a people who’d experienced this amazing history of 

miracles. 

Over the past few years, I have been stewing over this 

uncertainty and luckily my brother, Gene, working with me on 

editing this book, referred me to an interview with Richard 

Elliott Friedman, professor of Jewish Studies at the University of 

Georgia, who explained where the confusion occurred and 

made a very strong argument that the Exodus did actually take 

place!
3
 It was such a relief that I no longer had to live with this 

disappointment. I could now bring back those fond memories of 

Heston bringing down the commandments from Mt. Sinai, in 

peace. 
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God, Universal Spirit or Source 

From here on out, I will be using the word God to refer to a 

Universal Spirit or Source. I know there are some people who 

feel uncomfortable with the use of the word God because of the 

many images that are associated with the word. But, after 

finishing the writing of this book, I decided I just could not get 

away from the word. I am too attached to it and will be using it 

throughout the rest of the book. If you feel more comfortable 

with the words Universal Spirit or Source or some other word 

or image, feel free to think about that word or image you have 

when you see the word God. 

For full transparency, I believe in one God who is the creator 

and is at our core and comprises our essence. However, the 

value of this book and the meditation program will still be 

valuable to you, regardless of your belief system about God or 

individual spirit. In addition, for me, God is formless, based 

solely upon my own personal experiences. I have experienced 

God as a vast, infinite spirit possessing love, compassion, joy, 

peace and infinite wisdom. These are the same basic elements 

that comprise our Higher Self. 

From Our Physical Body to Our Higher Self to 

God 

I am of the belief that the relationship between the physical 

body, the Higher Self and God, is a smooth, uninterrupted 

spiritual continuum. The body is infused with spirit. The Higher 
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Self provides spiritual energy and consciousness to our 

individual physical bodies. Our Higher Self has some form to it 

that correlates with our bodies. The Higher Self also provides a 

bridge to God. The key differentiator between God and our 

Higher Self is that God is infinite and formless and is focused on 

the whole universe. This simple structure allows us to feel free 

to connect with God any time we want. Having this open-door 

policy is a key foundation to living a healthy and happy life. 

Here is the first brief meditation with your eyes open (though 

you can do it with your eyes closed, if you prefer). I highly 

recommend them because you will be able to experience this 

book in a deeper way and better understand its meaning. They 

only take a few moments! For our meditation, let’s do a simple 

breathing exercise: 

 

 

 

The Formless Debate 

Again, it is my belief that the Higher Self possesses a spiritual 

form, while our bodies are filled with spirit taking on a physical 

form. It makes sense then that our physical bodies are the way 

they are because of God’s efforts and the constraints of the laws 

Meditation: 

I invite you to stop for a moment to take three deep, gentle 

breaths while observing the air going through your nose as 

you inhale and going out of your nose as you exhale. 
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of the universe (evolution, gravity, atomic structures, time-space 

and so on). 

Some spiritual teachers believe the Higher Self does not have 

any ‚form‛ because spirit, in general, is not physical. When you 

read on, you will see why I do not buy this argument. 

For further clarification, the words soul and spirit are quite 

often used interchangeably. However, when I use the 

word spirit, I do so as a general term for the spiritual realm that 

includes any mind-related entities, including the ego-mind, the 

Higher Self and God. I only use the word soul when I am 

referring to the Higher Self because I believe the soul and the 

Higher Self are identical. 

The Higher Self (Soul) Operating Separately 

From the Body 

In looking back on my own personal experiences, I have had 

two events and one ongoing life experience that frame my 

conclusions on the Higher Self having form and living longer 

than our bodies. The first was years ago when I had an out-of-

body experience when I found myself floating near the ceiling of 

an examination room in my dentist’s office while being given 

nitrous oxide gas prior to having my cavities filled to avoid 

feeling pain. While floating near the ceiling, I was able to look 

down at my body in the dental chair. I was quite aware and 

fully conscious, plus I sensed I had a form, not necessarily with 

arms and legs, but I felt whole. 
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The other profound moment was when I was at the funeral of a 

close friend’s granddaughter. My close friend, George Simon, 

had died a few years prior to his granddaughter’s tragic death 

as a result of an automobile accident. While I was kneeling 

down to observe her in an open coffin, prior to the formal 

funeral ceremony, I looked up and there was George’s spirit, 

floating above her body, in full form, grabbing onto his 

granddaughter’s arm, seemingly pulling her up to him. It was a 

very vivid experience. I did not have much time to stay to 

continue to observe this happening because there was a long 

line behind me. Later that day, at a family luncheon, I 

mentioned what I experienced to a number of the family 

members and George’s oldest daughter said that she had seen 

George as well. 

Between these two experiences, I became a firm believer in the 

presence of a soul that is different from God because I 

experienced my soul and George’s soul having form, albeit in a 

spiritual form. My significant lifelong experience is that as I get 

older my observing consciousness does not seem to age but 

does grow wiser. It appears to be operating from a different 

time frame relative to the body. Because of this differential, I 

believe in reincarnation – that our souls use the body we have 

now and, when this body becomes used up, our souls leave this 

body and eventually take on a new one. It makes sense to me 

that the lifetime of our souls is much greater than the lifetime of 

each of the bodies we use. We need a number of bodies to live a 

full ‚soul’s life.‛ How many bodies a soul utilizes is a question I 

cannot answer, and how enlightenment affects this process, I 
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also do not know. In Buddhism and Hinduism, enlightenment 

plays a big role in the process of reincarnation and each religion 

has different beliefs around this dynamic. 

Are We All One? 

Now, one of the big challenges we face is trying to understand 

in what way we are connected to each other. When our 

consciousness is stuck in our ego-minds, we experience a sharp 

separateness between ourselves and everyone else, including 

our immediate family members. Our ego-minds primarily focus 

on each of us having individual bodies because the ego-mind 

cannot experience spiritual reality and interconnectedness. 

From a spiritual perspective, if you believe we all essentially 

emerge from the one God, then at the deepest level of reality we 

are all connected. And if you take it a step further, from a 

holistic perspective we are all one. 

A Theory of a Grand Design 

The previous discussion assumes that God is formless, is the 

creator of life as well as the entire physical universe. It then 

seems logical to assume God values physical experiences 

because God created us in a physical form and gave us the 

opportunity to experience life, our Higher Self and God from 

the vantage point of this physical world. To differentiate the 

human race from all other creatures on Earth, it seems the most 

important and unique function humans possess is a 

sophisticated ability to self-reflect, to be aware that we are 
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aware. This self-reflection capability is maybe what God needs 

from us - to be continually self-aware. In other words, God needs 

a human mirror to reflect upon itself and for us to reflect upon 

our true selves by the way we live our lives. This requires the 

attainment of enlightenment. Maybe that is the grand design, if 

there is one. 

To appreciate all of this and have hope that there might be a 

grand design, one has to look at the tremendous amount of 

creativity and billions of years of ‚work‛ needed to manifest us, 

which is in and of itself a miracle. Concerning work, I refer to 

the amazing processes of creating life out of inanimate objects, 

creating a vast library of information in each cell’s genome, 

creating mitosis so cells can divide, creating multicellular 

creatures and the myriad of species to finally get to us. 

 

 

 

 

The Two Major Illusions to Dispel 

Our spiritual journey is about discovering and connecting with 

our true reality and this requires us to dispel two major illusions 

to reach a state of enlightenment. One is dealing with the ego-

Meditation: 

I invite you to stop for a moment and take three gentle deep 

breaths while concentrating on the part of your 

consciousness that is being aware of your breath. Now take 

three more gentle breaths and then relax. 
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mind having fooled us into thinking it is who we really are, and 

the second related illusion is thinking we are solely our bodies, 

thoughts, sensations and feelings that are separate from the 

world around us. Experiencing both of these illusions is like 

being lost in a spiritual desert, searching for drinking water. 

When we look around, all we see is sand as far as the eye can 

see. The search ahead requires a combination of cognitive and 

experiential skills. The cognitive skills serve like a GPS function 

to find out where we need to drill. Then, once we are properly 

situated, we can experientially drill down within ourselves, 

using a meditative practice to connect with our vast spiritual 

reservoir to quench our thirst. 

Being in This World But Not of It 

We are living in this physical world, but it is key to develop an 

awareness of observing our day-to-day lives from a spiritual 

perspective. A good guideline in life is to be in this physical 

world but not of it. Jesus made this point very clear.
4
 A good 

way to keep an arm’s length distance in dealing with the 

physical world is to disidentify from the body, emphasizing that 

the body is not all that we are. From the ego-mind’s perspective, 

it believes we are only physical bodies and our happiness 

resides in having physical things and possessions. ‚The more I 

have, the happier I will be.‛ That is thought to be true about 

other things like sex, recreational drugs and power over people. 

However, there are many stories of people who wake up one 

day and realize that, after spending a lot of their lives amassing 

wealth and power, this is not the way to happiness. That 
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happened to me as well. In Chapter 5, I propose a definition of 

true happiness, which is based upon breaking free from the 

illusion of the ego-mind while bringing to life our Higher Self, 

independent from physical possessions. 

Disidentify from the Body But Still Honor It 

Let’s examine this question: what is the function of our bodies 

anyway? It would make sense that our bodies serve as tools for 

our formless God because God created us. Otherwise, why 

would there be a need for our physical bodies anyway? The full 

spectrum from God to the Higher Self to the physical body is 

along a spiritual continuum, moving from pure formlessness to 

more and more a form configuration. The role our Higher Self 

plays is as a bridge between the formless God and the physical 

body. However, I want to make it very clear that the physical 

body is really form, heavily infused with spirit. What I mean is 

that the body uses active spiritual energy to function in this 

world. This concept became clear to me when I observed a 

number of scientists’ graphical video conceptions of what is 

going on inside each and every one of our cells. The complexity 

is totally overwhelming and what became clear to me is that the 

activity in our bodies is not all about chemistry but primarily 

spiritual forces at work; mainly in the form of consciousness, 

which is our life force in action. Consciousness is a spiritual, 

self-organizing entity not only for our minds but for our bodies 

as well.
5
 Therefore, our bodies are made of spiritual and 

physical elements – together, they are one. Each and every 

person, created by God, is all part of the one. 
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Q. Are We Form or Formless? 

God is a spiritual entity that created the physical world, which 

we define as the world of form. The spirit world, which is 

different from the physical world, we define as the world of 

formlessness. If you accept this premise then, at our ultimate 

core, where we are one with God, we are formless. Could this be 

true? Yes. Why is this important? Well, we are dealing with a 

few challenges in trying to fully understand what we are made 

of. If we are at our core sourced from a formless God, and our 

Higher Self has a spiritual form and our bodies are physical 

form, then are we creatures of form or formlessness? 

I believe we are both. We are part of a continuum from 

formlessness to form. To further make this lack of distinction 

between formlessness and form clearer, the latest in scientific 

discourses ponder the essential nature of the atom, which is the 

building block of form. When you explore deep into the atom, 

you discover subatomic particles which are much smaller than 

protons and neutrons, such as quarks and neutrinos. Quantum 

physicists now question if there is actually form at the atom’s 

core, or is there only formlessness and probabilities?
6
 Top 

theoretical scientists are actually trying to grapple with these 

uncertainties and one thing is clear: physical form is not what 

we generally think it to be. 

Einstein’s theory of general relativity made it very clear that 

physical reality is quite pliable and so much a function of our 

perceptions and circumstances. For example, if you are 
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travelling at the speed of light, time stands still. Time absolutely 

stops and, as you slow down, time speeds up. Quantum 

mechanics takes the uncertainty of physical reality to even more 

bizarre levels. To assume we understand the world of form as 

being this solid, very well understood state is an illusion. 

Emptiness or Love? 

Many of the main Eastern religions use the words emptiness, 

unmanifested and formless to describe the spiritual realm. I am 

not crazy about their usage because they are using words that 

are hard to wrap our minds around. In our journey, we are 

going to take an opposite approach. Instead of looking at the 

spiritual realm as incomprehensible, we are going to approach it 

directly from the feelings we get when we experience spirit. I 

agree the cognitive mind has its limits in comprehending spirit 

and that is why the experiences we have in meditation are 

essential. But, if consciousness is who we are, then the feelings 

we have when we experience spirit should be how we define 

spirit; that is, love, compassion, joy, inner peace and intuitive 

wisdom all in one package. Learning how to experience spirit 

through heightening our ability to experience each of the key 

components of spirit (Higher Self and God) through the JTE is 

the ticket to enlightenment. 
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Scientists’ Sense of The Relationships between 

Spirit and Form 

We tend to think that scientists are totally into the physical 

world and have no patience or interest in the spiritual realm. 

However, Einstein, the greatest scientist in history, looked at 

reality from a spiritual perspective, which was reflected in the 

following two quotes: "I want to know God's thoughts, the rest 

are details;" and then he wrote, ‚*A scientists’+ religious feeling 

takes the form of a rapturous amazement at the harmony of 

natural law, which reveals an intelligence of such 

superiority<‛
7
 Einstein was expressing the relationship he and 

other scientists have with trying to understand the nature of 

physical reality in scientific and mathematical terms. Even from 

the scientific perspective, he perceived a universal spirit or God-

like, intelligent entity creating it all. 

Max Planck, considered the father of quantum mechanics (even 

though a team of scientists contributed to its full formulation), 

believed that the mind is more basic than matter. ‚I regard 

consciousness as fundamental. I regard matter as derivative 

from consciousness. Everything that we talk about, everything 

that we regard as existing, postulates consciousness.‛
8
 

The two greatest scientific breakthroughs that best describe the 

nature of reality are Einstein’s general theory of relativity and 

Planck’s quantum mechanics. The fathers of both of these 

theories believed in a spirit or consciousness as the underlying 
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basis of physical reality. Then why did the scientific world end 

up being so spiritually vacuous? That is a great question. 

During the Age of Reason or the Enlightenment period, 

scientists were creating a body of knowledge that was 

diametrically opposed to the then current societal beliefs, which 

were dominated by religious institutions. As science was 

discovering new scientific breakthroughs that were disproving 

spiritual beliefs, many segments of the society were quickly 

adopting these new visions of reality. The greatest example of 

this is Darwin’s theory of evolution. 

Darwin’s theory became promoted by the lay press. Behind the 

scenes, Darwin’s theories were being absolutely refuted by the 

greatest paleontologist of the time, Louis Agassiz, who was a 

professor at Harvard. Darwin sent one of his final draft copies 

of his book, On the Origin of Species, to Agassiz for feedback. 

Agassiz refuted Darwin’s theory for a number of reasons: ‚a 

scientific mistake, untrue in its facts, unscientific in its methods, 

and mischievous in its tendencies.‛
9
 One major reason for 

Agassiz’s dismay was that Darwin did not fully address the 

most ‚troubling anomaly,‛ the Cambrian explosion. 

The Cambrian explosion, a fossil discovery, represents a period 

starting 500 million years ago that lasted about 20 million years. 

This discovery showcased so many new and diverse species of 

life in such a short period of time that Darwin’s theory could not 

even begin to explain it. Even Darwin admitted that this 

discovery tested the validity of his theories and he hoped that 

future discoveries would help validate his theory. During the 
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past 150 years, there have been no new supportive fossil 

discoveries to help to substantiate Darwin’s theory. 

Over the past century and one-half, Darwin’s theories have been 

under constant attacks and criticism. Forty years ago, Stephen 

Jay Gould, another famous Harvard paleontologist, declared 

that neo-Darwinism ‚is effectively dead, despite its persistence 

as textbook orthodoxy.‛ Gould had his own theory of evolution 

that was described as punctuated equilibrium. That species 

undergo long periods of stasis followed by rapid changes over 

relatively short periods instead of continuously accumulating 

slow changes over millions of years as Darwin had 

theorized.
10

 More recently, as greater understanding of the 

complexities of how genes function, Darwin’s theories are now 

only seriously being considered to explain minor physical 

changes but definitely not to explain the emergence of new 

species. 

The most fascinating discussion is in the field of intelligent 

design and how it might play a role in evolution. Two books 

that I’ve just finished reading are Darwin’s Doubts; the Explosive 

Origin of Animal Life and the Case for Intelligent Design
11

, and 

the Signature in the Cell; DNA Evidence for Intelligent Design
12

 by 

Stephen Meyer. I highly recommend reading them both. 

Stephen Meyer received his doctorate at Cambridge University 

and his dissertation was on the origin-of-life biology. What is so 

fascinating is that we have here a credible research scientist 

whose life work has been on how the spirit plays an active role 
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not only in the origin of life but also in the evolution of life. The 

big takeaway for me is that, when you analyze the complexities 

of how life begins and how new species are created, random 

mutation and natural selection is only a small part of the factors 

involved. My belief that our physical bodies are infused with 

the active involvement of spirit and consciousness, for not only 

our moment to moment functioning but in our creation and the 

direction we are headed, was further validated by reading 

Meyer’s books. 

Where Are We Headed? 

I discern an overall pattern to the spiritual game plan that runs 

parallel to the role we as individuals play in providing a self-

reflective function by serving God. We discuss periodically the 

role that each of our own personal struggles play in motivating 

us to reach out beyond the ego-minds’ non-spiritual perspective 

to search for greater meaning - and that this search many times 

ends up with us discovering spirit. Now, as our planet and our 

species currently face such extreme existential dangers, our 

collective struggles are creating a dangerous pressure cooker 

environment. This is forcing us to try and figure out in what 

ways we can elevate our consciousness to be able to create a 

new, more healing environment that is very different to the one 

we have created now. The fact is that we may not be able to 

survive if we continue on the path that we are on. 

I describe in this book that in our brains and hearts we possess a 

neural network that is currently dormant, which is the receiver 
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for our Higher Self and God. God has, through evolution, 

provided us with these receivers to experience our Higher Self 

as well as God. If enough of the human species takes this 

spiritual journey, creating heaven on earth is a real possibility 

and may be where we are all headed, if things go our way. 

Is this the holy grail? The first major story in the Bible depicts 

human beings in a state of enlightenment in the Garden of Eden. 

Then we lose it by falling into a realm of illusion, dominated by 

our ego-mind based on fear. It now appears to me that God is 

moving us towards a world filled with humans who are 

rediscovering the truth: working towards being directly 

connected with the spirit all day long. This appears to be the 

biggest story of all time! That is why I feel that this book and 

the Journey To Enlightenment are so important, not only for 

individual growth but for the whole human journey. 

 

 Meditation: 

I invite you now to be in the here and now by taking three 

deep, gentle breaths through your nose while feeling the 

cool air coming in and the warm air coming out. 
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To know yourself as the Being underneath the thinker, the stillness 

underneath the mental noise, the love and joy underneath the pain, is 

freedom, salvation, enlightenment. 

Eckhart Tolle, The Power of Now
13

 

To enjoy good health, to bring true happiness to one's family, to bring 

peace to all, one must first discipline and control one's own mind. If a 

man can control his mind, he can find the way to enlightenment, all 

wisdom and virtue will naturally come to him. 

Gautama Buddha
14

 

The search for enlightenment is alive and well and I believe 

that it is the primary purpose of a good percentage of today’s 

serious meditators. Really, what we all want is a transformation 

in our lives, in the way we experience life, and to possess a level 

of happiness and meaning that is spiritually fulfilling. 

Most major spiritual traditions agree that humankind has been 

in a fog - living an illusion. The illusion is that our ego-mind at 

some point in our evolution expanded its role beyond its main 

job of taking care of our earthly needs, protecting our bodies 

and making sure we survive to procreate and keep passing 

along our genes. The ego-mind evolved in a way that we 

became disoriented, thinking our ego-mind is who we are when 

defining ourselves. This development was incredibly significant 

because we went from a love-based consciousness to a fear-

based one. When this confusion occurred the consciousness that 

represented our Higher Self became overpowered by the ego-
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mind and went to ‚sleep,‛ if you will. This was a disaster 

because the role of our Higher Self is to help us run our lives 

here on earth and keep us connected to spirit and with God. 

Luckily, the core wiring for the receivers in our brain and our 

heart that are attuned to our Higher Self still exist in the form of 

neural networks that are just waiting for us to bring them back 

to life; it is in a dormant state right now. In this book, you will 

learn in great detail the Journey To Enlightenment’s approach and 

why it is very effective in reenergizing this essential spiritual 

receiver. 

Our Definition of Enlightenment 

Enlightenment is defined in this book as the ability to sustain 

your Higher Self for most of your waking hours while assigning 

and maintaining your ego-mind to the role of servant. When 

you experience your Higher Self, you become in touch with 

God. A key part of your spiritual journey is to be able to allow 

your Higher Self to emerge and dominate your everyday 

consciousness. This process includes acknowledging that your 

ego-mind, which is currently dominating your consciousness, is 

not your Higher Self but an illusory sense of self. To successfully 

take on this challenge requires a few skills. Those skills include: 

1. Quieting the ego-mind through the use of a number of 

tools, including staying fully present. 

2. Learning to experience the five key spiritual characteristics 

that comprise your Higher Self. 
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3. Bringing to life the dormant receiver for your Higher Self to 

allow it into your everyday experience. 

4. Learning to connect with God with love. 

5. Creating and maintaining a practice of meditation. 

All of the above require a consistent meditative habit. Without 

meditation, all of the things that you are going to be reading 

about will just be a nice intellectual exercise and that is not the 

purpose of this book. 

What Do We Mean By the Ego-mind? 

Before we go any further, I want to clarify the difference 

between the ego-mind and the ego. In this book we will be 

referring to the ego-mind extensively and the ego-mind is 

different from what Freud or modern psychology define the ego 

to be. In our common reference to ego we usually refer to how 

highly one thinks of oneself – sometimes in a negative way: ‚He 

has a big ego.‛ 

Freud developed a tripartite model of the mind that included 

the ego, the id and the super ego.
15

 Freud defined the ego as the 

function of the mind that managed sexual and aggressive 

impulses while navigating the tension between those impulses 

and the pressures and values of the society. In modern 

psychology, the ego is the self-consciousness system.
16

 The self-

consciousness system is the narrating portion of human 

consciousness that reflects on one’s thoughts, feelings and 

actions and inhibits or legitimizes them to oneself and to others. 
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For our work and discussions, the ego-mind is this self-

consciousness system that is functioning in a state of illusion. It 

is living in the past and future, not in the present moment, and 

is based on fear as opposed to our Higher Self, which is based 

on love. The ego-mind considers itself your Higher Self but in 

actuality it is not. The ego-mind is not even aware that a true 

Higher Self exists. It neither understands nor cares about this 

confusion. It is programmed to dominate our consciousness and 

stay dominant. Freud and modern psychology do not 

acknowledge this interpretation of how the mind works because 

their school of thought does not take into account the spiritual 

component of reality.
17

 Thus, they do not at all identify the 

existence of the Higher Self. 

The discovery of the illusion of the ego-mind goes back to 

Buddha 2,500 years ago and has been studied experientially by 

generations of monks and gurus ever since. The 

acknowledgment of this core illusion dilemma is not solely 

limited to Buddhists. It permeates the teachings of most major 

religions. 

Quieting the Ego-mind 

One of the essential skills that needs to be learned in almost all 

practices of meditation is the ability to quiet the ego-mind. This 

is done most effectively by following the breath consistently. 

This means to be conscious of your breathing for extended 

periods of time. It is not easy to do because the ego-mind will 
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intrude naturally and the ability to reduce its intrusion requires 

practice and focus. 

When you follow your breath, your ego-mind goes quiet. That is 

a very significant occurrence. Why is that? This happens 

because the ego-mind, which is an illusory sense of self, cannot 

function at all in the present moment. To clarify, I do not mean 

that your ego is not functioning, I mean your ego-mind, that part 

of the ego that has an illusory sense of self, cannot function; the 

ego-mind is a subset of the ego. 

To be clear, the ego-mind can only exist in an illusory world. 

That illusory world is in the past and/or the future but not in the 

here and now. That is why we spend so much time regretting 

past events and anticipating future ones, because it is the only 

arena the ego-mind can play in. The ego-mind’s incessant 

thinking of the past and future is all the ego-mind is capable of 

doing. We are not thinking these things because we feel these 

thoughts are important. We do it because we are stuck in the 

past and future; we are forced into an illusory world because of 

this overall ego-mind state of consciousness. Another big 

question is, why would our minds spend so much time in the 

past and the future when we have available to us the present 

moment? The present moment is the only ‚time zone‛ where we 

can experience our thoughts, emotions, bodily sensations, 

perceptions, and moods. For what reason would we want to be 

cut off from, basically, our reality? 

In order for the ego-mind to function, it needs to stay away from 

reality – the here and now – and it desperately needs to push us 
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away from the present moment to dominate our consciousness. 

It functions like a separate being. It forcefully directs our 

awareness to keep us from the present moment. It is also the key 

reason why people resist meditating because the ego-mind does 

not want to be found out and made to give up its control. 

Let’s go through this a bit systematically so we can get this 

straight. If you accept the fact that reality only exists within the 

here and now, then something that cannot function in the here 

and now must not be real. Correct? So, we must conclude that 

the ego-mind’s sense of self is an illusion; it does not represent 

our real selves! If it did, it would not go quiet in the present 

moment where reality resides. This proof is very 

straightforward. If this is the first time you are getting this 

straight, I know it must be mind-blowing. It is almost too crazy 

to believe that we are all this nuts! People are waking up to this 

fact and it may be why meditation is becoming so popular. 

With humanity in this great state of confusion, our conscious 

awareness is struggling, and we have our work cut out for us to 

bring us back to reality. This handbook is going to help us with 

sorting out some of this dilemma. 

What Does Enlightenment Feel Like? 

The best way I can describe what enlightenment feels like is by 

mentioning the five basic pillars of the Higher Self. They are 

love, compassion, joy, inner peace and intuitive wisdom. If you 

experience all of these key spiritual characteristics at the same 

time, you will feel what enlightenment is about. It feels glorious 
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and makes your whole body vibrate! That is what you learn to 

do on the journey. I compare it to playing five individual notes 

comprising a beautiful-sounding chord. When you play each 

note one at a time, and savor their sounds, you say, ‚That is so 

cool!‛ If I then ask you to play all five at the same time and 

you’ve never done that before, you might ask, ‚Is that going to 

work?‛ Well, when you do it and the sound of that chord just 

rings out into the room you might exclaim, ‚WOW!‛ That is 

what learning to experience enlightenment is all about and that 

is what this book is all about. 

 

 

 

 

Does Enlightenment Come and Go? 

One important clarification is that enlightenment is not an 

altered state that just quickly comes and goes. When you 

become enlightened, you keep reaching new and higher 

plateaus as you continually grow throughout the rest of your 

life. It is inevitable that there will be times of regression that will 

be caused by heavy emotional traumas. Life for all of us, no 

matter what state of mind we are in, is always a process of 

Meditation: 

I invite you to take three deep gentle breaths, while placing 

your awareness on your heart region. As you inhale, make 

believe your heart is breathing in and as you exhale 

imagine your heart is breathing out. Please do that three 

times. 
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expansion and contraction. One key truth in life is that nothing 

stays the same and enlightenment is not a static experience; it is 

dynamic. The main difference is that you become rooted within 

the spiritual realm while simultaneously being more engaged 

with the physical world. This is true because, when you live life 

more in the present moment, your sensory experiences become 

more vibrant and alive. 

The best way to look at the JTE is that it is a path that you take 

while being connected to your Higher Self, traveling from the 

surface of your consciousness, going down through your 

subconscious, moving deeper within yourself, going further 

along, until you connect with God. This journey is facilitated by 

learning and experiencing the key spiritual characteristics of the 

Higher Self, which are the same as the ones for enlightenment. 

Q: Why Is Enlightenment Such a Rare 

Occurrence? 

Even though enlightenment has historically been very rare, it is 

definitely an achievable goal if you have the right strategies and 

practice. Because it has been so rare, many people feel it is an 

idealized vision of what a person can achieve and is 

unattainable. The fact that it is such a rare event can 

understandably support this view. However, what we describe 

in this book is a clear step-by-step pathway to achieving 

enlightenment that will facilitate it becoming a common one. 
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I believe that enlightenment has been so rare because the 

strategies that were applied in the Eastern wisdom traditions, 

the place where the attainment of enlightenment is taken most 

seriously, are so physically and mentally intense – such as 

physical isolation, discipline and pain – that many people do 

not want to commit to this type of extreme sacrifice. However, 

pain, for example, is not a requirement for emotional and 

spiritual growth, even though the process of struggle does 

facilitate moving you along on your journey. This book is a 

practical guide to help you achieve enlightenment without 

having to go through such ordeals. 

The “No Self” Towards Enlightenment 

The Buddha taught that we do not have a true self and that part 

of the process of becoming enlightened is to meditate on having 

‚no self.‛ This practice can then free one up from all suffering to 

experience enlightenment. This topic is very controversial, and I 

must address it because for a long time I had a 

misunderstanding concerning this issue. I thought that his 

teaching of ‚no self‛ was to dis-identify with the ego-mind. It 

was a shock to me that he was saying that when you fully dis-

identify you have no self, not even a Higher Self! I have great 

difficulty in fully understanding how a path to enlightenment is 

achieved this way. From the writings on Buddha’s teachings, 

there seemed to be some confusion about this issue – if there is 

no self, then who or what is being aware when you finally quiet 

the ego-mind? 
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In Robert Wright’s Book, entitled Why Buddhism is True, he has a 

great section in his Chapter 5,
18

 questioning the logic of the 

discourse Buddha had with five monks about how to become 

enlightened by letting go of the sense of self. There is a lot of 

uncertainty around this particular discourse because the 

Buddha does not make it very clear, after you let go of self to 

become free of cravings and aversions, including letting go of 

your consciousness, what part of you is left to be aware moment 

to moment so you can function in this world. Wright states: 
19

 

But this landmark argument that the self doesn’t exist has one odd 

feature: an occasional tendency to suggest that the self exists. Near the 

end of the discourse, delivering the take-home lesson, the Buddha 

instructs the monks to go through each of the aggregates and say, “This 

is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.” He says that a monk who 

follows this guidance unswervingly “becomes passion-free. In his 

freedom from passion, he is emancipated.” Okay, fine. But if there’s no 

self, then what is the nature of the “he” that is liberated after all the 

things that aren’t self have been disowned? Who is doing the 

disowning? If you don’t exist, then how can you say of each aggregate, 

“This is not mine, this I am not”? If it makes sense to say that there’s 

something you don’t possess and that there’s something you are not, 

then there must be a you in the first place, right? How can the Buddha, 

on the one hand, insist that the self doesn’t exist, and, on the other 

hand, keep using terms like I and you and he and she? 

To be clear, nothing was written down describing Buddha’s 

talks until two hundred years after his death, so a lot might 

have been lost in the translation between the time the actual 

talks were given and the written record. Wright clearly states 
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that the written records of what Buddha believed about the self 

are unclear and there are many differing interpretations. 

Dr. Robert A.V. Thurman, professor of religion at Columbia 

University and a former Buddhist monk, helped make more 

sense out of Buddha’s ‚no self‛ statements by remarking that, 

‚the Buddha said, ‘We don’t exist,’ to shock us. He meant to say 

that we don’t exist in the way we think we exist, that is what he 

meant < our egocentrism is based upon an illusion, a miswiring 

in the core of our programming < that there was a way of 

being, a relational being. A pure nexus of relationships totally 

interconnected with all of beings, not being really different than 

the universe<that ultimate unity and relational differences [are] 

simultaneously present and that made the Buddha really happy. 

That is why he is smiling in a lot of his statues. That is all that 

enlightenment is – being connected, realizing the 

interconnectedness with all things and all beings viscerally – 

realizing that is what enlightenment is. It is not very mysterious. 

Isn’t it simple?‛
20

 

I am going to add one more commentary on this issue of no-self 

because it is at the heart of Buddhist belief, teaching and 

experiences. This is from Tolle’s The New Earth:
21

 

What is spiritual realization? The belief that you are spirit? No, that’s a 

thought. A little closer to the truth than the thought that believes you 

are who your birth certificate says you are, but still a thought. Spiritual 

realization is to see clearly that what I perceive, experience, think, or feel 

is ultimately not who I am, that I cannot find myself in all those things 

that continuously pass away. The Buddha was probably the first human 
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being to see this clearly, and so anata (no self) became one of the central 

points of his teaching. And when Jesus said, “Deny thyself,” what he 

meant was: Negate (and thus undo) the illusion of self. If the self – ego – 

were truly who I am, it would be absurd to “deny” it. What remains is 

the light of consciousness in which perceptions, experiences, thoughts, 

and feelings come and go. That is Being, that is the deeper, true I. When 

I know myself as that, whatever happens in my life is no longer of 

absolute but only of relative importance. I honor it, but it loses its 

absolute seriousness, its heaviness. The only thing that ultimately 

matters is this: Can I sense my essential Beingness, the I Am, in the 

background of my life at all times? To be more accurate, can I sense the 

I Am that I Am at this moment? 

Tolle is referring to the Higher Self when he mentions the 

words, ‚light of consciousness,‛ ‚Being,‛ ‚true I,‛ ‚essential 

Beingness‛ and the ‚I am.‛ 

So, it appears that Wright, Robert Thurman and Tolle all are 

stating that there still needs to be a Higher Self consciousness to 

be available to us after we dispel the illusory sense of self that 

the ego-mind has created. This is essential if we are not going to 

get confused or strive for a complete ‚no self.‛ 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

I invite you to take three deep, gentle breaths and observe 

the cool air going into your nose as you inhale and the 

warm air going out your nose as you exhale. 
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Is Our Species Destined to Become 

Enlightened? 

What is exciting is that we all are on this journey to 

enlightenment together. Each of us is being pushed along 

towards an awakening. All of us keep getting spiritual messages 

and whispers that are trying to give us guidance and it is our 

responsibility to start listening. If you are already listening, you 

might need to listen a little harder - be a bit more conscious. 

Now that you are reading this book, you are getting closer to 

being exposed to an amazingly powerful tool towards 

enlightenment and I hope you read on in this book and decide 

to start doing the JTE to move you along on your journey. 

Can Enlightenment Occur Spontaneously? 

In Chapter 9, I describe my awakening spontaneously occurring 

without any prior meditation practice, which is proof to me that 

we all have the receivers in place to experience enlightenment. 

We need only to motivate ourselves to, as the Nike tagline 

urged us on, ‚Just do it!‛ Creating a real Age of Enlightenment 

is no longer beyond hope. It is about actively transforming our 

consciousness by moving our ground of awareness from fear 

back to love and changing the world. 

Enlightenment and Ethics 

Before we go further, I want to address the question of how an 

enlightened person behaves. Nobody is perfect. We may be 
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perfect on one level and not on another. Living our lives and 

learning how to behave is a process of contraction, expansion, 

growing, making mistakes and learning from those mistakes. 

That process is always ongoing. To be enlightened is to be 

tapped into the same facilities that are available to all of us but 

on a higher, spiritual, level. Many times, enlightened souls are 

given unrealistic expectations that cannot be realized. The 

bottom line is that we are all human beings with our strengths 

and weaknesses. Tapping into our Higher Self gives us great 

tools and facilities to live our lives from our hearts with deep 

love and compassion, but it does not make us perfect. 

Q: Can the experience of enlightenment 

eliminate the ego? 

This brings up a very sensitive issue for people, but I believe 

that an enlightened person is not supernatural. Being connected 

with the spirit and overcoming the illusion of the ego-mind does 

not mean eliminating the ego. The ego is deeply rooted within 

the functioning of the brain, well down into the brainstem. To 

have the ability to short circuit that wiring and cut it off from a 

person’s consciousness is to me unfathomable. I believe that it is 

very important for the health and future of our species that the 

experience of enlightenment is made available and achievable to 

all people. This is a serious issue. 

 

 

Meditation: 

I invite you take three gentle breaths while you breathe in a 

sense of relaxation and breathe out tension in your body. 
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Nothing Like Scientific Proof 

The practice of meditation really started to become widely 

accepted within the scientific community when Dr. Richard 

Davidson, Antoine Lutz and Mathieu Ricard published their 

EEG and functional MRI (‚fMRI‛) studies, starting in 2003.
22

 

Their fMRI images clearly showed the differences in the size of 

various functional parts of the brain of experienced meditators 

compared to non-meditators. Based upon the electrical signals 

of the brain, and blood flow, their measurements revealed how 

meditation can alter the size of key functional components of 

the brain. Researchers and the public were able to see for 

themselves the resultant structural changes in the brain. 

Meditation moved from being a fringe practice to one with 

serious and important ramifications. Later studies demonstrated 

its value in one’s personal life and the world of business. There 

are many studies now show that meditation affects the function 

and structure of the brain to improve one’s ability to live a 

happier and healthier life as well as a more loving and 

productive one. 

Strategies and Tactics in the Journey To 

Enlightenment 

In this chapter, we are going to explore the strategies and tactics 

that were utilized in designing the Journey To 

Enlightenment program. I serve as the main guide and one of the 
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coaches in assisting participants on this journey. The JTE is 

designed to be consistent, effective and engaging. It contains an 

ever-growing library of audio meditations for your practice. It 

currently has 150 hours of guided meditations that are designed 

to give you an opportunity to attain enlightenment. One key 

feature of the JTE is that it is a long-term program, designed to 

stay fresh and engaging. 

Summary of the JTE Structure 

The JTE is divided equally into two journeys, comprising 203 

meditations each. There is a personal self-development journey 

and a corporate one. The two journeys are similar, except for the 

differences in the images of the persons depicted in some of the 

series. The personal self-development meditations make use of 

correspondingly suitable personal images, such as your 

significant other, family, neighborhood, club or place of 

worship. The corporate meditations involve images suitable to 

the workplace, using images of your manager, team, buddy at 

work and company. The JTE is divided into twelve series. Most 

series are comprised of twenty meditations and each meditation 

is about twenty minutes in duration. In addition, there are 

welcoming and exiting videos to bookend each series. The JTE 

invites the meditator to fully experience, in sequence and in 

numerical order, the storyline that is being told along the way. 

Each of the 406 guided meditation sessions are unique, in order 

to help you maintain interest and focus. Along the way, the JTE 

keeps the cognitive mind engaged by consistently offering new 
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relevant insights on how one can become transformed. The 

transformational process utilizes your cognitive mind to help 

break through the illusions that impede your progress. Many of 

the book’s insights and stories are drawn and developed from 

the mini-talks that I give during the JTE. 

The JTE Has Coaching 

The JTE gives personal self-development participants a choice 

between being coached or not. If you choose coaching, you have 

direct access to me and my team of Happcoaches. With this 

program, you will receive a personally assigned Happcoach 

who will track your progress and support you in any way he or 

she can. For some people, coaching is essential in maintaining a 

consistent habit. All of the wonderful things contained in this 

book are only available to people who maintain a habit, so, if 

you feel you need a coach, I strongly urge you to sign up for a 

coaching version of the app. If you sign up with the corporate 

version, it automatically provides coaching. 

The JTE guides users to enhance their ability to: 

• maintain breath awareness (Breathing Into Silence), 

• maintain a healthy mind/body dynamic (Mind/Body 

Integration), 

• express loving kindness (Loving Kindness Meditation), 

• express compassion (Compassion Series), 

• experience abiding joy (Joy on Demand), 

• connect with their inner peace (Peace on Demand), 
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• increase their emotional intelligence (Emotional 

Intelligence), 

• connect with their intuitive wisdom (Wisdom On Demand), 

and 

• create a more positive relationship with their inner voices 

(Discovering Your Magnificence). 

Tuning Up Your Spiritual Receiver 

The JTE strategy is based upon bringing to life the underlying 

neuronal networks that serve as the spiritual receiver for the 

Higher Self, which currently exists in a dormant state. 

Whenever you meditate and quiet your ego-mind, you use your 

receiver to tune into experiencing your Higher Self. One of the 

JTE’s key strategies to enlightenment is to allow you the 

opportunity to experience all of the feelings one has when you 

connect with your Higher Self. These key feelings are love, 

compassion, joy, inner peace and intuitive wisdom. When you 

learn to experience each of these components simultaneously, 

you will experience a moment of enlightenment. When you are 

able to sustain that experience for most of the day, you have 

attained enlightenment. 

For a more specific explanation, let’s get back to your 

meditation session. At the beginning of the first session, where 

you start on your journey, your ego-mind becomes quieted so 

that you are able to begin to experience your Higher Self. I like 

to refer to this experience as entering a spiritual realm or space 
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that holds your Higher Self. As you expand your consciousness, 

it has an inherent spatial feel to it. 

Initially, this spiritual space is a bit blurry, ill-defined and 

somewhat disorienting. Being your guide, I show you the way 

around. The objective is to get you oriented, comfortable and 

familiar, so that you can settle into fully possessing the 

consciousness of your Higher Self. 

Transferring your primary state of consciousness from your 

ego-mind to your Higher Self when you are not doing your 

formal meditation during the day is our ultimate goal. In other 

words, we want to free you up from the cushion. A successful 

transfer requires a consistent meditative practice. Each of the 

twelve-meditation series in the JTE directly addresses every one 

of the key components so that they can become alive and 

sufficiently charged up so your dormant neural networks that 

comprise your receiver, which connect to your Higher Self, can 

become fully active. This is the key objective of our journey. 

It is as simple as that. The only thing required from you is a 

commitment to go on this journey. The greatest gift you can 

give yourself is the intention of living life to the fullest. Then 

you no longer need to be dominated by your ego-mind and can 

start living your life from the vantage point of your Higher Self. 

Q: Why do I need to practice loving? 

Because we are dominated by our ego-minds, which are 

incapable of loving. This is one of the key reasons life is such a 
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struggle. Our ego-minds are incapable of experiencing love for 

two reasons. First, it is not our true self and, second, it is based 

upon fear. One of the biggest obstacles in expressing love is not 

only being overwhelmed by the ego-mind’s consciousness but 

the bad habits we develop and the negative experiences we 

have had that further impede our ability to love. 

The biggest impediment is our lack of love for ourselves. In fact, 

the amount of love we have for ourselves is the key resource we 

have to love others. In other words, if we are not able to love 

ourselves while we are stuck in the ego-mind, we will not be 

able to love others. One way to overcome this obstacle is to 

practice the Loving Kindness Meditation Series. This series 

allows us to resonate with the love characteristic of our Higher 

Self. When opening up our capacity to love we can then take the 

first step which is to learn to experience the love for ourselves, 

and then we can begin to cultivate the love for others. This same 

principle applies to compassion, which we practice during the 

Compassion Series. 

Our Higher Self is based upon love and the ego-mind’s 

domination of our consciousness is based upon fear. This 

discrepancy is at the heart of so much of our misery and 

unhappiness. The journey can allow you to seamlessly make the 

transition from a consciousness of fear to one founded in love. It 

can make a huge positive change in your life. It can make the 

difference between day and night. 
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Neurons That Fire Together 

Every time we arouse each key component of the Higher Self, 

the associated neuronal networks in the brain and in the heart 

become stronger. When we keep firing them, new and more 

extensive neuronal wirings and supportive connections are laid 

down. A wonderful scientific discovery states, ‚neurons that 

fire together, wire together;‛ which helps describe how the 

positive effects of meditation work and the value of maintaining 

a meditative practice.
23

 For example, when we do the Loving 

Kindness Meditation, we are activating neurons in our brains 

and our hearts that are associated with our sensation of love. As 

these neurons continue to fire, they stimulate new neuronal 

growth in the activated areas. This assertion is well-documented 

in functional MRI studies which show a size increase in specific 

areas of the brain associated with a meditative practice.
24

 The 

more we practice, the more we stimulate more supportive 

rewiring in the brain, which creates a greater probability that 

your Higher Self will become established and be consistently 

experienced throughout the day. 

How is the JTE Different From Other 

Meditations? 

The big difference between the JTE meditation program when 

compared to other programs is that the JTE establishes a full 

connection with your Higher Self, allowing you to bring your 

Higher Self into your daily life. It comes down to this: to 
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consistently experience the Higher Self is to combine the 

feelings of all of the five key components simultaneously. While 

I am writing this down, I am breathing in these five components 

and boy, it works beautifully every single time! Then you may 

ask, ‚Why don’t I just do that exercise right now and I should be 

fine?‛ The problem is, for starters, that most people do not love 

themselves. If you don’t love yourself, you will not be able to 

love others and you will struggle to experience any feeling of 

love. Also, it will be difficult to be compassionate because 

compassion is love in action. 

Being able to invite joy into your life is a very subtle skill that 

needs to be learned through practice. Being peaceful requires a 

quieting of the ego-mind and being in the present moment for 

extended periods. To do that requires practice as well, as you 

use your breath awareness to stay rooted in the present 

moment. Finally, being open enough to connect with your 

intuitive wisdom demands an incredibly high degree of focus. 

What I described is just a part of the skills you will learn when 

you take the JTE. 

Most other meditation programs help you to quiet the mind and 

allow your Higher Self to be experienced somewhat, which 

makes you feel good and enriched. It may also help with your 

focus and your equanimity. It may also help you feel more 

peaceful. You may be able to sleep better and feel more 

centered. These are all wonderful outcomes, but they will most 

likely not get you to enlightenment. Why? Because, as I 

mentioned before, the most important challenge is 

to fully embrace your Higher Self so that it becomes fully alive – 
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not just part of it but all of it. In enlightenment, the full force of 

the Higher Self, begins to take over your state of awareness so 

that your ego-mind becomes your servant, no longer able to 

dominate. 

The most popular meditation app programs, such as Headspace 

and Calm, do provide meditations that are very valuable to 

improving the quality of one’s life; however, these programs do 

not aim at enlightenment for their users. I refer to their 

programs as ‚meditation-lite.‛ 

They Are Not True Emotions 

Now, I must clarify something that is very important in the 

whole JTE strategy; the key spiritual elements of the Higher Self 

are not true emotions. They are experiences that are different 

from our normal set of emotions. Basically, emotions are the 

body’s response to thoughts.
25

 However, when we experience 

the five key spiritual components, we also feel them in our 

bodies; they do not originate from thoughts but from our 

spiritual experiences. The experiences we generate during 

meditation, when we quiet the mind and create moments of no-

thought, come from our spirit. This is so important to 

understand because meditation is our portal to our spirit and is 

why meditation makes us feel so good. We get a good intake of 

the spirit world, which nourishes our being and provides us 

with all the things that make life worth living. 
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So, right now rest comfortably within yourself and breathe 

naturally. Now concentrate on the region of your heart. And 

now breathe in and out as if your heart were breathing in and 

out. Do that a few times and then relax. 

Maintaining a Practice 

An essential part of the JTE is that it is designed to be a life-long 

practice. This kind of spiritual training is no different from the 

conditioning of the body. If we are to keep the mind and body 

in peak operating mode for life, then both practices need to be 

done regularly. Physical exercise improves our muscle strength 

and boosts our endurance. Exercise delivers oxygen and 

nutrients to our tissues and helps our cardiovascular system 

work more efficiently. And when your heart and lung health 

improves, you have more energy to tackle daily chores. The 

same is true for the consistent practice of meditation. It keeps 

our connection with the Higher Self and God vibrant and strong 

while we enjoy a greater sense of well-being. 

 

Meditation: 

Take three gentle breaths and feel the sensations in your 

body. 
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Is it Good to Teach Students to Go on a 

Journey? 

There is a lot of debate about setting up enlightenment as an 

objective, because many students will keep asking, ‚Have I 

arrived yet? Am I now enlightened?‛ Setting enlightenment as a 

goal to be achieved can make it hard for some students to stay 

in the present moment and not be so goal oriented. I think this is 

a valid issue. However, the students, in doing their practice, are 

constantly learning to be grounded in the ‚here and now,‛ not 

on future events anyway; so, that is a key part of the meditative 

practice and an essential skill to be learned on the way. Really, 

the journey is not about getting somewhere; it is about 

experiencing each step along the way. If you do that practice, 

you will get to your destination. 

Mindfulness and Meditation 

Before we end this chapter, let’s clarify the difference between 

mindfulness and meditation, which are often used 

interchangeably. Mindfulness is the practice of maintaining a 

calm, nonjudgmental state of awareness of what is happening to 

you in the present moment, including your thoughts, emotions, 

perceptions, feelings and bodily sensations, while following 

your breath. On the other hand, meditations are specific 

techniques for resting the mind and attaining a state of 

consciousness beyond the ego-mind. Meditation allows us to 

dive down into the deeper levels of ourselves to experience our 
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Higher Self and when we want, connect with God in a very 

deep way. In its essence, meditation is a spiritual journey. 

Mindfulness and meditation do overlap in many ways. When 

we do a body/scan meditation, we are being in a mindful state 

as we become aware of the thoughts, sensations and feelings in 

our bodies. We also use mindfulness to help us enter a deep 

state of meditation as we begin each session. In fact, during the 

day it is very important to allow ourselves to dwell in our 

‚inner body‛, which requires us to be mindful and is a great 

way to continue being mindful during the day. So, mindfulness 

could be considered a subset of meditation. In our ultimate goal 

of becoming enlightened, being in a mindful state for most of 

the day is what we are training to achieve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

Take three gentle breaths and feel the sensations in your 

body. 

Right now, rest comfortably within yourself and breathe 

naturally. Now concentrate on the region of your heart. 

And now breathe in and out as if your heart were 

breathing in and out. Do that a few times and then relax. 
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Rediscovering Who We Are 

Every so often we need to continually step back and see where 

we are and be mindful, because as a people we are lost within 

our ego-minds. The following story represents the unbelievable 

fact that we go about our lives, come from a long history of 

achievements with billions of people involved, and yet virtually 

the whole human race is blinded from reality. We are hiding 

behind our wall of fear and illusions. 

Golden Buddha26 

In a large temple north of Thailand’s ancient capital, Sukotai, there once 

stood an enormous and ancient clay Buddha. Though not the most 

handsome or refined work of Thai Buddhist art, it had been cared for 

over a period of five hundred years and became revered for its sheer 

longevity. Violent storms, changes of government and invading armies 

had come and gone, but the Buddha endured. At one point, however, the 

monks who tended the temple noticed that the statue had begun to crack 

and would soon be in need of repair and repainting. 

After a stretch of particularly hot, dry weather, one of the cracks became 

so wide that a curious monk took his flashlight and peered inside. What 

shone back at him was a flash of brilliant gold! Inside this plain old 

statue, the temple residents discovered one of the largest and most 

luminous gold images of Buddha ever created in Southeast Asia. 

Now uncovered, the golden Buddha draws throngs of devoted pilgrims 

from all over Thailand. The monks believe that this shining work of art 

had been covered in plaster and clay to protect it during times of 

conflict and unrest. 
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In much the same way, each of us has encountered threatening 

situations that lead us to cover our innate nobility. Just as the 

people of Sukotai had forgotten about the golden Buddha, we 

too have forgotten our essential nature. 

Much of the time we live our lives covered up with a protective 

layer, which is in the form of our ego-minds, rather than from 

our Higher Self. The primary aim of the JTE is to help us see 

beneath our armor, crack it open to see the golden glow within 

our hearts and bring it out by stepping into our Higher Selves. 

What is it All About? 

Ram Dass, in his book, Polishing the Mirror, describes the process 

of spiritual awareness.
27

 By polishing the mirror of ourselves, 

the light of our heart and Higher Self shines through. 

As the veils of illusion begin to become more transparent, as we 

recognize the limitation of identifying solely with thoughts and 

experiences, with so-called objective reality, we begin to reflect a purer 

state of being. Removing the dust of impurities and attachments from 

the mirror of our heart-mind allows the light of our spirit to be reflected. 

As the layers become more transparent, the light shines through us, and 

we begin to dwell in a less content-laden, ever-clearer state of 

awareness. Awareness in the heart flowers into love, compassion and 

wisdom. Polishing the mirror, this process of reflecting on ourselves by 

witnessing and by bringing our external life into harmony with our 

true being, resolves when we identify fully with our soul, and these 

layers of being merge in our spiritual heart. Perhaps then there is a 

further stage when we cease to experience ourselves as separate beings, 
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when the paradoxical relationship of subject and object merges in 

oneness. That last step requires something we can only call “grace.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

I invite you to take three deep gentle breaths and 

concentrate on your heart while you feel your heart 

breathing in and out. Now, see if you can feel a sense of 

love emanating out of your heart. If you do not, that is 

totally fine. Be gentle with yourself. 
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The miracle of the changing seasons is within the breath; your parents 

and your children are within the breath; your body and your mind are 

within the breath. The breath is the current connecting body and mind, 

connecting us with our parents and our children, connecting our body 

with the outer world’s body. It is the current of life. There are nothing 

but golden fish in this stream. All we need to see them clearly is the lens 

of awareness. 

From Jon Kabat-Zinn
28

 

Mentally Scanning Our Bodies 

The first series in the JTE is the Mind/Body Integration series. 

The purpose of focusing in on your body is to integrate your 

awareness of your emotions with bodily sensations. Why is this 

so important? When I give a presentation and ask the question, 

‚Where do your emotions reside?‛ nobody is quite sure or a few 

take a guess by saying, ‚I think my emotions are in my head.‛ 

To the surprise of most people, emotions actually reside in your 

body. In fact, your emotions are your body’s reaction to your 

thoughts in the form of sensations. This illustrates how so few of 

us are connected with our emotions. 

To get a better understanding of this whole picture, let me 

clarify the difference between feelings and emotions. Feelings 

are the action of sensing your emotions. When you have an 

emotionally charged thought, that thought generates sensations 

in your body. The process of becoming aware of these 

sensations is called your feelings. When a person is not in touch 
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with their feelings it means they are not in touch with the 

sensations in their body; they do not have any feelings. It does 

not mean that they do not have emotions; we all have emotions. 

It means they do not have the self-awareness to feel what their 

emotions are in the form of sensations in the body in the present 

moment. If you are unaware of your emotional states, you are 

disconnected from your own reality. This is why body scanning 

exercises are so essential to healthy living. 

Reducing Stress in the Body 

The main reason our emotions are closely tied to our bodies is 

for survival. When we are threatened and fear is generated, our 

sympathetic nervous system is immediately activated, to 

prepare to either stand for a fight, take flight, or maybe freeze. 

In addition, even when a certain danger passes, the emotional 

shock to our bodies can linger for quite some time 

afterwards.
29

 And, if we are continually impacted by one 

threatening situation or thought after another, our bodies may 

stay in a continual state of arousal or stress, which can be very 

harmful to our health. And what makes things even worse is 

that we generally are not even aware of this continual stress.
30

 

This series will teach us the ability to be in touch with our 

physiological stress, which is a representation of our 

psychological stress. We will begin to identify sensations and 

where they reside, physically. Most significantly, we will learn 

how to relieve our stress through conscious awareness and 

breathing techniques. The body scan is an incredibly simple 
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exercise. But we tend to go into our practice with many 

expectations about what we want to have happen. These 

expectations can get in the way of the process itself. Remember 

that this exercise series isn’t about getting rid of thoughts; rather 

the purpose is about getting at ease with yourself and being at 

ease with whatever is happening in your mind and body; bring 

them together into one sensation and experience. 

Scanning Emotional Patterns in the Upper Body 

The initial basic series of meditations in this series heightens our 

whole-body awareness. For our work, it is preferable to do 

upper-body scans where most of our emotions reside, including 

the neck, face and scalp. While scanning the upper body, it is 

important to assign a specific emotion to each sensation. During 

meditation, we do not try to figure it out or mentally explore in 

great detail what each sensation means. We stay with the 

experience and the feelings. We allow our Higher Self to shine 

its loving light on these sensations so that it can do its work, 

which is to bring relaxation and peace to the negative 

sensations; it’s all a healing process. 

Allowing the Higher Self to Do Its Work 

One of the key attributes of consciousness is its self-organizing 

power.
31

 It is our spiritual consciousness that runs our body and 

keeps it functioning. When the body gets injured, it is the power 

of this consciousness that organizes the body to heal itself. The 

same thing is true for our minds. If things are not functioning 
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well in our minds, our consciousness works on figuring things 

out. The great power of the body scanning exercise is the 

process of focusing this healing ability of our consciousness on 

an area that has been affected by negative thoughts. By allowing 

the Higher Self consciousness to concentrate on an area of 

sensation, it will begin to clear up that negative energy and the 

sensation will dissipate and eventually disappear. Since the 

cause of a lot of illness is due to sensations that reside in the 

body for long periods of time, it is very important for the health 

of one’s body and mind to resolve these issues as they arise and 

this is the most powerful tool to address these issues. 

It is natural for us to resist focusing on these negative thoughts 

and sensations, but resistance only causes disquiet because it 

causes tension. Training the mind involves no longer trying to 

control thoughts but, instead, stepping back to observe them. 

With practice, and once you allow yourself to be loving and 

accepting of how your mind responds, observation will become 

effortless. Letting the Higher Self calm you down without trying 

to figure things out is the way to do it. The wonderful thing is 

that the Higher Self will help you figure things out, without 

‚thinking‛ about it. The Higher Self primarily processes things 

without all the thinking chatter; it does it quietly. This is a major 

and highly significant discovery. 

The cognitive function of the ego-mind is not the only problem-

solving tool we have available to us. The best approach to 

solving issues we face is to combine the cognitive approach and 

the intuitive wisdoms to work together. 
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Clouds in the Sky 

One of the processes we do in this series is learning how to 

relate to our thoughts so that they do not dominate our 

consciousness. If they dominate our consciousness, we become 

disconnected from our bodies. Consequently, this is not an easy 

skill to learn because we are living in the midst of a mind-storm 

consisting of many thousands of thoughts per day. When we 

find ourselves caught up in a mind-storm, compounded with 

sensations and emotions, we can learn to respond 

nonjudgmentally to our thoughts and let them go by. A good 

image for this process is of clouds floating by in a blue sky. The 

sky is our awareness. The clouds are our thoughts, sensations, 

moods, emotions or inner processes. We learn to sit back a bit 

and watch our inner processes sail by as if we are watching 

clouds come into view and then moving on by. Our mindfulness 

practice teaches us not to try and stop our thoughts. 

Remember, the quantity of our mental activity during our 

meditation is not important; more important is the quality of 

our awareness. As we inevitably float along on our inner stream 

of thoughts, emotions and sensations, we become aware that we 

are absorbed by this inner stream, we learn to shift our attention 

nonjudgmentally back to the breath and the present moment. It 

is not so much how many times we get lost in our thoughts that 

is important, but noticing that we are and then coming back to 

observe them is key. It is also important to be gentle and loving 

with yourself when you do this process. 
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Q: What If I Cannot Let Certain Thoughts Float 

By? 

There will be many times when you experience thoughts that do 

not float by with the ease of clouds. Instead, you will hold 

tightly onto some of your thoughts that are emotionally 

charged. In so doing, your thoughts may have proliferated; a 

single thought gives rise to others. Such mental activity is pretty 

much the same for everyone. We are all accustomed to 

becoming involved with our thoughts. It’s a lifelong tendency to 

try to control our reactions, to interfere with our ideas or 

emotions, and to try to fix things. 

When you do get lost in a chain of thoughts that are emotionally 

charged, it is key to return to focusing on your breath and to do 

a brief body scan. It is comforting to remember that you have a 

choice. An airplane may fly into a storm or above it. So, you 

have the option to fly into higher altitudes above the storm to 

observe the calming blue sky above. We will cover this topic in 

greater detail in Chapter 5: Emotional Intelligence. 

Meditation: 

I invite you to stop for a moment to take three breaths and 

observe your thoughts. Then now see if you can just let 

them float on by. 
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When our thoughts are not heavily emotionally charged, it is a 

lot easier to notice when we get lost in them. We can usually 

come back gently to our breath. However, if we get pulled into 

an increasingly large rush of thoughts, or into a sudden mind-

storm, where all kinds of mental activity come bursting out, or if 

the clouds turn dark, it is much harder to be an observer of 

these thoughts. But just as we experience the passing by of our 

thoughts, so do mind-storms and strong emotions come and go. 

To get through these episodes requires patience. The most 

powerful tool is going back to the breath, which is our anchor to 

the present moment to begin to relax the mind and reduce the 

turbulence. 

Moods – The Water We Swim In 

Besides your thoughts, emotions, feelings and sensations, there 

are your moods which can last a few minutes to a few hours, 

days or a lot longer. Your mood, or your quality of mind, 

sometimes called a ‚happiness set point,‛ can last your whole 

life. It can be quite hard to be conscious of it because it is the 

water you have always swam in – you are so used to it. A lot of 

times, we may get so caught up with what we are doing during 

the day that, strangely, we may lose sight of how we are feeling, 

until the point where our feelings run to extremes. Then we 

suddenly notice when we feel especially bad or good. In 

training the mind, there is a real benefit in feeling emotions 

early on. The perfect opportunity exists, during the body scan 

series, to feel your underlying mood, which might be in the 

background but is affecting all of your thoughts. What a 
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wonderful discovery because, if we learn to not be afraid of how 

we feel, then we have an opportunity to become happier and 

less stressed by facing them directly and not turning away from 

them. 

Setting Intentions is a Mental Vessel That 

Holds Your Practice 

When we establish a steady habit of meditating each day, we 

want to maintain it because, if we break the habit, we can lose 

all the great treasures we can discover through our inner work. 

One of the most important things is to create an intention, in 

writing, pertaining to your practice. An intention indicates what 

you would like to bring about through your practice. It is the 

mental vessel in which you hold your practice. It is so important 

to include other people in your intention to give it meaning. 

When you include others, it softens you. If you can actually feel 

this softening, there is a sense of opening. It helps to imagine the 

essence of your intention in your mind’s eye. You open yourself 

up and open your heart to the reality that we are all connected 

and we are one. One of our key objectives is to strengthen your 

connection with people close to you and then to people, in 

general, and finally with spirit. If you see your practice as a way 

of helping us heal this earth and save humankind, you can 

include this thought in your intention. 

I hope that if you are thinking about setting an intention, it 

includes not only yourself but others in your life, including your 

personal relationships and maybe your coworkers, if you are in 
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the workplace. A unique dynamic comes into your practice 

when it positively impacts the people close to you. 

 

 

 

 

Practice as Routine 

Another key feature in establishing a habit is creating a daily 

routine for maintaining a lifelong practice. A steady routine 

energizes our basal ganglia (located in the forebrain) which 

controls our daily habits. This part of the brain is only effective 

when our habits are regular and predictable. When we are 

erratic or unpredictable, the basal ganglia will not play a role at 

all.
32

 Your practice will not be sustainable if it is haphazard or if 

you try to use your willpower. Willpower becomes fatigued and 

tires out easily; the force of will does not work.
33

 You cannot 

depend upon, during the day, thinking about doing your 

meditation and then doing it. It will just not happen over the 

long term or even the short term. Stimulating your basal 

ganglia, reinforcing your habit and routine, is your ticket to 

success. When you do establish a regular routine, for even a 

Meditation: 

Now imagine in your mind’s eye the intention you have in 

reading this book. Hold that thought. Now feel the 

sensation that comes up in your body. Locate that 

sensation and then breathe into and out of that sensation 

for three gentle breaths. 
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short period of time, it will begin to reinforce itself, effortlessly, 

for the long-term. 

Choosing Optimum Time(s) During the Day 

I like to do my first daily meditation as soon as I get up in the 

morning, right after I wake up. I schedule my wake up earlier 

than usual, because that meditation is almost as restorative and 

restful as sleep itself. So, if I wake up sixty minutes early, I get 

sixty minutes to do my meditation without taking extra time out 

of the day. Also, after a good night’s sleep, there is little chance 

that I will fall back asleep. Sitting in a good, upright, meditative 

posture should assure that you will stay awake. 

What is also wonderful to know, especially if you do your 

meditation right before you go to sleep, is this can increase the 

quality of your sleep so that you may find yourself waking up 

with a greater sense of restfulness.
34

 For those meditators who 

are serious about reaching enlightenment, I highly recommend 

you do each meditation session twice a day, first thing in the 

morning and right before you go to sleep at night. 

If you need this, it can be very helpful to set a reminder or an 

alarm to help establish your daily practice. If you have not 

scheduled your practice fully, or set a viable routine, keep 

working on it. If you are using the app that includes coaching, 

you can arrange a one-on-one session with your HappCoach or 

submit a question, during the weekly webcast, in order to 

resolve whatever issues may arise. 
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Being Kind to Yourself 

One of the great things about a good meditation program is that 

we learn to talk kindly to ourselves. This will take practice. Your 

Higher Self shows unconditional love for you where the ego-

mind does not. Those critical, undiplomatic voices in the head 

are generally modelled after the way your parents criticized 

you. They are adopted by the ego-mind to keep you in line, just 

the way your parents tried to keep you in line. So, a great 

antidote is to, when you practice relating to yourself, come from 

kindness, forgiveness and love emanating from the heart. This is 

the way the Higher Self relates to us with gentle, unconditional 

love, not harsh criticism. Remember that, however you 

experience this process, it is all perfectly okay. Everyone is on 

his or her own unique path. 

We will talk about this in greater detail in Chapter 15. 

 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

Take three gentle breaths. Now simply be in the present 

moment. Allow your thoughts to come and go and let them 

do whatever they want to do. Rest, simply relax and hang 

out, staying present and aware. 
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Time, Patience and the Present Moment 

In handling our expectations for practice, an important skill to 

nurture is patience with yourself. You are probably a person 

who wants to get things done and done right now. Regardless 

of the many benefits meditation may have in store for you, and 

the many benefits you may have experienced already, please 

realize that the practice is not a sprint, but more like a long-

distance run or, in actuality, a lifelong journey. Do not think of 

linear time. Meditation involves expanding the present moment 

so that it can burst out and reveal to you your amazing and true 

nature. In its full dimension, when the heart is in full bloom, 

time seems to stop. 

Even after enlightenment is attained, a meditative practice for 

the rest of your life is essential. The ego-mind will always be 

waiting in the shadows. Thus, keeping the spiritual connection 

open and vibrant is key to a lifelong success. 

It is such a pleasure to be in touch with the fruitful 

consequences of our mindfulness practice in our daily life. The 

practice will begin to fill our lives with meaning, focus, 

creativity and happiness. 

Since we are on a lifelong journey together, we need to pace 

ourselves in a way that keeps us focused upon the present 

moment. And, of course, our mindfulness practice teaches us 

such awareness. It is good to develop a beginner’s mind which 

refers to a mindset where we approach each moment without 
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expectations, like a child who is just beginning to explore; the 

child takes in each present moment with open curiosity. 

We must be patient in learning what we are actually 

experiencing in the present moment. How do we respond and 

operate? Over time I will help you to get your so-called ‚present 

moment‛ legs under you. For now, remember that this 

awareness may be compared to riding a bicycle. It is really 

tough at first to get your balance, and things can be very 

wobbly. And, even when you learn to get up and ride well, you 

still need to keep your mind and body in shape to handle all 

kinds of situations. 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

In summary, by finishing the Mind/Body Integration series, the 

meditator becomes a lot more connected with their body. We 

also explored some of the dynamics between our Higher Self 

and our ego-minds. We stressed the importance of being loving 

and gentle toward ourselves. We described intentions as the 

vessels for our practice and the value of including others in 

them. We covered breath awareness, and becoming grounded in 

Meditation: 

Just breathe into your heart region. Imagine your lifelong 

meditation practice in a single image. Breathe into that 

image three times and let it bring you joy. 
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the present moment which provides the foundation for our 

practice. We reviewed what it means to establish good habits, to 

maintain non-judgmental awareness, to give ourselves 

permission to be who we are, and to learn to pace ourselves for 

our lifelong journey together. 

Forget your expectations of how you think you might progress. 

Whatever you end up experiencing is ‚whatever you are 

experiencing,‛ and that is perfectly fine. Just let it flow. 

Meditators with high-powered cognitive minds will experience 

greater challenges than others. But, through practice, these skills 

can be mastered by everyone. 

We turn next to the series about emotional intelligence. 
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Habits of thinking need not be forever. One of the most significant 

findings in psychology in the last twenty years is that individuals can 

choose the way they think.
35

 

Martin Seligman, Ph.D., the father of positive psychology 

Much has been written about the importance of Emotional 

Intelligence or EQ over the past fifteen years. So, exactly what is 

this incredibly important attribute and why was it chosen to be 

the second meditation series for the JTE? EQ involves the ability 

to monitor one’s own feelings and effectively manage one’s 

emotions while recognizing the emotions of others. It also gives 

us an ability to discriminate among our emotions and to use this 

information to guide our thinking and actions. The meditation 

tools we are developing directly relate to emotional intelligence 

and give us skills in the same general areas. 

The Mind/Body Integration series helped us to understand and 

experience the relationship between our emotions and our 

bodies. We learned that our emotions are generated by our 

bodies as they respond to our thoughts and moods. It is so 

valuable to be able to scan the body to help ‚feel‛ our emotions. 

And what we are experiencing during our body scans is the best 

indicator of what emotions are dominating our consciousness at 

any given moment. And then, of course, we learned that to 

really be in touch with ourselves, we need to be in the present 

moment. If we are stuck in our ego-minds, we are not in the 

present moment, we are not able to ‚feel‛ how we are doing 

and we will be disconnected from ourselves. The Mind/Body 
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Integration series is designed to get us better connected to 

ourselves. And finally, we learned that breath awareness is the 

key tool for becoming fully present. Because if we are not in the 

here and now, we are ‚nowhere‛ and definitely incapable of 

being in touch with ourselves. 

It becomes clear that with these newly learned skills one’s 

ability to increase one’s EQ goes up significantly. And during 

this series we will expand on what we have learned in the 

Mind/Body Integration series. We will learn the STOP method, 

and the Expanded STOP method. These tools will not only 

increase our EQ but will assist us in creating the life we have 

only dreamed about living. We will be able to break out of our 

conditioned responses based upon past traumas and start 

creating new responses that work better for us at our jobs and in 

our personal lives. By navigating the emotional realm, we 

become sensitive to our own emotional states and, concurrently, 

to those of people around us. Besides, emotions give richness to 

life. 

Resilience 

Another key attribute of EQ is resilience, which may be 

compared to a shock absorber. When we are ‚hit‛ by a shocking 

emotional event, resilience softens the impact and enables a 

quick rebound to return back to a positive state. Resilience has 

two facets according to the dictionary.
36

 It is the ability to recover 

from or adjust easily to misfortune or change. Both recovery and 

adjustment are involved. Mindfulness will help us with both. 
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We recover more easily from negative stimuli because, thanks to 

meditation, we get more centered by connecting to our Higher 

Self and by quieting the ego-mind. Emotional intelligence is 

connected to resilience because, as we are better able to 

discriminate among our emotions, we are better able to manage 

our thinking and actions and we are not caught off-guard as 

much as before. By having greater awareness, we make better 

choices on how we respond to shock so that we may be more 

prepared when it comes. 

Scanning the Upper Body: The Basic Skills for 

the STOP Method 

The acronym for the STOP Method stands for: Stop what you 

are doing, Take a breath, and Observe your thoughts, sensations 

or moods by scanning your upper body and locating the areas 

of greatest sensation. And then Proceed with the day. 

In order to develop the skills for the STOP method, which is a 

powerful tool to increase one’s emotional intelligence, we create 

an intimacy during our meditation with our emotions and 

related feelings, which strengthens our relationship with the 

body. We do that through an exercise exploring the 

emotional/physical landscape of the upper body. Before we do 

that, we first connect with the breath. After a few breaths, we 

focus our awareness on our upper body. By scanning the upper 

body, we sense the tensions and emotional tones, which reside 

and persist there, while simultaneously feeling the breath. Then 

we are able to create a picture of the emotional/physical 
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landscape. We ask ourselves whether we feel any pain, 

tightness, discomfort or, maybe, comfort or lightness in the 

upper body. Then we characterize which emotions dominate. If 

you are able to characterize the emotions, then you may feel and 

describe specific emotional states, in general. It is important not 

to get into the particulars. Then, instead of trying to analyze 

them with your ego-mind, feel them from a slightly removed 

vantage point; from your Higher Self, by being an observer so 

that you can experience them. 

Our intention is to become aware of our sensations and 

emotions and, if they are negative, to alleviate them. 

 

 

 

The STOP Method During the Day 

At the end of the meditation, I advise the meditator to imagine a 

few moments of stress that regularly occur during the day that 

might be good times to practice the STOP method. Again, STOP 

stands for: Stop what you are doing, Take a breath, and Observe 

your thoughts, sensations or moods by scanning your upper 

body and locating the areas of greatest sensation. And 

then Proceed with the day. 

Meditation: 

Now take three gentle deep breaths and feel the sensations 

in your upper body. 
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Super Awareness 

The STOP method develops a kind of super-awareness. We are 

opening up our consciousness to a great many aspects of our 

emotions and feelings, including their interactions with the 

body, in unforeseen ways. The breath alone is not only very 

powerful in bringing life energy to the body, but it anchors us in 

the present moment. As time goes on, the present moment will 

become our predominant focus, though at first it plays only a 

minor role. The STOP method combines the power of being 

present with our life breath. By focusing our awareness on a 

specific emotion in an area of the body, we meditate upon it 

with the Higher Self. The intention of this method is to identify 

and let go of negative and fear-based emotions which do not 

serve us. We alleviate them, so that they do not persist and 

become chronic. Or we may learn how to avoid and re-channel 

certain negative emotions altogether as they occur. 

The STOP Method can take place during a restful moment or it 

may interrupt an extremely emotional moment which shocks 

your system. With practice, you can actually break some of your 

negative conditioned responses and you can experience, vividly, 

the value of this method in helping you get through the day. 

By opening up a window into the emotional and somatic 

processes, we learn ways to observe and enhance their positive 

impact, if they are initially positive. However, many of us are 

constrained and enslaved by negative conditioning. These new 

skills can reduce the number and intensity of these negative 

conditionings and lighten our load so that we may experience 
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the present moment with greater energy and enthusiasm. This 

awareness allows us to actually change our behavior by being 

able to make better and more productive choices as to how we 

respond to stimuli. This all starts with awareness. We all want 

to live happier lives, which are more loving and productive, and 

when we have choices that is a godsend. 

 

 

 

 

 

Dealing with the Avoidance Response 

The STOP Method gives us new skills. Yet, there remain a few 

hurdles. Naturally, we have developed adaptive patterns to deal 

with the stresses and strains of life. One such adaptive pattern is 

avoidance. We avoid things that hurt us and cause us pain – 

mainly fear. I cannot stress enough how damaging emotional 

avoidance can be to our emotional well-being and the health of 

our bodies.
37

 
38

 So much has been written and studied 

correlating illness with repressed negative emotions. This ability 

to not avoid negative emotions and not fear experiencing them 

Meditation: 

I invite you now to practice the STOP method. First, feel 

your breath and gently rest your awareness on your breath 

as you breathe naturally. Gently place your awareness on 

your upper body, scanning to sense the tensions, pains, or 

emotional tones there, while simultaneously feeling the 

breath. 
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is one of the most important skills one can develop in 

maintaining a healthy life. 

The STOP Method is quite the opposite of the habit of 

repressing negative emotions. In avoidance, we choose not to 

work on being consciously aware of our stresses and negative 

conditioning. With our new skills, we can reduce and process 

our stress through awareness. By the power of consciousness, 

we can keep our fear-based energies moving through and out of 

our bodies. All of us are living with emotional pain, and some 

with physical pain too. The STOP method helps us to stay 

present and aware rather than going unconscious into the past 

or into the future. Remember, there is a simple truth that, if you 

are not in the present moment, you will be incapable of feeling 

and being conscious of your emotions when they arise. 

By developing super-awareness, the STOP method gives us 

choices. Without this method, our emotions play out in our 

bodies, and we stay anxious or fearful and unaware. Then we 

are not able to localize our emotions, nor do we have the tools to 

process them. The natural response is to ignore them. We may 

drink, take drugs or try to temporarily get away from our 

uncomfortable moods or feelings. But our new awareness 

means that we can process the emotions and move them along, 

through and out of our bodies. Thus, they will not pile up or 

weigh us down. Drinking and drug taking do not allow us to 

process any of these negative energies; the negative stimuli just 

accumulate. Our new tools include quieting the ego-mind, 

harnessing the power of the breath to keep us in the present 

moment and using our super-awareness to stay focused so that 
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we may feel where our emotions play out in our bodies. With 

our Higher Self, we savor and stay present. What a wonderful 

set of tools! 

The Expanded STOP Method – the Next Step 

Let me now describe to you what the Expanded STOP Method 

is all about. The major difference, as compared with the 

standard STOP method, is that while you are shining your light 

of awareness on your emotional/physical landscape in your 

upper body, you then keep your focus on the most significantly 

charged area in it. Then you start breathing in and out of that 

area as if that part of your body were breathing air (or energy) 

into and out of it. You then do this for a while until the feelings 

of discomfort there begin to dissipate or disappear. 

How do these areas of concern become resolved? Once your 

Higher Self is focused on something that needs attending to, it 

uses its healing powers to clear it up. For some readers this may 

seem a bit woo-woo, but if you go back and think about how the 

body functions in an incredibly sophisticated way to just 

maintain the body’s status quo, then this job of unravelling a 

‚negative knot‛ in your body is like child’s play. Remember that 

consciousness is an organizing force and the healing power of 

the body is constantly functioning at a very high level. We are 

just using the powers that we have in a new and unique way. It 

works! 
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Breathing Exercise: Golden Light39 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Predictor of Success 

Emotional Intelligence is a predictor of success, both personally 

and vocationally.
40

 
41

 
42

 We now can recognize the benefits of a 

calm and clear mind as the foundation for EQ. By training the 

attention and one’s self-awareness, one can create a calm and 

Meditation: 

Let’s have some fun with our next breathing exercise 

which you can do with your eyes open as you read 

along. First focus in on your chest. Now, breathe in and 

out through your heart. Breathe deeply. Now, imagine 

that a golden mist is filling the air around you, and 

with every breath, you are not merely breathing in air, 

but instead you’re pulling into yourself this golden 

mist, this lovely golden substance. Let the golden 

substance pour through and into your entire body, 

filling you up, whether you imagine it as a liquid or 

gas in form. And every time you breathe out, breathe 

out all of your feelings of unworthiness, self-pity and 

pain. Let go of your attachment to pain, whether it be 

physical or psychological. Also, breathe out anger and 

doubt. Keep breathing in the golden mist and 

breathing out the things that are not working for you. 

Do that for the next three breaths. 

Great work! 
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clear quality of mind. We now have high resolution perception 

into our own cognitive and emotional processes. We may 

observe our inner stream of thoughts and emotions with clarity. 

This self-observation creates deep self-knowledge and 

eventually enables self-mastery, which in turn improves our 

levels of happiness. 

A Good Definition of Happiness 

You may have asked why I chose the name of our company 

HappCo. 

Well, the company brand name is short for the ‚happy 

community‛ or ‚happy company.‛ So, then, what is true 

happiness? Meaningful happiness is not merely a pleasurable 

feeling, nor a fleeting emotion or mood. Instead, to me deep 

happiness arises from the ability to quiet the ego-mind, thus 

allowing the Higher Self and God to shine through you to be 

experienced. In fact, the brighter the spirit you feel inside you, 

the more truly happy you are. Certainly, we are travelling on a 

very worthwhile journey. 

Expectations: The Chattering Mind 

The JTE guides meditators to go into each session without 

expectations. Your progress should not be judged. Your 

individual progress has its own style and rhythm. When your 

ego-mind chatters by saying, ‚You should be farther along,‛ or 

by asking, ‚Is meditation really valuable or right for me?‛ 
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remember that your ego-mind may be feeling threatened. The 

ego-mind is accustomed to being a master. During meditation, 

you are treating the ego-mind merely as a servant by keeping it 

quiet. Naturally, to keep its own power, the ego-mind will react 

by trying to undercut your expectations and to defuse your 

excitement about meditation and your new discovery of the 

Higher Self. Please remember that the ego-mind is trying to 

keep its status as the master of your consciousness rather than 

being demoted to the status of a servant. It has a survival 

mechanism all its own, and it wants you to believe that the ego-

mind is your essence and all that you are. When the ego-mind 

begins chattering, do the expanded STOP method. 

Where Does Quiet Come into the Picture? 

Meditation makes use of quiet or quiet space as one of the key 

portals into the Higher Self. Quieting the ego-mind aims to 

create a state of peace. In this experience of peace, it is the 

Higher Self that is shining on through. By quieting the ego-mind 

and being in the moment, we learn to be present, attentive and 

loving. 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

Let’s do something a little different. Right now, with your 

eyes open, follow your breath, allow your ego-mind to 

become quiet, and then place your awareness within your 

heart. Just be with that. Settle upon the ground where the 

heart can be present and shine. As you do that take three 

gentle breaths. 
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Inner Body Discussion 

Inner body awareness is an important skill to learn to help stay 

in the present moment. Eckhart Tolle, who is the author of The 

Power of Now and A New Earth, refers quite a bit to the inner 

body. 

In your natural state of connectedness with Being, this deeper reality 

can be felt every moment as the invisible inner body, the animating 

presence within you. So, to “inhabit the body” is to feel the body from 

within, to feel the life inside the body and thereby come to know that 

you are beyond the outer form.
43

 

The inner body is the place within us that is like an energy field 

that we can feel. It is a place within us that we sense when we 

scan our physical/emotional landscape in discovering the areas 

of physical discomfort or feelings of pleasure and lightness. So, 

when I write about scanning the emotional/physical landscape, I 

am really referring to the inner body. Part of our meditation 

practice is about learning to place our awareness within our 

inner body so that we keep in touch with the feelings, emotions 

or moods that arise as they occur, not only during our 

meditation but during our everyday living. It is the best place to 

stay connected with what is going on with yourself internally. 

Tolle actually recommends that we place our awareness into our 

inner body through much of the day. And this is an incredibly 

important piece of information because we have been brought 

up to think that we need to place our consciousness into our 

ego-mind in order to function properly. We believed that active 
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thought chatter is normal and necessary to function in this 

world. What if I told you that our Higher Self does have normal 

thoughts, but it mainly functions without thought chatter? It is 

important to know that, if you experience quiet and a sense of 

peace, that does not mean your Higher Self is not thinking in the 

background, subconsciously. It thinks primarily on an intuitive 

level and does so quietly. A good analogy is that the Higher Self 

is like a quiet Tesla electric motor compared the ego-mind 

which is like a noisy internal combustion engine. The Higher 

Self functions mainly within the realm of experiences and 

feelings. 

Tolle also recommends that it is a good thing to dwell a lot 

within your inner body so that you are not completely 

consumed by the ego-mind chatter and the extraneous, external 

goings-on in your life. It is important to have this balance. 

The Pain-Body 

I want to mention another very important concept that Eckhart 

Tolle has presented in his two books, and that is the existence of 

the pain-body. This is a great contribution he has made in 

helping us understand the internal dynamics that affect our 

inner bodies and our physical/emotional landscapes. Tolle 

writes: 

As long as you are unable to access the power of the Now, every 

emotional pain that you experience leaves behind a residue of pain that 

lives on in you. It merges with the pain from the past, which was 

already there, and becomes lodged in your mind and body. This, of 
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course, includes the pain you suffered as a child, caused by the 

unconsciousness of the world into which you were born. 

This accumulated pain is a negative energy field that occupies your 

body and mind. If you look on it as an invisible entity in its own right, 

you are getting quite close to the truth. It’s the emotional pain-body. It 

has two modes of being: dormant and active. A pain-body may be 

dormant 90 percent of the time; in a deeply unhappy person, though, it 

may be active up to 100 percent of the time. Some people live almost 

entirely through their pain-body, while others may experience it only in 

certain situations, such as intimate relationships, or situations linked 

with past loss or abandonment, physical or emotional hurt, and so on. 

Anything can trigger it, particularly if it resonates with a pain pattern 

from your past. When it is ready to awaken from its dormant stage, 

even a thought or an innocent remark made by someone close to you can 

activate it.
44

 

The pain-body lives in all of us all of the time. As he states, each 

of us experiences the pain-body differently. Later in his books, 

he presents a more controversial concept that each of our pain-

bodies not only possess energies from our present lives but also 

include the collective lives of all of humanity, currently and 

from the past.
45

 I know that, for some readers, this can be a turn-

off, but I want to mention that Tolle’s theories on this topic are 

consistent with Carl Jung’s theories of the collective 

unconscious, which is derived from ancestral memory and 

experience and is common to all people.
46

 

I will not refer to the pain-body again in this book, but I want 

you to know that this concept is important to more fully 

understand the impact our emotional intelligence may have on 
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our lives. I do want to comment on the importance of the STOP 

method in relationship to the pain-body. Tolle mentions that, 

when we are not in the present moment and being mindful, an 

active pain that is not fully experienced leaves a ‚residue.‛ The 

expanded STOP method, which utilizes the power of the breath, 

deals with these negative energies and prevents residues from 

forming as well as cleaning up existing residues, regardless of 

when they were created. We use our awareness to act like a 

combination mop and vacuum cleaner. 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

The meditator that has completed this EQ series will now have 

meditated over thirteen hours. This is similar to a four-day 

retreat that includes three hours of meditation per day! That is a 

good deal of practice so far, and so much has been experienced 

and much has been learned. A great foundation has been 

constructed and now the meditator is ready in the upcoming 

Meditation: 

Let us practice the STOP method again. First, feel your 

breath and gently rest on your breath as you breathe 

naturally. Gently place your awareness into your inner 

body, scanning to sense the tensions, pains or emotional 

tones there, while simultaneously feeling the breath. 
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series to explore and energize the five key spiritual elements 

that comprise our Higher Self. In Emotional Intelligence #2, we 

will return to learning and experiencing more powerful tools 

that can take our EQ to a whole new level. We will be rewiring 

our internal interpretations that determine how we negatively 

respond to events in our lives. We will create new ways of 

responding based upon our choices that work for us. It is a very 

exciting series that I know you will love. 

Next, we will begin the Breathing into Silence series, which will 

be a short interlude before we start the Loving Kindness 

Meditation.
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The spirit is so near that you can’t see it! But reach for it< don’t be a 

jar, full of water, whose rim is always dry. Don’t be the rider who 

gallops all night and never sees the horse that is beneath him. 

Rumi, 13th century Persian poet 

Introduction to Breathing Into Silence 

This series is a little breather, literally, in our guided 

meditations. Some people report to me they want more quiet 

time during the earlier meditative sessions. So, for those who 

do, these next few sessions are filled with a good amount of 

quiet and the meditator can spend more time with their breath, 

to be in a state of just being, utilizing breath awareness as their 

key portal or doorway into their Higher Self. It makes sense that 

we equate silence with the Higher Self, because that experience 

does not include sound. Thus, there is only silence, peace. 

I have commented that your minds will wander quite a bit, and 

it is advisable that you remember to be gentle with yourself 

when it does. Our Higher Self is totally patient and holds us in a 

state of love and compassion. So, if you find yourself being self-

critical, realize it is your ego-mind being activated. To quiet it, 

go back to your breath. This gentle attitude will prepare you 

well for the upcoming Loving Kindness Meditations. 
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Golden Mist Breathing Exercise 

After the abbreviated body scan, I lead people into doing the 

golden mist breathing exercise, which we just experienced 

earlier in this book. What I love about this exercise is that it 

allows our imagination to transform the ‚simple‛ process of 

breathing. It allows us to take the inbreath, which is usually 

nondescript, and turn it into a powerful tool. We are 

transforming the inbreath into a dynamic phenomenon, 

whereby the body now feels like it is taking on a golden glow. 

This helps us to feel in a unique way the incredible energy the 

body has, innately, and bring it alive. And on the outbreath, the 

imagination also has the ability to feel the negative emotions, 

just flowing out of our bodies on each outbreath, with a 

resulting sense of relief and lightness. 

Dropping into Silence 

The second breathing exercise is a little more challenging. We 

see if letting go of breath awareness while keeping our 

breathing calm and relaxed results in a deeper connection with 

the Higher Self. If not, over time we will work on experiencing 

being the observer with a greater sense of awareness. Right 

now, we are just planting seeds. 
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There will be many more and expanded breathing exercises that 

we will experience in the future, and the quiet time will increase 

as everyone develops a greater ability to keep their minds 

focused. It is so easy to become frustrated when your ego-mind 

starts chatting away. I have been very diligent about creating a 

gradual change to the quiet periods as the journey progresses to 

support as many meditators as possible. Those who are more 

skilled will become frustrated that there is not enough quiet 

time but dealing with the frustration with equanimity is a good 

exercise for them. Those who are less skilled need a slow 

increase of quiet time so that they do not get consumed by 

distracting thoughts. I want to be sure we do not lose anyone 

along the way. 

So, now that we have had this breather, everyone should be 

fully ready for the Loving Kindness Meditation Series, which is 

all geared up and ready to go. 

Meditation: 

Keep your eyes open and start gently riding your breath 

and staying centered in your breathing for a few breaths. 

Now drop your breath awareness and stay with the silence 

while you trust in the openness of your consciousness. 

Very good! 
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Love is the life and feeling in the universe. Life without Love Is an 

empty shell. 

Rumi 
47

 

I Don’t Love Myself? 

About five years ago, I signed up for a Tony Robbins four-day 

event in a large convention hall in the Meadowlands, in New 

Jersey. What a scene! It was a self-help rock concert with 

Robbins holding court. I personally got a lot out of the 

experience. Most importantly, I had a realization during one of 

the workshops, while I was making a list of items to work on in 

my life. I suddenly realized two things in rapid succession: I 

didn’t love myself and I was incapable of really loving someone 

else! 

This epiphany really shook me to the core. I then stood up from 

my seat and looked out over the ocean of participants, sitting in 

this gigantic conference hall, and realized that probably 

everyone in the place was swimming in the same sea as I was. 

They probably did not love themselves, either. Later I realized 

that this is the state of the human condition. And how could that 

possibly be true – especially given that the Golden Rule is a core 

belief at the heart of most major religions and cultures, both 

ancient and present? 

The golden rule states: ‚Love your neighbor as you love 

yourself.‛ If people do not love themselves, how are they going 
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to love their neighbors? What is going on? And why is John 

Lennon’s hit song, ‚All we need is Love,‛ still resonating in our 

ears and hearts after so long? The song became a worldwide 

sensation in 1967. 

Because of this awareness, every day I include a component of 

the Loving Kindness Meditation (LKM) in my daily practice. I 

do this because I want to learn, down into my bones and 

through my nervous system, that I am lovable and that I can 

love. Love is at the core of our Higher Self and, for us to really 

live a full, happy life, we need to affirm that as often as possible. 

The primary function of this practice is to stimulate the part of 

the receiver to our Higher Self that resonates with loving 

kindness. The secondary function is to increase our ability to 

love ourselves and others and that we are lovable in return! The 

basic components of this LKM has been around for many 

centuries, and it has been adopted in many cultures and 

religions around the world. A good way to think about the 

power of love and how pervasive it is, is to think about its 

energy being the predominant feeling of the universe. 

What Are the Different Types of Love? 

Let’s first answer the question, ‚What is love?‛ There are three 

different types of love. The first kind is physiological or sexual 

love. A second kind is romantic love, through which you make a 

connection with the ocean of love, inside of us and within 

another person. This love is still centered within the context of 

personal relationships; however, it entails a sense of ownership; 
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that is, the idea that a person is mine and belongs to me. These 

first two are primarily emotions. A third type of love is our 

innate or foundational love, experienced from the Higher Self. 

This is the love Rumi was writing about: ‚Love is the life and 

feeling in the universe.‛ Amazingly – are you ready for this? – 

innate love is not an emotion. Emotions are fleeting. They come 

and go, and they react to stimuli. However, innate love is at our 

core, within our Higher Self. This love is our life energy, which 

flows constantly. 

Now, you still may ask, ‚Doesn’t our innate love come and go?‛ 

No, though it may appear that way. Actually, it is always there. 

It is our awareness of this love that comes and goes. We become 

aware of it when we quiet the ego-mind and experience the 

present moment within the consciousness of our Higher Self. 

Since we are not always in our Higher Self, it seems to be 

coming and going. Our innate love is our life energy. Love is not 

influenced by external circumstances, and our true love is 

defined by the depth and expanse of our spirit, which some 

people believe is infinite. 

The hard reality is that when we are in our ego-mind we cannot 

experience true love. So, when our ego-mind subsides, our 

Higher Self takes over and we can begin to live in love. The big 

challenge is that the Higher Self is covered over by fear that is 

being generated by the ego-mind. One of the key purposes of 

our practice is to cultivate and increase our awareness of the 

love that pervades our Higher Self. The best meditation for 

building this awareness of innate love is the Loving Kindness 

Meditation. 
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The Benefits of the Loving Kindness 

Meditation 

Throughout the JTE meditative practice, we weave in the 

Loving Kindness Meditation as a way to reprogram a lot of 

negative conditioning, which has been created in our lives by 

fear, resistance and confusion. The Loving Kindness Meditation 

will allow us to redirect our attention into our hearts, another 

key portal to the Higher Self. Consequently, you will feel over 

time that more and more of your negative conditioning will be 

released and its hold on you will be weakened. And, within a 

few days of meditating, you will start to feel its impact. You 

might even feel it sooner. The quality of loving kindness 

develops as we repeat phrases of the LKM many times over. As 

I mentioned previously, it is impossible to really love someone 

else unless you have love for yourself. The amount of love you 

have for yourself determines the brightness of the God of light 

that shines love out through you to others. 

Meditation: 

I invite you to start by taking three deep gentle breaths. 

Now say silently to yourself: 

• May I be well 

• May I be happy 

• May I be peaceful 

• May I be loved. 
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Initially, it can seem difficult to offer love to ourselves. For 

many, the act can trigger feelings of shame and unworthiness. 

Yet the LKM is a particularly powerful practice, because 

whatever we do not love in ourselves, we will not accept in 

another. The inner work comes first. 

We project out into the world what resides within us. Years ago, 

in college, whenever my best friend Danny and I would criticize 

each other, we would say to each other, ‚Just hold up that 

mirror and look at yourself.‛ And the full meaning of that 

phrase is this: what you are critical about in yourself is what 

you will be critical of in others. It is one of the most difficult 

truths for us to face. Whatever burns inside of us is what we 

project out into the world. 

The same thing is true with love. The great thing is that, thanks 

to our inner work, we may open up a pipeline of love for and to 

ourselves through the LKM. The overall strategy of the LKM is 

as follows. First start with yourself, giving love to yourself while 

allowing yourself the time to accept your love for yourself. 

Next, move your self-love outward towards other people. Once 

this cycle is complete, come back to yourself and do the whole 

LKM again. It is also recommended to repeat some of the LKM 

sessions until you start experiencing a good solid feeling of love 

for yourself before you move on to the next series. 

As you are learning, a robust meditation practice is not simply 

about becoming more relaxed. A full meditative program is 

quite comprehensive: it takes time, the rewards are life-
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changing, and the practice will allow us to begin to live life to 

the fullest. 

The Science Behind Loving Kindness 

There is a lot of scientific evidence proving the benefits of the 

LKM for cultivating love, our core life energy. Barbara 

Fredrickson, Ph.D., the Kenan Distinguished Professor of 

Psychology at the University of North Carolina/Chapel Hill, led 

research about this topic in the Positive Emotions and 

Psychophysiology Lab (PEPLab) of UNC. Her book Love 

2.0 establishes that our supreme experience in life is love. Love 

is a key nutrient that gives us sustenance.
48

 

In a rigorous, double-blind study, published in 2008, she clearly 

showed that the Loving Kindness Meditation had benefits even 

for newcomers to meditation.
49

 By learning to quiet their minds 

and to expand their capacity for love and kindness through the 

LKM, they transformed themselves from the inside out. They 

experienced love, engagement, serenity, joy and amusement to a 

greater degree than before. The LKM enhanced every positive 

emotion measured. Although the participants typically 

meditated alone, their biggest boosts in positive emotions came 

when interacting with others, off the cushion (as it were). Their 

lives spiraled upward. Their kindheartedness, stoked during 

their meditation practice, warmed their connections with others. 

Later experiments confirmed that it was these connections that 

most affected their bodies, making them healthier. 
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The interaction between the LKM for oneself and in relation to 

the people in one’s life is the winning formula. We will develop 

more positive relations with our families and friends at home 

and with our managers, our buddies and co-workers at work (if 

you are doing the corporate version of JTE) because the LKM 

creates a resonance with the love inside of us. This love will 

spread to every aspect of our lives. Even doing the recordings 

for the LKM have had an amazing and positive effect on me, 

when I was in the studio for hours recording the LKM over and 

over to get it just right. Considering these benefits, I was 

thinking that my job was one of the best jobs in the world. 

Prof. Fredrickson also explains that positive emotions can ignite 

powerful growth in our lives.
50

 They do this first by opening 

someone up. A person’s outlook expands under the influence of 

positive emotions. Put simply, a widening vision allows a 

person to see a bigger picture. With this momentarily 

broadened perspective and more encompassing mind-set, we 

become flexible, attuned to others, creative, and wise. Over 

time, we also become especially resourceful. Little by little, the 

mind-expanding moments of positive emotion add up to 

reshaping our life for the better, making us more 

knowledgeable, resilient and socially integrated. In fact, science 

documents that positive emotions can set off upward spirals 

and self-sustaining trajectories of growth that lift one up to 

become a better version of oneself.
51

 There are powerful positive 

emotions generated through our LKM as we infuse our 

consciousness with wishes of well-being, happiness, peace and 

love, directed toward ourselves and the important people in our 
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lives. Can you imagine the positive impact this can have in the 

workplace? 

Fredrickson’s research has been further developed and tested 

through additional double-blind studies. She theorizes that 

positive emotions encourage novel, varied and exploratory 

thoughts and actions. Over time, this broadened behavioral 

repertoire builds skills and resources.
52

 For example, curiosity 

about a landscape leads to valuable navigational knowledge. A 

pleasant interaction with a stranger grows into a supportive 

friendship. Creativity with our co-workers yields problem-

solving skills and outcomes. By contrast, negative emotions 

prompt narrow and immediate survival-oriented behaviors. For 

example, the negative emotion of anxiety triggers a specific fight 

or flight response to secure immediate survival. Positive 

emotions over time, by contrast, nurture skills and resources to 

enhance survival by broadened behavior patterns. The LKM 

helps cultivate pleasant moments of connection with others, 

which expand awareness. Lasting and beneficial changes accrue 

in one’s life. The improved rapport with your Higher Self 

cannot be overstated. 

Positive Psychology 

A lot of Prof. Fredrickson’s work was stimulated and supported 

by a new, innovative domain of study called positive 

psychology. It was started less than twenty years ago by Martin 

Seligman, Ph.D., a professor at the University of Pennsylvania. 

Seligman realized that the field of psychology had been almost 
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exclusively preoccupied by problems and pathology. Almost 

nothing was being said about the things that people presently 

are doing or could learn to do, in order to sustain positive states, 

such as health, happiness and well-being. Seligman’s early 

research in positive psychology and his first book on the 

subject, Authentic Happiness, set off a flood of research in the 

field around the globe to explore ways that people can improve 

their mental state.
53

 And, of course, a lot of research gravitated 

toward meditation and mindfulness and quite of few did 

research on LKM. 

 

 

 

Happiness: Degrees of Influence 

In support of the results Fredrickson discovered, Christakis and 

Fowler, of Harvard and Yale, in their book Connected, write 

about their groundbreaking research, showing that an increase 

in positive emotions can create a significant chain reaction, 

enhancing team spirit, creativity and efficient decision-making 

for almost everyone around you.
54

 These positive emotions can 

have both subtle and dramatic influences on our choices, 

actions, thoughts, feelings and even desires. Their research has 

Meditation: 

If you again so desire, take three gentle deep breaths. Now 

briefly scan your inner body to feel what emotions reside 

there. 
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shown that the spread of influence in social networks obeys 

what they call the ‚three degrees of influence‛ rule.
55

 

Everything we do or say tends to ripple through our 

communities and our companies and has an impact on everyone 

around us. The people that we directly connect with make up 

the first degree of influence. Next, the people that we directly 

connect with, who affect others with whom we do not interact, 

make up the second degree of influence. Then there is the third 

degree of influence, which is your indirect circle of people who 

have their own direct connections. In their study about 

happiness, it is shown that if you are happy, then there is a 15% 

greater likelihood that your coworkers will become happier. 

And the spread of happiness doesn’t stop there. The happiness 

effect at two degrees of separation is 10%. At three degrees of 

separation, the influence of a person’s happiness increases the 

happiness of his or her third circle by a 6% likelihood!
56

 

Other researchers have documented that among networks of 

inventors, innovative ideas seem to be diffused, also, at three 

degrees of influence. When your company is doing the LKM 

and generating positive emotions, there is a chain reaction and 

ripple effect, which reaches in many directions, so that the 

overall level of happiness and constructive love feelings 

improve for everybody. The positive emotions can touch us like 

waves from distant lands, which wash up upon our shores. 

Tight-knit beloved communities provide support systems that 

are important to us in our journey and can help us shift from the 

ego-mind to the Higher Self. This personal shift in 
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consciousness shows what personal transformation is all about. 

In looking at the research of Fredrickson and Christakos and 

Fowler, we learn how positive emotions combined with love, 

the innate and supreme experience of our lives, can improve the 

quality of our lives immeasurably, and this benefit can continue 

to spiral outwards over time. Christakos and Fowler’s research 

shows us how these personal benefits, and expressions of love 

and positive emotions, will endlessly ripple out, spreading 

throughout the social networks of your company and your 

communities, to create a potentially amazing and supportive 

environment. The beloved community reverberates the positive 

emotions that we have projected into it. The transaction is 

almost like an enzymatic reaction and illustrates that the whole 

is greater than the sum of the parts. The whole offers strength. 

Where there is a strong bond of love, your companies and your 

communities grow stronger and more productive. This outcome 

is very exciting and the LKM is a powerful tool in this process to 

help make that happen. 

Stories about the Power of Love 

I have included a number of wonderful stories about the power 

of love that are from the JTE’s sessions. The importance of 

having them in this book is that through stories you get more 

than cognitive input about love; you get an emotional jolt 

straight to your heart. 

The first story concerns a high school teacher and portrays a 

secret power of love, appreciation and gratitude. 
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The Teacher and Robert 57 

Some years ago, I heard the story of a high school history teacher who 

knew this same secret. 

On one particularly fidgety and distracted afternoon, she told her class 

to stop all their academic work. She let her students rest while she wrote 

on the blackboard a list of the names of everyone in the class. Then she 

asked them to copy the list. She instructed them to use the rest of the 

period to write beside each name one thing they liked or admired about 

that student. At the end of class, she collected the papers. 

Weeks later, on another difficult day just before winter break, the 

teacher again stopped the class. She handed each student a sheet with 

his or her name on top. On it she had pasted all twenty-six good things 

the other students had written about that person. They smiled and 

gasped in pleasure that so many beautiful qualities were noticed about 

them. 

Three years later, this teacher received a call from the mother of one of 

her former students. Robert had been a cut-up, but also one of her 

favorites. His mother sadly passed on the terrible news that Robert had 

been killed in the Persian Gulf War. The teacher attended the funeral, 

where many of Robert’s former friends and high school classmates 

spoke. Just as the service was ending, Robert’s mother approached her. 

She took out a worn piece of paper, obviously folded and refolded many 

times, and said, “This was one of the few things in Robert’s pocket 

when the military retrieved his body.” It was the paper on which the 

teacher had so carefully pasted the twenty-six things classmates had 

admired. 

Seeing this, Robert’s teacher’s eyes filled with tears. As she dried her 

wet cheeks, another former student standing nearby opened her purse, 
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pulled out her own carefully folded page, and confessed that she always 

kept it with her. A third ex-student said that his page was framed and 

hanging in his kitchen; another told how the page had become part of 

her wedding vows. The perception of goodness invited by this teacher 

had transformed the hearts of her students in ways she might only have 

dreamed about. 

This story is poignant on many levels. What is fascinating is that 

the simple exercise of writing down positive things about fellow 

students, collecting them, and then delivering them to the 

recipients in writing, ended up being one of the most treasured 

possessions that many of them had in their lives. This story is a 

great example of the value researchers Fredrickson, Christakos 

and Fowler uncovered that can be used to improve our schools, 

communities and workplaces. Being in the right state of mind, 

you can probably think of another twenty great ideas just like it. 

Are we all so caught up in our struggles that we fail to share 

how deeply we feel about the important people in our lives? 

You read about people who grew up and were never told by 

their parents that they loved them and how this lack created 

such a big hole in their hearts. And then there are some who 

were lucky enough to hear finally from their parents on their 

deathbeds that they did love them. They apologize for having 

waited so long to tell them. Maybe we are having such a tough 

time getting through each day that we cannot even think that a 

positive thought might help someone feel better and we fail to 

tell others how much we appreciate what they do and who they 

are. This again is what happens when we are in the grip of the 

ego-mind, which is incapable of loving. 
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Gratitude 

Much has been written and researched about the power of 

gratitude. I think the list each student received from their 

classmates was this giant burst of gratitude that kept resonating 

over and over again every time they looked at the long list of 

positive comments. Robert took it with him everywhere. 

Gratitude exercises have become so popular because we have 

such a negative bias in how we live our lives that we can go 

through a whole day without thinking a single positive thought. 

By doing gratitude exercises regularly, we can make a positive 

shift in our overall attitude about life. It is because of its great 

value that I have added this exercise to the JTE app. 

 

 

 

 

 

Here is another story about the power of the heart. The author is 

anonymous. 

Forgiveness and Reconciliation 

He had been a foreign service officer in India for a time, but he had then 

resigned over a dispute about the US foreign policy; then he started 

Meditation: 

If you again so desire, take three gentle deep breaths as you 

briefly scan your inner body to feel what sensations reside 

there. When you locate them, breathe into those sensations 

for about five breaths and feel if they dissipate. 
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working in DC and Baltimore with young men coming out of gangs, in 

particular men who had committed homicide. He then told this story. 

One of these young men was fourteen years old and lived in a 

neighborhood where, to protect yourself, you had to get into a gang, and 

he ended up shooting someone he did not know to prove himself to his 

fellow gang members – a sort of initiation, to show he was tough and 

worthy. These young men were initiating themselves on the streets, 

which is not the way it is supposed to happen in this modern world. He 

was caught and ended up in court and, right after the jury convicted 

him of manslaughter and before he was taken away from the courtroom 

in handcuffs, the mother of the boy who was killed, stood up and said to 

the young boy, “I am going to kill you!” and then sat back down, and 

the boy was taken off to jail. 

A year later, she went to see him in the juvenile facility and talked to 

him a little bit. And then she would periodically visit him, and she 

started leaving him food and then a little bit of money< and then 

started to make a relationship with him. After four years, when he was 

ready to get out, when he turned eighteen, she met him at the prison 

and asked him, “Where are you planning to go?” and he said, “I don’t 

know. I don’t have a family and I don’t know what I am going to do.” 

She said, “I have some space in my house and maybe you can stay there 

for a while.” 

“What I am going to do there?” 

“Well I know a guy who you can do some work with.” 

So, she set him up and he moved to her house. He began to do this work, 

and after six months she called him into the living room. She said, “I 

need to have a talk with you,” and he sat down. She said, “You 
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remember that day you were convicted of murdering my son for no good 

reason?” 

“Yes, ma’am.” 

“Do you remember when I stood up and told you I was going to kill 

you?” 

“Yes, ma’am, I will never forget that.” 

She said, “Well I did. I did not want a young man like you, who could 

go around murdering people, to join a gang, and whatever reason you 

still are walking around the streets of this earth. I visited you, talked to 

you and gave you things, and things to read, and brought you into my 

house, and got you a place to live and a job. I don’t have anybody 

because my son was my only family. I changed you and you are not that 

boy anymore, but I do not have a son, so I want to know if you would 

stay with me and let me adopt you.” 

He said, “Yes, ma’am, I would.” 

And so she adopted him. And he became part of her family. 

This incredible story just shook me to the core. Throughout I 

was holding my breath, expecting the worse to happen, but it 

turned out for the best. This story reminds me of the 

organization I worked with briefly in Israel, The Family Circle, 

whose members are Jewish and Palestinian families who have 

lost their family members to violence and civil struggle.
58

 They 

promote forgiveness and love as an alternative to hatred and 

revenge, teaching people that peace is still possible. Their 

message is so powerful because, if people in such extreme 
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situations are able to forgive, then no one has a valid excuse not 

to forgive. This grieving mother in our story also shows the 

power of love and forgiveness. It almost seems that, if you have 

love to give and you are connected to spirit, then the ability to 

connect to other people to create peace, regardless of the loss or 

pain that has been endured, has no limits. 

 

 

 

 

 

Letting Loving Kindness Ripple Outwards 

At the start of the LKM, we expand our awareness, in a personal 

way, within our own inner consciousness and bodies. Then the 

LKM involves expanding our awareness, from the individual to 

the group, continually expanding out to the heavens. Here, we 

will extend loving kindness, sequentially, to your whole 

company or your local community, toward all sentient beings 

on the planet, and finally to the whole universe. Sentient beings 

are beings that have the capacity to feel, perceive, or experience 

subjectively. 

Meditation: 

Take three gentle breaths and feel the sensations in your 

body. Think about someone you need to connect with and 

imagine a bond of affection and if you can make it a bond 

of love do that. Now think about the next course of action 

to heal this wound. Now I invite you to take three more 

gentle breaths. 
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With regard to the LKM, it is obvious that extending 

compassion to larger circles beyond ourselves is beneficial. 

Christakis and Fowler’s study, as we have seen, shows how our 

emotions – and specifically, happiness – ripple all the way out 

to people who are three degrees of separation away from us. 

How powerful are our feelings and the things we think about in 

affecting so many people around us? Another famous study 

showed that we are connected by only six degrees of separation 

to almost any person in the world.
59

 If we double the extent of 

our happiness impact, as determined from Christakis and 

Fowler’s study, and go from three degrees of separation to six, 

then our planet really starts to act like a small village. 

Know Thyself 

In ancient Greece there was a temple, which was considered the 

center of the world, that housed the Oracle of Delphi where 

leaders’ emissaries throughout the Greek world would come to 

consult with the oracle before making important decisions. 

When the emissaries would enter the temple, they would look 

up at the phrase that was inscribed above the doorway to the 

temple which read: ‚Know thyself.‛ 

The following poem is a little mysterious, but it ties into the 

importance of knowing yourself. To really know your inner self 

requires that you drop your barriers of self-doubt, self-hatred, 

and pain. You are a stranger to yourself until you learn to 

recognize this stranger as yourself – and then to love yourself 

without judgment and with full acceptance. 
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Love After Love60 

The time will come when, with elation you will greet yourself arriving 

at your own door, in your own mirror and each will smile at the other's 

welcome, and say, sit here. Eat. You will love again the stranger who 

was your self. Give wine. Give bread. Give back your heart 

to itself, to the stranger who has loved you 

all your life, whom you ignored for another, who knows you by heart. 

Take down the love letters from the bookshelf, the photographs, the 

desperate notes, peel your own image from the mirror. Sit. Feast on 

your life. 

by Derek Walcott 

Collected Poems 1948-1984 

Remember that the foundation of loving others is that you love 

yourself, even when you seem to be estranged. You do so by 

connecting with your Higher Self and the infinite love within 

you. Through the inner work you can get to know yourself 

better and work through the issues that prevent you from living 

your own life. 

Love is Community 

How can love be integrated, personally and in one’s family, 

communities, and companies? The South African archbishop 

Desmond Tutu explains the interdependence of the person’s 

well-being with that of the community.
61
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In Africa, recognition of our interdependence is called Ubuntu, so when 

you ask someone, “How are you?” the reply you get is in the plural 

even when you are speaking to one person. A man would say, “We are 

well,” or “We are not well.” He himself may be quite well, but his 

grandmother is not well and so he is not well either. 

This story gives another great example of how people’s hearts 

resonate with others in the same way that the un-plucked 

strings of a violin will vibrate with the sounds of a violin played 

nearby. A sense of compassion, which is love in action, is the 

capacity to understand or feel what another person is 

experiencing, from the other person's frame of reference. 

Compassion involves the capacity to place oneself in another 

person’s shoes. This quality is widespread in Africa. 

Right after the 9/11 attack, I helped design and implement a 

bridge-building workshop, which was to facilitate connections 

between the Arab and Jewish communities, both in the USA and 

in the Middle East. While there are many designs for such a 

workshop, the most effective exercise is to help people to 

understand the positions of the other side by ‚walking in the 

other person’s shoes.‛ To facilitate compassion is the only 

effective tool for successful bridge building because compassion 

is love with the added motivation to act and reach out to the 

other person or persons in need. Rational approaches do not 

work by themselves. 
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Loving Awareness 

Sometimes it is nice to be conscious that we are loving 

awareness at our core. Every day, at 11 am, I give myself a 

reminder to state out loud, ‚I am loving awareness.‛ Our LKM 

also helps us to bring these qualities into full awareness. 

Actually, the infinite love that we imagine and/or experience in 

our meditation really comes from our love essence. The LKM 

allows us the opportunity to bring out that love at will. This 

infinite love is real and does not just come out of our 

imagination; your imagination is just a conduit through which 

your true love can emerge. In addition, the desire to give love 

away and share it reflects the quality of compassion that is also 

part of our essential being. 

There was a study done a few years ago with 200 college 

students.
62

 The group was split into two 100-person groups. 

Meditation: 

If you so desire, take three gentle deep breaths as you 

briefly scan your inner body to feel what sensations reside 

there. Now think of someone you have a dispute with and 

take a moment to walk in their shoes and imagine what 

they are feeling. Then feel compassion. Take a few more 

breaths and relax. 
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Each was given $20. One group was told to buy something for 

themselves, and the other group was told to buy something for 

another person. Everyone was measured for their level of 

happiness at the beginning of the trial, to determine a baseline. 

At the end of the trial, both groups were measured again and 

guess what? The group that gave the money as a gift to 

someone else was significantly happier. 

This study has two sides to it. The first is that it is uplifting to 

see evidence that we become happier when we give to others 

compared to buying something for ourselves. The sad part of 

this research is that so much of our society is about buying 

things for ourselves with the expectation that those things will 

make us happier. The result of this misunderstanding is that 

there is so much hoarding going on in this world that those who 

do not have power are not left with enough to eat nor to live 

properly. We have an unfortunate distribution of wealth 

because of a misunderstanding of what really makes us happy. 

The following story is also about the heart by Alan Wallace, a 

leading meditation teacher in the West.
63

 

Imagine walking along a sidewalk with your arms full of groceries, and 

someone roughly bumps into you so that you fall, and your groceries 

are strewn over the ground. As you rise up from the puddle of broken 

eggs and tomato juice, you are ready to shout out, “You idiot! What’s 

wrong with you? Are you blind?” But just before you can catch your 

breath to speak, you see that the person who bumped into you is 

actually blind. He, too, is sprawled in the spilled groceries, and your 

anger vanishes in an instant, to be replaced by sympathetic concern: 

“Are you hurt? Can I help you up?” 
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In a lot of ways, we are walking through our lives blind; blind to 

our own reality. We bump into illusions all the time. We deal 

with people from a place of fear instead of from love. We 

interact with others not from our hearts but from our chattering 

mind that is not grounded in reality. We live behind veils of 

illusions that meditation can make more transparent so that we 

eventually can be fully in touch with our Higher Self and 

become free. When we clearly realize that a lot of disharmony 

and misery in the world stems from ignorance and confusion, 

we can open the door wide to wisdom, compassion and love 

within us and be no longer part of the problem but part of the 

solution. 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

And say silently to yourself: 

• May I be well 

• May I be happy 

• May I be peaceful 

• May I be loved. 

And now say to yourself, silently, toward someone you care a 

lot about: 

• May you be well 

• May you be happy 

• May you be peaceful 

• May you be loved 
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If you want to conquer the anxiety of life, live in the moment, live in 

the breath. 

Amit Ray, Indian author and teacher 

This series is so named because the JTE meditators do a very 

special practice which is to use the breath as the key portal to 

the present moment. Of course, the first step is quieting the ego-

mind, then slowly releasing one’s focus away from the body, 

step by step, by utilizing more and more subtler sensory images. 

A wonderful phrase we utilize is ‚imagine your breathe is like a 

butterfly resting on a flower petal, in a gentle breeze.‛ Finally, 

we let go of these sensations and images by taking a gentle leap 

becoming fully present. Once we are fully in the present 

moment, we are able to experience just ‚being‛ independent of 

the awareness of the body. That is why we call this series From 

Body to Being. 

 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

Just take three gentle breaths while feeling the cool air 

coming into your nose when you inhale and the warm air 

coming out of your nose when you exhale. 
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Breath Awareness – Dropping Anchor 

Breath awareness is the best anchor to the present moment. 

Think of anchoring by utilizing the image of a ship, dropping 

anchor in a choppy sea. The ship stays close to the anchoring 

site, despite the movement of the wind and water. In the same 

way, when attention is anchored to a chosen object, it stays close 

to that object, despite other mental activities. We gain 

attentional stability. This means bringing gentle attention to 

your breath. Without good breath awareness this exercise could 

not be accomplished. 

I want to make clear that, during meditation, you should not 

expect to be able to fully quiet the ego-mind. The mind will 

wander, that is true for everyone. The most important practice is 

becoming aware when you are lost in thought, then you are to 

gently (gently, I cannot state this enough, gently and lovingly) 

bring your awareness back to your breath. So much flows from 

this skill. And of course, treat yourself with love and kindness 

because this begins to establish integrity between how you treat 

yourself and who you really are. 

The Physiology of Breathing 

To help us integrate breath awareness into our day, it is a good 

idea to become fully informed about the physiology of 

breathing, which is well described by Alexander Lowen.
64

 

The lungs play a passive role in the respiratory process. Their expansion 

is produced by an enlargement, mostly downward, of the thoracic 
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cavity, and they collapse when that cavity is reduced. Proper breathing 

involves the muscles of the head, neck, thorax and abdomen. It can be 

shown that chronic tension, in any part of the body's musculature, 

interferes with the natural respiratory movements. Breathing is a 

rhythmic activity. Normally a person at rest makes approximately 16 to 

17 respiratory incursions a minute. The rate is higher in infants and in 

states of excitation. It is lower in sleep and in depressed persons. The 

depth of the respiratory wave is another factor which varies with 

emotional states. Breathing becomes shallow when we are frightened or 

anxious. It deepens with relaxation, pleasure and sleep. But above all, it 

is the quality of the respiratory movements that determines whether 

breathing is pleasurable or not. 

With each breath, a wave can be seen to ascend and descend through the 

body. The inspiratory wave begins deep in the abdomen with a 

backward movement of the pelvis. This allows the belly to expand 

outward. The wave then moves upward as the rest of the body expands. 

The head moves very slightly forward, to suck in the air while the 

nostrils dilate, or the mouth opens. The expiratory wave begins in the 

upper part of the body and moves downward: The head drops back, the 

chest and abdomen collapse, and the pelvis rocks forward. 

Breathing easily and fully is one of the basic pleasures of being alive. 

The pleasure is clearly experienced at the end of expiration when the 

descending wave fills the pelvis with a delicious sensation. Though the 

rhythm of breathing is pronounced in the pelvic area, it is at the same 

time experienced by the total body as a feeling of fluidity, softness, 

lightness and excitement. 

The importance of breathing need hardly be stressed. It provides oxygen 

for the metabolic processes; literally, it supports the fires of life. But 

breath as pneuma is also the spirit or soul. We live in an ocean of air, 

like fish in a body of water. By our breathing, we are attuned to our 
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atmosphere. If we inhibit our breathing, we isolate ourselves from the 

medium in which we exist. In all Asian and mystic philosophies, the 

breath holds the secret to the highest bliss. That is why breathing is the 

dominant factor in the practice of meditation and yoga. 

 

 

 

How We Lost Faith 

I periodically write about the miracle of life. Reigniting a sense 

of awe as much as possible is a good thing to stay in touch with 

how amazing our physical bodies are; this is true for our 

consciousness as well. As a people, we have been through many 

millennia absorbed by spiritual and religious influences. Some 

were well founded in reality and a lot were not. Then the 

discipline of science came in and threw cold water on traditional 

beliefs; for instance, by proving that we were no longer at the 

center of the physical universe, that the earth revolves around 

the sun, and that there are ten trillion galaxies in the universe. In 

addition, science defined itself to only include physical things. It 

ignored the spiritual component of reality. This caused a major 

shift in how we thought about ourselves within the full context 

of this new insight. We started to feel very, very small and very 

isolated. This feeling of isolation became more acute because we 

Meditation: 

Just take three gentle breaths while breathing easily and 

fully. Now take another three breaths as you feel your 

spirit. 
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lost a connection with spirit leading to losing faith in ourselves. 

Spiritual exploration was no longer the major part of the 

conversation of the day. Thus, spiritual matters became a 

stepchild during our scientifically dominated era. But, over the 

past one hundred years with the discovery and establishment of 

quantum mechanics, this new branch of physics, started turning 

our whole sense of reality upside down. We started to ask, 

‚What the heck is really going on here?‛ More and more 

essential questions pertaining to many of the basic scientific 

assumptions of reality began to emerge. One key area of inquiry 

is around what role consciousness plays in the full scheme of 

things. Especially, how does consciousness effect basic physical 

forms? The most disruptive scientific experiment showed that 

photons change from a wave to a particle just due to human 

observation.
65

 This is the best clear scientific proof of how 

conscious awareness alone can make a substantial change to our 

physical environment. This discovery opened up the need for 

science to take consciousness more seriously. Coupled with the 

fMRI studies that showed how meditation can change the 

structure of the brain, science could no longer continue to ignore 

the 800-pound gorilla in the room – consciousness. This is so 

important to our work because so much of our practice is based 

upon the belief in the power of observation and how it can 

change the energy fields in our body and our consciousness. 

Just Breathing is Such a Miracle 

In light of this reimagining the world around us, let’s further 

explore the breathing mechanism. Of course, we took breathing 
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for granted before practicing meditation, but let’s take another 

look at breathing so we can better appreciate that when we use 

breathing as a tool for transformation, we are not working with 

a process that is not so ho-hum. In fact, it is beyond belief. As 

you probably know, when we breathe in air, our red blood cells 

pull in oxygen (O2) from the atmosphere and carry that O2 to 

our cells. In exchange, we pick up carbon dioxide (CO2), a waste 

product of the cell metabolism, and bring that CO2 to the lungs 

so that it can be expelled. To maintain a fresh supply of red 

blood cells (RBCs), the body manufactures two million RBCs 

every second. Each RBC contains 350 million molecules of 

hemoglobin, the protein that does the work of gas transfers. 

And each hemoglobin has 10,000 atoms and this molecule is a 

highly complex machine. Now, the number of atoms used each 

second to keep your RBC count normal is 7 x 10
18

. Unbelievably, 

that number is equal to the number of grains of sand in all of the 

ocean beaches and deserts in the world! To repeat: the body 

utilizes the same number of atoms to maintain our red blood 

count as the number of grains of sand in all of the ocean beaches 

and deserts in the world every second! And all of this incredible 

work is being done in our bone marrow! It is very clear to me 

that the scope of this biological manufacturing operation is only 

part chemistry and the other part is our consciousness at work. 

Remember, consciousness is the great organizing force in nature 

and it so well demonstrates its prowess in keeping us well 

oxygenated and alive. It is not only a good idea to keep an 

appreciation of our breathing mechanism but fathom the 

enormous power of our consciousness. Focusing and working 

with our consciousness through meditation can do amazing 
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things. The personal benefits of making this a high priority 

cannot be emphasized enough. 

The Miracle of the Breath 

The reason why I am so fascinated with the hemoglobin 

molecule is because I co-founded and was CEO of a biotech 

company, Prolong Pharmaceuticals, which utilizes a modified 

hemoglobin molecule as its lead product, Sanguinate. In the 

manufacturing of Sanguinate, hemoglobin is removed from the 

RBC and an inert polymer is attached to each hemoglobin 

molecule to form a tiny RBC. These ‚nano‛ RBCs, as I like to call 

them, treat patients who have disease states that prevent normal 

large red blood cells from reaching oxygen-starved tissues, thus 

requiring a smaller oxygen transport system. It was while I was 

at Prolong that I started doing the calculations which allowed 

me to understand the enormous scope of hemoglobin 

production. 

I will let Deepak Chopra and Menos Kafatos, in You are the 

Universe, describe how amazing the hemoglobin molecule is:
66

 

Hemoglobin is a miracle of construction. Let’s imagine walking into the 

hemoglobin molecule as if entering a vaulted building like a greenhouse 

with spidery chains of smaller molecules forming the girders and beams. 

Ribbons of proteins form helixes, functioning like welded bolts. With an 

eye for pattern, we discern that the protein chains hold a specific shape. 

There are subunits bonded to the only thing that isn’t a protein, the 

iron atoms – forming rings of proteins encircling the iron. In structural 

terms there are also specific folds and pockets that need to be in place. A 
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vast space exists so that exactly four iron atoms can pick up four 

oxygen atoms for transport. 

The iron atoms couldn’t be inertly encased, the iron had to be charged 

(as a positive ion) so that it could pick up oxygen atoms. Meanwhile, in 

the nucleus of the cell, DNA has to remember – and put into motion 

with precise timing – the whole enterprise time and time again. This is 

a lot to ask of atoms, whose natural behavior is to bond instantaneously 

to the atom next door and stay that way. Most atoms manage the trick 

of behaving naturally while at the same time pursuing a creative 

sideline, namely, life. 

This description of hemoglobin and the production process 

gives us an incredible appreciation for the miracle of life and 

how consciousness may play the key role in making all of this 

happen. I write may play the key role but what else could it be? 

We refer to life as being driven by a life force, but I do not see 

anything else around that can make life occur but spiritual 

forces. Our spiritual forces are manifested in this world in the 

form of consciousness. Really, I only see our consciousness 

running the body. I am implying that our consciousness has the 

ability to provide our organizing self-awareness and 

navigational capabilities and the ability to run the body. 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

Just take those three gentle breaths while feeling the 

sensations in your body. Now take another few breaths as 

you feel the miracle of the body. Feel its incredible quiet 

energy. 
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Becoming Fully Present 

Let’s step back to get a fuller perspective on how to become 

fully present. How can we get there more often, and 

consistently, so that this state dominates our consciousness? 

One thing is clear, it requires practice. It is a skill that needs to 

be learned. A key part of that skill is learning to put our ego-

mind at rest which constantly puts us into the past, regretting, 

and into the future, worrying. Breath awareness is key to doing 

that. Learning to draw upon the breath all through the day as a 

habit can be transformative. 

The breathing meditation settles us into a state of being, which 

is calm and peaceful. Our ability to observe our thoughts is 

really the ability of being within the consciousness of the Higher 

Self as a witness. Our observation comes from our Higher Self. 

And the inner peace we experience is not just a quieting of the 

ego-mind, but comes from feeling our inner peace, which is one 

of the core qualities of the Higher Self. 

Our Spiritual Receiver 

The great thing is that our neural networks that comprise our 

spiritual receiver does not need to be created from scratch, it 

only needs to be discovered and brought to life because it is 

already in us. Through practice, we fire up pathways for 

connecting with our Higher Self more and more, laying the 

foundation for enlightenment. 
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Here is an interesting discussion about our intrinsic nature from 

Dan Goleman’s and Richard Davidson’s book, Altered Traits:
67

 

The yogis who came to Richie’s lab all had practiced in a Tibetan 

tradition that proffers a view... that we all have Buddha nature, but we 

simply fail to recognize it. In this view, the nub of practice becomes 

recognizing intrinsic qualities, what’s already present, rather than the 

development of any new inner skill. From this perspective, the 

remarkable neural and biological findings among the yogis are signs not 

so much of skill development but rather of this quality of recognition. 

Are altered traits add-ons to our nature, or uncovered aspects that were 

there all along? At this stage in the development of contemplative 

science it is difficult to weigh in on either side of this debate. There is, 

however, an increasingly robust corpus of scientific findings showing, 

for example, that if an infant watches puppets who engage in an 

altruistic, warmhearted encounter, or ones who are selfish and 

aggressive, when given the choice of a puppet to reach for, almost all 

infants choose one of the friendly ones. 

This natural tendency continues through the toddler years. These 

findings are consistent with the view of preexisting virtues like an 

intrinsic basic goodness and invite the possibility that training in 

loving-kindness and compassion involve recognizing early on a core 

quality that is present and strengthening it. In this sense, meditators 

may not be developing a new skill but rather nurturing a basic 

competence, in much the same way that language is developed. Whether 

the whole range of qualities said to be cultivated by different meditation 

practices is best viewed in this way or more as skill development will be 

decided by future scientific work. We simply entertain the idea that at 

least some aspects of meditation practice may be less like learning a new 
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skill, and more akin to recognizing a basic propensity there from the 

start. 

Goleman and Richardson in this passage are stating that there is 

a good scientific basis that there exists an existing neuronal 

blueprint for behavior that is referred to as ‚Buddha nature.‛ 

They suggest that we do not need to learn this behavior; that we 

may just need to recognize something that is ‚already present.‛ 

I take this concept a big step beyond this particular discussion 

by believing that this Buddha nature blueprint is really a 

receiver to the spiritual realm, not a brain-centered 

phenomenon. 

 

 

 

The Power of the Focused Mind 

Meditative practices develop a more focused mind which is 

greatly underappreciated. In his book, The Attention Revolution, 

Unlocking the Power of the Focused Mind, Alan Wallace, Ph.D., 

describes the benefits of attention as well as the lasting benefits 

of a focused mind.
68

 The benefits improve a person’s character 

in moral terms, promote creativity and genius in one’s work, 

and yield healing by tapping the resources of the mind. 

Meditation: 

Take those three gentle breaths and feel a sense of awe 

concerning what your body has to offer you. Then feel 

grateful. 
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Attention also has a profound impact on character and ethical behavior. 

[William] James, [father of modern psychology], felt that the capacity to 

voluntarily bring back a wandering attention, over and over again, is 

the very root of judgment, character and will. Christian contemplatives 

have known for centuries that a wandering mind easily falls into 

temptation, leading to sin. And Buddhists have recognized that a mind 

prone to distraction easily succumbs to a myriad of mental afflictions, 

leading to all kinds of harmful behaviors. If we can direct our attention 

away from negative temptations, we stand a good chance of overcoming 

them. 

James also asserted that geniuses of all kinds excel in their capacity for 

sustained voluntary attention. Just think of the greatest musicians, 

mathematicians, scientists and philosophers throughout history – all of 

them, it seems, have had an extraordinary capacity to focus their 

attention with a high degree of clarity for long periods of time. A mind 

settled in such a state of alert equilibrium is a fertile ground for the 

emergence of all kinds of original associations and insights. Might 

“genius” be a potential we all share – each of us with our own unique 

capacity for creativity, requiring only the power of sustained attention 

to unlock it? A focused mind can help bring the creative spark to the 

surface of consciousness. The mind constantly caught up in one 

distraction after another, on the other hand, may be forever removed 

from its creative potential. Clearly, if we were to enhance our faculty of 

attention, our lives would improve dramatically. 

Wallace goes onto describe the healing potency of this practice:
69

 

As long as our minds oscillate compulsively between agitation and 

dullness, wavering from one attentional imbalance to another, we may 

never discover the depths of human consciousness. Can the mind be 

irreversibly freed from its emotional afflictions, such as craving, 
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hostility, depression, envy and pride? Are there limits to our love and 

compassion? Is awareness finite and immutable? We know that the 

mind has powers of healing, which are sometimes attributed to the 

“placebo effect,” and that it has the capacity to make us ill as well. What 

other powers lie dormant within human consciousness, and how can 

they be tapped? These questions have been posed by contemplatives 

throughout history, and focused attention has been a crucial tool in 

exploring them. 

Wallace’s comments are incredibly important, especially for this 

series. This series of meditations require an unusually high 

degree of focus and concentration. Actually, all of the JTE 

sessions require focus, but this series calls for a refined 

concentration in very subtle ways to establish a moment of total 

stillness – withdrawn from physical sensations. Wallace 

describes the amazing benefits of staying focused on the things 

one holds most dear. 

This book was made possible because I was able to stay focused 

enough to write a coherent book and actually finish it. So many 

people desperately want to write a book but are not able to stay 

focused enough to start it or, if they do start, finish it. Most 

dreams are made possible solely through the ability to stay 

focused. It is kind of scary to think about how critical it is. We 

refer to the importance of being focused but rarely do we fully 

appreciate its incredible value. Focus and concentration are key 

benefits to meditation.
70

 One’s attention can improve markedly 

after just a few weeks of practice with respect to focus and 

memory. 
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While these benefits may emerge even with a remarkably 

modest investment in practice, they are likely fragile. A more 

regular and sustained practice of close to daily sessions is 

required so that these benefits may be sustained. 

How Are You Doing? The Happiness Set Point 

It is always a good idea to get a sense of how well you are doing 

in your practice. A great measure is your happiness set point, 

which is a measure of how happy you are overall, and it had 

been assumed that this set point did not change over 

time.
71

 Things did not look good for us, according to this 

assumption. We were told that we were stuck with the hand we 

were dealt. However, positive psychology research has found 

three determining factors of our happiness set point: 1. genetics 

(50%), 2. determined by our actions, our attitude of optimism, 

and the way we handle situations (40%), and 3. our current life 

circumstances (10%).
72

 

There are two things that jump out from this research. The first 

is that our current circumstances play a small role in 

determining our happiness set point. The second thing is that 

our attitude and the way we handle situations is four times 

greater than our current situation. In our meditation practice we 

are learning to be more in the present moment and more awake 

and not let our lives run on autopilot. If we stay fully aware, the 

full range of choices in our lives are made available to us. Thus, 

we are able to continue to improve our lives for the better. All of 

these tools allow us to tap into our Higher Self, which gives us 
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the power and freedom to change our life circumstances. We are 

finally capable of making choices that help us to become 

happier and healthier. In turn, our happiness set point becomes 

improved. One key choice that we may make each day is to do 

our meditation. 

From my own experience, I was able to significantly increase 

my happiness set point through meditation. A few years ago, I 

built the first positive psychology app, which included a chat 

room, to help build a heart-based community for support. 

Geared to the consumer market, this app recommended 

activities, including but not limited to meditation. As a result, I 

did the exercises, such as keeping a gratitude journal, tracking 

my positive and negative thoughts, and monitoring healthy 

daily habits of my choosing – plus adding a few meditations. I 

took a happiness test every six weeks, which was a feature on 

the app, while interacting with other participants. 

Although the app did not succeed in generating a sustained 

community, nor did it become a successful business venture, it 

did help me to significantly improve my happiness set point. 

Though people would always tell me that I was a positive, 

happy person, I still had a deep feeling of unease. After that 

year of working with the app, my unease diminished in 

strength, and consequently my happiness set point grew to a 

more favorable level. I have maintained those improvements 

now over the past few years, primarily helped by my 

meditation practice. 
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The JTE and the Gratitude Exercise 

To assist in increasing the happiness set point for the JTE users, I 

decided to take the gratitude feature I had included in the 

positive psychology app and inserted it into the JTE at the 

conclusion of each meditation. This provides an opportunity to 

record three things for which you are most grateful. Gratitude 

exercises can have a significant impact on your happiness set 

point and the research proves it.
73

 

Breath Awareness During Your Day 

As a meditator, one should always be looking for good ways to 

integrate breath awareness into your daily activities. Some good 

suggestions, for instance, are when you are waiting for an 

elevator, or at the copy machine or for a website to load. Bring 

your awareness to your breath until your wait is over. Before 

you developed this habit of breath awareness, waiting was a 

real drag and, of course, you would immediately pull out your 

phone to bide your time. Now you can use these times to 

become aware of your breath, and to quiet the ego-mind, thus 

bringing forth your Higher Self at will. You can now convert 

wasted time during the day into valuable time. How sweet! 

Making Plans While Staying in the Present 

Moment 

Providing the space to allow our Higher Self into our everyday 

living requires us to be in the present moment because living 
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life in the past and future is not truly living in a state of reality. 

But in reality, we need to plan ahead by looking to the future 

and also analyze our past so we can learn from it. A reasonable 

question is posed, ‚How can we plan out our future events 

while we practice staying in the present moment?‛ Tolle writes 

an elegant discourse on the subject:
74

 

Learn to use time in the practical aspects of your life – we may call this 

“clock time” – but immediately return to present-moment awareness 

when those practical matters have been dealt with. In this way, there 

will be no buildup of “psychological time,” which is identification with 

the past and continuous compulsive projection into the future. 

Clock time is not just making an appointment or planning a trip. It 

includes learning from the past so that we don’t repeat the same 

mistakes over and over. Setting goals and working toward them. 

Predicting the future by means of patterns and laws, physical, 

mathematical and so on, learned from the past and taking appropriate 

action on the basis of our predictions. 

But even here, within the sphere of practical living, where we cannot do 

without reference to past and future, the present moment remains the 

essential factor: Any lesson from the past becomes relevant and is 

applied now. Any planning as well as working toward achieving a 

particular goal is done now. 

The enlightened person’s main focus of attention is always the Now, 

but they are still peripherally aware of time. In other words, they 

continue to use clock time but are free of psychological time. 

Be alert as you practice this so that you do not unwittingly transform 

clock time into psychological time. For example, if you made a mistake 
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in the past and learn from it now, you are using clock time. On the 

other hand, if you dwell on it mentally, and self-criticism, remorse, or 

guilt come up, then you are making the mistake into “me” and “mine”: 

You make it part of your sense of self, and it has become psychological 

time, which is always linked to a false sense of identity. Nonforgiveness 

necessarily implies a heavy burden of psychological time. 

If you set yourself a goal and work toward it, you are using clock time. 

You are aware of where you want to go, but you honor and give your 

fullest attention to the step that you are taking at this moment. If you 

then become excessively focused on the goal, perhaps because you are 

seeking happiness, fulfillment, or a more complete sense of self in it, the 

Now is no longer honored. It becomes reduced to a mere steppingstone 

to the future, with no intrinsic value. Clock time then turns into 

psychological time. Your life’s journey is no longer an adventure, just 

an obsessive need to arrive, to attain, to “make it.” You no longer see or 

smell the flowers by the wayside either, nor are you aware of the beauty 

and the miracle of life that unfolds all around you when you are present 

in the Now. 

What Tolle writes about is all dependent upon staying within 

the present moment, which requires being connected to your 

Higher Self. As soon as you get recaptured by your ego-mind, 

you will immediately get stuck back into the past/future 

dilemma. There will be no clock time because you will not be in 

the present moment. The more intensely and consistently you 

do your meditation and use the power of the breath, the more 

able you will be to stay fully in the now. 
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Wisdom 2.0: Mindfulness in America – Staying 

Present 

At a recent Wisdom 2.0 – Mindfulness in America conference in 

New York City, an afternoon was dedicated to the challenges 

new technologies have placed on us in trying to stay in the 

present moment. 

The founder of Nest, Tony Fadell, spoke with Anderson Cooper, 

the CNN journalist, about the importance of present awareness 

given the distractions of technology. Fadell is the man who 

oversaw the creation of the iPad and the first three versions of 

the iPhone. Technology has so intruded upon our lives, he said, 

that we all need to develop the discipline to keep it in its place 

and do our best to live in the here and now. He mentioned that 

it was important for millennials to do meditation to counteract 

the effects of too much screen time. Young people spend 

minimal time in the presence of life. Instead of looking into the 

eyes of their friends, they are captivated by the glow of their 

screens. I realized too how much my phone has invaded my 

space. I even take my phone into the bathroom with me. 

Arianna Huffington spoke also, saying that she leaves her 

phone outside her bedroom in order to get sufficient and 

uninterrupted sleep. Technology can make a great contribution 

and can also have unexpected consequences. The importance of 

being aware and making the right choices is the trick to success. 
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Exit Exercise for the Breathing Series 

In our meditations, I have added a new component to the 

traditional exit routine by keeping our eyes open. This exit 

exercise is designed to provide a smoother transition, so that 

you may transfer your breathing and self-awareness skills, 

developed during your meditation practice (with eyes closed), 

to the demands of the rest of the day when your eyes are open. 

That way, your skills will not be dependent on having your eyes 

closed. This exit ‚ramp,‛ if you will, allows a gradual transition. 

Because the transition is not easy, I advise you to be very patient 

with yourself. This exit exercise, like a gentle off-ramp 

movement, combines components of our meditation, including 

awareness of the breath, body and emotions. This helps to 

integrate your mindful state into your everyday waking life as 

you learn to focus on the present moment by anchoring your 

awareness on the breath and the inner body. Our ability to call 

upon the breath as our anchor at any time is an incredibly 

powerful tool. At some point, we will begin to look at our life as 

a meditation. This is key. 

 

 

 

 

Then think of one thing to be grateful for. Now breathe into and 

out of that thought with three breaths. 

Meditation: 

Take three gentle breaths and concentrate solely on your 

breath. 
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Conclusion 

Congratulations. We focused upon a wide spectrum of topics in 

this chapter. We explored how miraculous our bodies are; how 

our consciousness may be very much involved in how our 

bodies function; and ways we can better become more fully 

present. We covered the main practice for the Body to Being 

series where we learn how to experience a pure observer 

mindset independent of any feelings, sensations, thoughts or 

moods. We just find ourselves in a state of just being. 

You are not a drop in the ocean. You are the entire ocean in a drop. 

Rumi 
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Our task must be to free ourselves by widening our circle of 

compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of nature and 

its beauty.
75

 

Albert Einstein 

To inspire us, as we move into the topic of compassion, I also 

begin this chapter with a reflection by Thomas Merton, Trappist 

monk and Christian Theologian.
76

 

Then it was as if I suddenly saw the secret beauty of their hearts, the 

depths of their hearts where neither sin nor desire nor self-knowledge 

can reach, the core of their reality. If only they could all see themselves 

as they really are. If only we could see each other that way all the time. 

There would be no more war, no more hatred, no more cruelty, no more 

greed. 

What a vision! Merton expresses a view as to the beauty of 

reality, and human beings, at their core. We may also attain a 

perception of this beauty, which can relieve the world of its ills. 

I share this vision and believe that our spiritual practices may 

lead us there. That is a possibility, a very real one. 

As we move into the topic of compassion, it is useful to 

remember that love is the basic vibration of the universe. Love is 

like an energy wave upon which we surf in life. Our ego-mind 

guards us so that we don’t give everything away because our 

Higher Self has a tendency to give things away. Currently, the 

ego-mind asserts control over us and our complex world. 

Through compassion, we overcome the constraints of our ego-
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mind. Freedom is gained when we actively help others and our 

ecosystem (including the critters and the environment) by 

coming from love. And, of course, it takes practice to open up 

and widen our pertinent neuronal pathways. 

Definitions 

Let’s first review some definitions of compassion and empathy 

which need some clarification because these two words are 

mistakenly used interchangeably. It should be acknowledged 

that definitions of these terms do vary according to 

psychologists and other professionals.
77

 The following 

definitions are supported by research and are most pertinent to 

our meditation practice. 

Empathy is a skill and capacity to understand or feel what 

another person is experiencing from within the other person's 

frame of reference. Empathy involves being in another’s shoes 

to feel the suffering or joy of another without necessarily doing 

anything to help or to support that person. There is no action 

component to empathy. When you feel compassion, you are 

also in the other person’s shoes and feel the suffering of another 

and you have a desire to take action to relieve another’s 

suffering. Sympathy is to feel sorrow for the hardships of others. 

Finally, pity is a feeling of discomfort at the distress of others 

and often has paternalistic or condescending overtones. 
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Big Difference Between Empathy and 

Compassion 

Because empathy can cause a person to take on the negative 

feelings of others, researchers distinguish compassion and 

empathy in the following way described in the book by Stephen 

Trzeciak, MD, entitled Compassionomics: The Revolutionary 

Scientific Evidence that Caring Makes a Difference: 

Taking action to relieve another’s suffering is at the very heart of what 

it means to be compassionate and brings reward that can overcome the 

distress of empathy.
78

 

Most scientists define compassion as the emotional response to 

another’s pain or suffering, involving an authentic desire to help. Is 

different from empathy, which feeling and understanding (that is, 

detecting and mirroring another’s emotions and experiencing their 

feelings) because compassion also involves taking action. Feeling 

empathy is a necessary precursor (or prerequisite) to motivate acts of 

compassion; so the terms are related, yet they are also distinct.
79 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

Let us open up our hearts to the compassion within us 

right now. Experience this powerful part of our Higher 

Self. And just send out some compassionate energy to 

other people who surround you most days. In order to 

exhibit compassion, all you have to do is offer some of 

your very best loving kindness, understanding and 

generosity. Let’s do that by taking three gentle deep 

breaths. 
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My Own Story of Compassion Leading to 

Awakening 

When I was nineteen years old and a student at the University 

of Wisconsin in Madison, I had just returned from a summer of 

living and working in Manhattan with my girlfriend, Janice. 

Janice was also a student at UW, and we both headed back to 

school to get ready for the fall semester. I was staying in a little 

house that I had rented, and Janice lived with a few other 

friends nearby. About a month after school started, my 

persistent learning disability began to act up, which made it 

very difficult for me to maintain my studies. I was not doing 

well. I had dropped out once before because of this issue. Then 

Janice dropped by unexpectedly and announced that she was 

leaving me for a Brazilian graduate student named Rolando. I 

was devastated. Rolando was the most handsome man anyone 

had ever seen. The guy looked like a god. The sight of the two of 

them, walking on campus hand in hand, triggered a massive 

depression and I became suicidal. I would wake up each 

morning, go into the kitchen and pull out the sharpest knife in 

the drawer, to try to cut into my wrists. But, fortunately, I did 

not succeed in doing so. 

I was also lucky because of the compassion expressed from a 

close friend, John Zwicky, a graduate student in philosophy. 

John invited me over for dinner because he knew I was in bad 

shape. I trudged the mile over to his pad and he welcomed me 

into his living room, while his girlfriend, Ruth Jacoby, was in 

the kitchen preparing the dinner. I sat down on his couch. 
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Almost right away, John started telling me about his master’s 

thesis, which laid out his theory of reality. He told me that 

reality is not a random series of events; instead, everything is 

meaningfully related to everything else. There is a oneness to it 

all. As John gave a long discourse about his thesis, I became 

more and more enthralled. I absorbed his every word, for the 

reality he described was a world that was evolving with a 

purpose; there was an intelligent design behind the way the 

universe was put together. It was a reality that was much more 

attractive than my own reality (which was the misery in which I 

was currently living). 

Then a subtle shift started to occur inside of me. I was trying to 

end what I perceived as the meaningless and random life I had 

been living. I leaned into this new and exciting reality that John 

was describing. Because I was so desperate, I had nothing 

holding me back. Then suddenly, a giant flash of light 

consumed my whole field of view, and the two-hundred-pound 

weight that had been on my shoulders was lifted. The weight 

just evaporated. It had been wearing me down, as if to pound 

me into the ground like a pile driver. Immediately, I felt as light 

as a feather. I started to laugh uncontrollably because I was 

totally elated, feeling free. I was instantly transformed from 

being massively depressed to being plunged into a state of bliss 

– all within a fraction of a second. The shift caused my neurons 

to be rewired; it was a case of neuroplasticity on steroids. My 

spiritual receiver became totally alive in one fell swoop! 

After dinner, I thanked John and Ruth for an amazing evening. I 

remember walking home while a light snow was coming down. 
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I was watching the beauty of the flakes, gliding past the 

streetlights. For the next three weeks, I remained in a constant 

state of peace and love. I was able to go about my business. I 

went to my classes and I felt like I had landed on a new planet. I 

was experiencing what is called a ‚beginner’s mind,‛ where 

everything seemed so new. This new state had me fascinated 

because I had never seen my world in such a way. I walked 

around, filled with a loving spirit and so much at peace. In fact, 

I did not experience a single cognitive thought for those entire 

three weeks. There was a quiet within me, for my internal 

processing was being carried out by my Higher Self while my 

ego-mind went totally silent. 

At the end of the three weeks, I was sitting on the edge of my 

bed, looking out the window, and I noticed two students 

walking by. I was struck by how depressed they looked. And a 

wave of compassion took me over. I immediately made a 

commitment to start helping people in their struggles. My first 

vision was to build a heart-based community and to use that as 

a springboard towards building a better world. I was ready and 

organizing during the next five months – that was all I did. 

Since I was involved in theatre at the time, and knew many 

people in the arts, I decided to create an art community by 

setting up a cooperative. Soon, I expanded that concept to 

include everyone in the community and named the not-for-

profit organization, Open Arts. The main goal of Open Arts was 

to create love-based events. We organized the first bike-sharing 

program in the US. Students would donate their bikes to the 

community. We would hold outdoor musical events, while 
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people would paint their bikes white and officially donate them 

in the spirit of love. The whole project had a magical effect on 

the student community. We then organized a Be-In on Picnic 

Point on the shores of Lake Mendota, where five thousand 

students showed up. The highlight of the event was an 

appearance by the poet Alan Ginsburg, who was present, 

dancing through the crowd and playing music with his finger 

cymbals. The purpose of the Be-In was to celebrate the human 

spirit and it was a glorious event. There was a real love 

movement that was on a roll. 

Following that event, ABC television sent five executives to 

have lunch with me because they wanted me to host a 

nationally broadcasted television series about this love 

movement. After meditating on this, I decided against doing it 

because I did not want to commercialize our precious 

movement with its ideals and aspirations for social change. 

There were many events during that amazing spring of 1967, 

which all led into the Summer of Love that same year. However, 

one afternoon in late May, I was sitting alone, thinking. I 

realized that people were participating in many events and 

loving them, but they were not really taking responsibility for 

making things happen. They were just letting things come and 

go. Too much of the real work was being done by me. Right at 

that moment, while having this thought, the spirit that had 

carried me along this whole time left me just as quickly as it had 

originally arrived. The spirit was gone. It was so sudden that I 

felt like I had dropped down into a deep, dark, empty well and 

stayed there for a while. It was an incredibly painful and 
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depressing time for me because everyone expected me to 

organize the next big thing, and it was not going to happen. 

My experience shows how incredibly plastic the mind can be. 

The intensity of my experience is very rare. I do not expect this 

type of dramatic event to take place in your life. However, if it 

does, that would be wonderful. Most likely, your change will be 

more iterative: step by step. Research now shows that the brain 

at any age is adaptive and flexible, and major changes in 

consciousness are available to anyone who is willing to start and 

maintain a meditative practice. Functional MRI brain images 

show that our meditative practice has the power to increase 

and/or reduce the size of key functional areas of the brain to 

strengthen the links between the brain and the heart regions to 

enhance personal development and create strong spiritual 

connections. 

No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted. 

Aesop 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

Take three gentle breaths and feel a time you expressed 

deep kindness to someone. As you bring that image into 

your mind's eye, keep your breathing steady. 
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The Blessings of Being Connected 

The following story is about a boy from Kenya who, as 

Archbishop Desmond Tutu mentioned, had a strong sense of 

Ubuntu which is the strong feeling of interconnectedness with 

your family and the community. This boy’s compassion went 

beyond the bounds of what his stepmother felt was right. 

The Compassionate Young Boy by Emmanuel 

Aghado 201380 

Once upon a time, in a small village in Kenya, there lived a young boy 

with his stepfamily. Due to the scarcity of water in the village, the 

young boy awoke early every morning, carried his pot and headed for 

the stream with the aim of fetching water for himself and his stepfamily. 

Sadly for him, he alone had this task as a routine every morning and 

evening to fetch water from a distant stream, while his step siblings 

were given other more lenient tasks or even none. Yet, the young boy 

bore no grudge against his stepfamily, loved them and carried out his 

task, diligently. On his way back from the stream, he met an old man 

resting under a tree who begged for water to quench his thirst and he 

gave water to the old man. He met an elderly woman who begged for 

water and he gave water to the woman. 

This happens almost every time as he comes back from the stream; 

meeting people who beg for thirst, yet he gives water to them despite his 

stepmother’s torturing him for fetching half-filled pots that wouldn’t be 

enough for the family. One day, he couldn’t bear the torture from his 

step mum, so he swore never to give anyone water, but on his way back, 

he met a strange-looking man who begged him for water. The strange 

man lay by the roadside with an injury. The young boy remembered his 
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vow – never to give anyone water – but contemplated for a moment and 

then gave the strange man some water. 

When he got home, his step mum noticed the half-filled pots, and again 

pounced on him – this time with more cruelty. As she was beating this 

young boy, there was a knock on the door. It was the wounded strange 

man – a mail deliverer. Apparently, he came from the town with a letter 

for the young boy. A letter contained a scholarship with an additional 

cash gift for the young boy and the messenger would have died on the 

way if not for the boy’s help. 

They say there is love in sharing and Mahatma Gandhi said, 

‚Where there is love there is life.‛ Your everyday good deeds 

are never in vain, for they shall return to you even when you’re 

not expecting it. Just like the young boy, who was filled with 

love and compassion and met his blessings at an unexpected 

hour, you shall meet your blessings for your good deeds of love 

and compassion as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

If again you so desire, take three gentle deep breaths as 

you briefly scan your inner body. Take what sensations 

you felt when you read that the boy received the 

scholarship. Breathe through those sensations in your body 

and then relax. 
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No Good Deed Goes Unpunished 

I must comment on the popular phrase, ‚No good deed goes 

unpunished.‛ I was so shocked when hearing this phrase over 

and over again, as if to communicate that it is a bad idea to do 

good deeds and to be compassionate. I first thought, ‚Has our 

society gone mad?‛ Don’t ask. So, let’s try to get to the bottom 

of this phrase and why people are quoting this line before we 

move on. The phrase is most commonly attributed to Oscar 

Wilde, the playwright, or Claire Booth Luce, the author and 

politician. 

The phrase really means that there are some good deeds that are 

not well accepted. They sometimes cause the recipient to 

develop expectations for more help and benefits. The idea is 

that, in the end, the recipient may not want what you are 

offering them, or they may feel that they deserve something else 

(that in fact they may not deserve). These expectations may lead 

to a lot of discomfort. Also, there are times when people do not 

want your help and they rebuff your efforts, and this may hurt 

your feelings. In this case too, you are being punished for trying 

to help. Look, all of these things are true. When we live in a 

world where love is having a hard time being expressed and 

being accepted, the phrase has relevance. However, if this idea 

is presented as an absolute, I need to call it out. It should read, 

‚Sometimes, you can feel punished for doing good deeds.‛ 
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Compassion Meditation: Receiving Love 

The compassion meditations involve, first, connecting with a 

loved one. Then you receive compassion and loving kindness 

back from this loved one. From this foundation of deep love and 

compassion, you learn to be kind, loving and compassionate to 

yourself. The reason to spend so much time with this phase of 

compassionate practice is that almost all of us are very tough 

and impatient with ourselves. It is interesting that we have a 

default mode when we are not engaged in any pressing 

cognitive activity. We fall into ruminating upon the I and the me. 

During this down time, we may start thinking about the things 

we need to do, but we also rotate through a cycle of self-

judgments, whether they be judging ourselves, our 

relationships, or our Facebook page. To offset this harsh self-

orientation, we can develop new neural wiring and a spirit of 

gentleness with ourselves. 

Self-compassion is the foundation for compassion toward 

others. The important thing to be aware of is presence of the 

ego-mind. When we are brutal to ourselves, we are in our ego-

mind. And when we find ourselves being loving and 

compassionate toward ourselves, we are in our Higher Self. It is 

not in our true nature to be cruel to ourselves or to others. This 

is the main differentiator between the two minds. This is a good 

fact of which you should keep track. 

In our compassion practice, we reinforce pathways that allow 

our Higher Self to break through into our conscious awareness; 

in turn, we diminish the neural pathways and brain centers that 
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contain a preponderance of painful experiences that have made 

us fearful of others. Others have hurt us because they were out 

of touch with their own Higher Self. We also respond while 

being out of touch with our own conditioned responses. So, our 

history is filled with ongoing pain and suffering. The beauty is 

that we can break through the suffering and pain by honoring 

our compassionate intentions and become more fully present 

while bringing to life our Higher Self. 

Joseph Campbell on Compassion 

Let’s turn now to consider some thoughts on compassion 

offered by Joseph Campbell. Campbell was a leading expert in 

comparative religions, mythology, art, images, stories and 

dreams. He dealt with universal structures by which the human 

species touches the deeper meaning of life. Campbell had 

amazing insights, although this passage is not easy to 

understand right off. 

The key to the Grail or a difficult quest is compassion, “suffering with,” 

feeling another's sorrow as if it were your own. The one who finds the 

dynamo of compassion is the one who has found the Grail. The principle 

of compassion is that which converts disillusionment into a 

participatory companionship. 
81

 

Campbell states, ‚The one who finds the dynamo of compassion 

is the one who finds the Grail.‛ This means that the big hero or 

heroine of the story of life is the one who is filled with 

compassion. Compassion offers a sense of direction and 

purpose so that we may achieve our goals. Thus, becoming 
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compassionate is a key part of becoming the hero or heroine in 

our own personal stories. Campbell says, ‚The principle of 

compassion is that which converts disillusionment into a 

participatory companionship.‛ I interpret that to mean that, 

when we are solely focusing upon ourselves, and not on the 

pains of others, we experience life as being devoid of meaning. 

However, by finally choosing to reach out and connect with 

others, through compassion, we essentially acknowledge that 

our essence is connected to the essence of others. Thus, the pain 

of life fuels loving companionships rather than isolation and 

hope rather than disillusionment. 

This compassion, and participatory companionship, is at the 

core of our meditation practice through our compassion 

exercises. We set an intention for our practice which supports 

compassion. Intention is the vessel that holds our meditation 

practice. Thus, what helps give our meditation meaning is to 

include others in our intention. 

We have dealt with compassion so far by exploring the 

interdependence of self and others. Compassion works similarly 

to love. To experience true love with others, we need to first 

have cleared away any misgivings about being able to love 

ourselves. Thus, to be fully compassionate with others we need 

to first be compassionate with ourselves. In this series, we are 

creating some very nice rewiring through our openness to 

compassion. Since we have been firing neurons that are 

associated with compassion, we have laid down a good 

foundation. We can then expand our compassion toward people 

who are not so closely linked with us in love. We can even be 
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compassionate toward those with whom we have some major 

issues or where hurt, pain and anger have prevented love and 

compassion. 

Overcoming Hatred 

I learned a lot about compassion from my experiences in the 

Middle East, conducting peacemaking and bridge-building 

workshops between the Israelis and Palestinians. The 

organization, the Family Circle, promotes forgiveness as an 

alternative to hatred and revenge. Such work reminds us that 

compassion and love are the driving forces for peace and the 

best means to heal our wounds. If people who have lost loved 

ones to violence can forgive, there is no reason that others 

cannot do the same in much less painful circumstances. 

Compassion means ‚to love together with‛ or, in other 

words, true love in action, regardless of the circumstances. 

Heart-based Communities 

It was when I started to write my autobiography, I was able to 

see my continual focus throughout my life on building heart-

based communities. I believed that such work would be an 

essential springboard necessary to allow humanity to leap to the 

next phase of its evolution. The following poignant short story 

is such a great example of how a heart-based community can 

function.
82
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In arid landscapes during ancient times, grapes were rare, a succulent 

delicacy grown in distant regions. Yet one day, records from the second 

century AD tell us, someone brought just such a treat all the way to the 

desert abode of Macarius, a Christian hermit. But Macarius did not eat 

the grapes; instead he gave them to another hermit nearby who was 

feeble and who seemed in greater need of the treat. And that hermit, 

though grateful for Macarius’s kindness, thought of yet another among 

them who would benefit from eating the grapes, and passed them on to 

that monk. So, it went through the entire hermit community until the 

grapes came around again to Macarius. 

In this desert community, everyone was taken care of by the 

whole community so that love and compassion were allowed to 

flourish. There was no self-centered concern for any single 

individual’s well-being because the community would always 

look out for you. 

 

 

 

 

Trading in Empathy for Compassion 

Previously, we defined the differences between empathy and 

compassion. The key difference is that compassion stimulates 

action. However, there are additional differences. It is 

Meditation: 

If again you so desire, take three gentle deep breaths. Then 

imagine you are living in a tight-knit loving community. 

Then briefly scan your inner body to feel what emotions 

come up for you. 
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fascinating that empathy can sometimes negatively affect and 

impact us. When we experience empathy, we feel the pain of 

others as our own; thus, we are pained by it and want to avoid 

it. In contrast, when we feel compassion, even with regard to 

exactly the same situation, we generate positive feelings, which 

motivate us to take action. This distinction can be kept in mind 

in the workplace and at home. A coworker or someone close to 

us may be struggling. If we only experience empathy, a negative 

response may be triggered, which can direct us to ignore or turn 

away from this person, who may desperately need our help and 

support. However, having compassion is about responding to 

our coworker in a positive way. We will be motivated to help 

them out to find solutions to their problems. 

Compassion does include empathy but, most importantly, love 

is its key component. It is love that is the key motivator that 

nudges us to take action. 

When the sunshine of loving kindness meets the tears of suffering, the 

rainbow of compassion arises.
83

 

A meditation teacher from Myanmar 

Compassion supports us to take action when we see the need 

for it. The same neural circuitry is activated as that generated by 

parents who express love for their child.
84

 We are stimulating 

the deepest caring centers. This is why holding people around 

us in our hearts is so impactful. People feel the love and respond 

to it. Barbara Fredrickson’s theories confirm this point. When 

love is nurtured, we reach out to others with love. Those loving 
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gestures increase the love and compassion that we feel around 

us. In turn, love comes back to us with positive responses. Our 

mindful community is a realistic and achievable goal because of 

this positive self-reinforcing circle of love and compassion. 

Embracing Suffering 

Most of us shut ourselves off from suffering because it is 

painful. For me, living in a big city, this is so true. I see one 

homeless person after another, and I see a great deal of 

suffering. Many homeless people report that they feel invisible. 

Since I do not want to shut down my heart, I carry an ample 

number of one-dollar bills in my wallet to give to certain 

homeless people as I walk by. I do not give to everyone, but to 

those I do, I offer kind wishes, and most of the time they say, 

‚God bless you.‛ 

The ER Doc 

Medical burnout in the emergency room, especially for ER docs, 

is a well-known problem. The ER doc has enormous 

responsibility to care for people in crisis, who are experiencing a 

lot of pain. This is especially true during worldwide pandemics. 

Many patients arrive past their point of recovery, even though 

an attempt to resuscitate is called for. These docs and nurses 

experience what is called ‚empathic distress.‛ They feel the pain 

of their patients though the suffering takes a toll. Since 

compassion training is now known to make a positive difference 

– and to move people from empathy to compassion – many ER 
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physicians and nurses are now practicing this kind of 

training.
85

 Once it is established that compassion is a valuable 

part of medical practice, many healthcare professionals begin to 

enjoy both a more positive connection with their patients and 

greater resilience. Their compassion training breaks them out of 

their conditioned responses. 

Breaking Our Conditioned Responses 

A horse suddenly came galloping quickly down the road. It seemed as 

though the man had somewhere important to go. Another man, who 

was standing alongside the road, shouted, "Where are you going?" and 

the man on the horse replied, "I don't know! Ask the horse!"
86

 

In this well-known Zen story, the horse represents our 

conditioned responses that have been established by our genetic 

makeup and our experiences. When our conditioned responses 

are having us respond to people or events in ways that are not 

working for us, we need to pull the reins on our horse, get off, 

and take a deep breath. The doctors, who 

realized that their conditioned responses were not working for 

them and were creating a painful experience, decided to make 

the changes in their lives through compassion training, and they 

were able to transform their work from being horrible into a 

more positive situation. 

During his life, the famous American author, Henry David 

Thoreau, a Transcendentalist, worried that he would find 

himself on his deathbed, only to realize that he had gone 
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through life unconscious – and was not really living life. He was 

concerned that his old conditioned responses would prevent 

him from being in the here and now and not able to experience 

reality. Every day he worked on staying awake and aware of his 

sensations and his feelings. In 1845, when he walked around 

Walden Pond, where he lived for two years, he would not walk 

along the existing footpaths because he wanted to hear the 

leaves and the twigs making snapping sounds as he walked on 

them. He wanted the sounds to keep his attention in the present 

moment. He knew that it was the present moment where life, 

love and compassion can be experienced. The search for the 

means to overcome the ego-mind have continued for ages. It is 

really the major challenge we all face all of the time. 

Conclusion 

By loving, you can then be love. The same is true for 

compassion. You can express compassion and then you can be 

compassion. Compassion is a portal into our Higher Self, a 

doorway to our true nature, an opening into life. Through the 

compassion meditations, remember that any progress you are 

experiencing is a function of your stronger connections with 

your Higher Self. Once you are able to rest there, you naturally 

will become more compassionate. As a result, the people close 

to you will be lucky to have you in their lives because, when 

you become real, they will feel your compassion like they never 

did before. 
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Meditation: 

And say to yourself silently: 

• May I hold myself in compassion and understanding 

• May my pain and sorrow be eased 

• May my heart be at peace 

• May I experience joy 

And now say to yourself silently towards someone you care 

deeply about: 

• May you be held in compassion and understanding 

• May your pain and sorrow be eased 

• May your heart be at peace 

• May you experience joy. 
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The joy of Being, which is the only true happiness, cannot come to you 

through any form, possession, achievement, person, or event – through 

anything that happens. That joy cannot come to you – ever. It emanates 

from the formless dimension within you, from consciousness itself and 

thus is one with who you are.
87

 

Eckhart Tolle, A New Earth 

Tolle’s ‚Being‛ is referring to our Higher Self. It is a shame that 

joy has been a rare occurrence. But when joy comes, it is 

glorious! Wouldn’t it be great if we could create joy on demand 

in a gentle and loving way? Basically, almost any time? You 

might think this is impossible. My brother, who is quite 

spiritual, remarked about this possibility, ‚Good luck!‛ Let’s 

learn some tools for bringing up joy on demand, however crazy 

that may sound. 

This meditation series is about joy, inspired by Chade-Meng 

Tan’s book Joy on Demand. Tan of Google fame.
88

 

Even though Tan was so happy most of the time while he 

worked at Google, in actuality he had been living a miserable 

life while growing up until he discovered meditation. Joy came 

to him through his practice and transformed him into a very 

happy person. I was so inspired by his breakthrough book that I 

made use of its guidance to tailor this mindfulness series about 

joy. 
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Overview 

Let’s pause to review how far we have come before we take a 

look at what will follow. We have cultivated love through our 

loving kindness meditation, peace of mind through breath 

awareness, and compassion through exercises on that theme. 

Now, we are covering joy. In Chapter 11, we will cover peace 

and in Chapter 12 we will turn to wisdom. These qualities all 

build sublime and wonderful states, which can be nurtured 

throughout our journey. A good image to describe our journey 

is that of an upward spiral, which is continuously climbing as 

we cultivate each quality of the Higher Self. 

Joy From the Inside Out 

As previously discussed, joy is one of the five key spiritual 

characteristics of the Higher Self. Joy is actually inherent to our 

innate state of being. How cool is that! So, like love and 

compassion (which are also characteristics of the Higher Self), 

joy emanates from inside of you when you are deeply present. 

In our meditation, we may experience abundance and 

generosity; or, in our most loving state, we may be open to the 

moment with all of its possibilities. In such expansive states, it is 

likely that we will feel joy spilling out toward others. 

Interestingly, joy is tied to our involvement with others through 

love and compassion. Joy is experienced when we feel 

connected to a greater whole, beyond ourselves. When we reach 

out to others in a compassionate way, we experience more of 

who we truly are. In turn, the other components of our Higher 
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Self come to fruition, like buds opening into blossoms. This is 

consistent with Dr. Fredrickson’s ‚broaden and build‛ theory.
89

 

A Meditation to Generate Joy 

In our mindfulness meditations, breathing exercises can lead 

into states of joy. Here is a meditation practice along these lines. 

 

 

 

 

 

Joy: Our Natural State 

Joy is the state that we experience when we open ourselves to 

the whole play of existence. Joy is a wonderful state of our 

Higher Self. 

Remember that joy, like other natural states, is not an emotion. 

The constant states of our Higher Self may be confused with 

emotions, which come and go in response to stimuli; however, 

our natural states are, in fact, ever present. We only periodically 

Meditation: 

Take those three gentle breaths while breathing relaxation 

throughout your body. Now, wish someone you know to 

be happier. If you feel a little tingling in your body arising, 

that is joy, bring your full attention to that joy. Offer up 

your beautiful smile to keep the joy alive if you’d like to. 
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experience their presence because our awareness is mainly 

dominated by our fear-based ego-mind. It is only when the ego-

mind is overcome by an event that momentarily cracks open 

that veil that we get to experience our Higher Self; then it 

quickly closes back up because our ego-mind wants to maintain 

our full attention all of the time. 

Our inner work brings our core states into awareness. These 

have mainly been kept in the dark for much of our lives. The 

neural pathway receivers associated with our Higher Self have 

been forgotten and lie dormant. Like a plant that is kept in a 

closet for a long time, our Higher Self may seem to have wilted 

and dried up. Through meditation, we re-water the plant and 

recircuit the beneficial nerve pathways. Through the light of 

awareness, these qualities are replenished and energized. Then 

joy can become a normal part of our lives as we cultivate it by 

easing into joy. 

Joy on demand is about tapping into the wellspring of joy that 

resides within us. This experience of joy is without sensual or 

ego stimulation. This is stimulus-free joy. Our meditation has 

three points of focus. 

1) Easing into Joy: The first precondition for joy is a state of ease 

or peace; furthermore, you may become joyful that you are in a 

state of ease. Ease and joy reinforce each other. Peace also 

reinforces joy. 

2) Inclining towards Joy: Here we notice and give our full 

attention to joy. We may do so during a calming breath or 
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within everyday experiences. We become familiar with joy, as if 

joy were a close family member, on whom we can count. The 

more the mind becomes familiar with joy, the more it perceives 

joy and inclines towards joy. In doing so, we effortlessly create 

the conditions conducive to joy. Similarly, we familiarize the 

mind with joy by welcoming, staying open, spending time, 

paying careful attention, and getting to know joy. 

3) Uplifting the Mind: Here, we learn to uplift the mind by 

wholesome joy, especially joy arising from loving kindness and 

compassion. The wholesomeness of such joy benefits our mental 

health in the same way that wholesome food benefits physical 

health. Such joy also leads the mind into a stable, collected state. 

The mind doesn’t have to fight with contrary tendencies, like 

regret or envy. In turn, the stable, collected mind is conducive to 

wholesome joy. A virtuous cycle is established. 

Good Vibrations 

Ever since I have been practicing joy on demand throughout my 

day, I have had trouble figuring out how to describe my feelings 

of gentle joy. Then all of sudden a song by the Beach Boys, 

released in 1966, came to mind: ‚Good Vibrations.‛ That was it. 

I was able to realize that my feelings of joy gently cause a 

vibration sensation in my body. Here are the lyrics. 

Good Vibrations 

by the Beach Boys 
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Verse 1 

I love the colorful clothes she wears 

And the way the sunlight plays upon her hair 

I hear the sound of a gentle word 

On the wind that lifts her perfume through the air 

Chorus 

I'm pickin’ up good vibrations 

She's giving me excitations 

I'm pickin’ up good vibrations 

Good vibrations, 

She's giving me excitations 

Good, good, good, good vibrations 

Close my eyes, she's somehow closer now 

Softly smile, I know she must be kind 

When I look in her eyes 

She goes with me to a blossom world 

Ahh 

Ah, my my, what elation 

I don't know where but she sends me there 

Oh, my my, what a sensation 

Oh, my my, what elation 

Gotta keep those lovin’ good vibrations 

a-happenin’ with her 

Na na na na na, na na na 

Hopefully, this song will get you to feel good vibrations if you 

are old enough to remember this sound. It was a giant hit. This 

is a spoiler alert, in the first meditation of the Joy on Demand 

series, I play a small clip from the song!  
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We are shaped by our thoughts; we become what we think. When the 

mind is pure, joy follows like a shadow that never leaves. 

Buddha 

We have our work cut out for us. However, joy is available to us 

at almost any time and can be just a few breaths away. 

The more you incline your mind toward joy in real life, the more joyful 

and productive your meditations will tend to be. The more you practice 

mindfulness, the more likely you will be able to down-regulate 

habituation on the strength of your mindfulness and enjoy the pleasures 

of the day anew.
90

 

Chade-Meng Tan 

Types of Joy 

Let us clearly define joy and its related sources. There are a few 

types of joy. The first type relates to momentary emotions such 

Meditation: 

I invite you again to take three gentle deep breaths as you 

breathe relaxation throughout your body. Now, wish 

another person you know to be happier. If you feel a little 

tingling in your body arising, that is joy (good vibrations). 

Bring your full attention to that joy. Offer up your 

beautiful smile to keep the joy alive, if you’d like to. And 

now take Three gentle deep breaths. 
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as gladness. These are emotions that are generated when we 

discover something special, new or novel, or when we can make 

something new happen. These emotions come and go as do all 

emotional responses. The second kind of joy is rapture, an 

elevation of our state of mind, sometimes referred to as 

‚energetic joy.‛ The third type, gentle joy, is a non-energetic joy, 

sometimes equated with happiness, bliss, or gentle well-being. 

It is the type of joy that leaves you contented. Rapture and 

gentle joy are not true emotions, but they are drawn or sourced 

from the Higher Self. They present themselves whenever we 

access our Higher Self. When we are fully present and fully 

focused, we experience joy, especially when we attend to it. 

Through spiritual practice, we learn to awaken to our true 

nature. 

An illustration of the first type of joy, a sort of gladness, 

happened one morning as I was sitting down with a wonderful 

plate of two eggs over easy, with avocado slices on top. Just as I 

was finishing my breakfast, I was overcome with a great sense 

of joy. This gladness caught me by surprise. Another type of joy, 

the non-energetic kind, arose as I put my full attention onto my 

feelings. I was very present as I took a full deep breath. Then I 

breathed again, which brought relaxation to my whole body. In 

an act of compassion, I wished that my oldest daughter would 

be happier. This wish generated more joy, and the joy persisted. 

I put on a big smile, which I could feel in the muscles around 

my eyes, so that my joy would continue. Finally, as my attention 

faded, the joy faded as well. Thus, two types of joy were 

combined within this single, joyous event at breakfast. 
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Joy Comes from Within: An Illustration 

Here is a well-known story about a man who was one night 

crawling around on his hands and knees to look for something 

underneath a lamppost. When his friends saw him, they asked 

him what he was looking for, and he told them that he had lost 

the key to his house. They all got down to help him look, 

without any success. Finally, one of them asked him where 

exactly he had lost the key, and he replied, ‚In the house.‛ 

‚Then why are you looking underneath the lamppost?‛ 

The man replied, ‚Because there’s more light here.‛ 

We are not very different from this man. We are doing the same 

thing all of the time, always seeking fulfillment in sense 

pleasures, because we are taught and marketed to that is the 

obvious place to look; believing it to be the place where 

happiness is to be found. But is it? We are learning that joy can 

be found from within and from just the wonders that each day 

brings, at almost every moment, if we are only aware and attend 

to them. 

Joy on Demand and the Happiness Set Point 

Meditation is equivalent to mental calisthenics. The Joy on 

Demand meditations are like joy calisthenics. We can train 

ourselves to become joyful and to move our happiness set point 

from a negative or neutral setting to a positive one. The 

happiness set point is our default setting for our sense of 

happiness and well-being. The default represents a sort of fixed 
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average level of happiness or unhappiness around which our 

day-to-day happiness varies. Our natural temperament is 

generally stable, while slowly moving moods and momentary 

changes are experienced as emotions and thoughts. This 

happiness set point is so powerful that people return to it after 

certain surprising and positive gains once the initial euphoria 

has died down; such as winning the lottery. With regard to 

major negative events, the set point is similarly reliable. People 

with serious spinal cord injuries return to their prior happiness 

set point after adjusting to the shock of their new and 

debilitating physical handicaps. The adjustment may take some 

months but eventually the initial set point returns.
91

 

It is generally true that happiness set points establish a person’s 

quality of life. The constancy is maintained because most people 

are constrained and imprisoned by their conditioned responses 

that do not change. They usually are influenced by childhood 

traumas and family patterns of behavior. However, we are 

experiencing and learning that meditation has the power to 

change those conditioned responses and thus change our 

happiness set points. Chade-Meng Tan offers living proof that 

meditation can cause a significant upgrade to one’s happiness 

set point. 

In my own case, I experienced those benefits. I always thought I 

was a very happy person until I started to meditate on a regular 

basis. I realized, based on my happiness set point, that I was 

actually not as happy as I thought I was. There was a 

background mood of fear and self-doubt that pervaded my 
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consciousness and kept bringing me down. How was it that I 

was unaware? The basic moods, within which we live our lives, 

are again like the water in which a fish swims. Does a fish know 

it is swimming in water? No, because water is all that it knows. 

The fish has no point of comparison. The happiness set point 

indicates the level and quality of the water in which we swim. It 

is the same with our happiness set points, which establish the 

constant basis for our lives. It is an integral part of who we think 

we are. It is part of our identity. Through meditation and self-

awareness, I learned to recognize my happiness set point and to 

monitor it. My set point started moving in a more favorable 

direction, significantly, as I maintained a more positive state of 

being. Through my practice of this joy series of meditations, I 

expect to shift my set point to an even more favorable level. 

The practice of inclining towards joy, which we discussed 

earlier, can be beneficial in creating new emotional habits. 

Ultimately, these habits can also affect our happiness set point. 

We notice the inclinations toward joy and they increase when 

we give them our full attention. The following text is from Tan’s 

book, Joy on Demand: 

A beautiful description of our mental inclination is found in some 

ancient texts. Such inclinations are compared to mountain slopes. 

When the ground is sloped in a certain way, water flows effortlessly 

according to the direction of inclination. Similarly, when the mind is 

inclined in a certain way, thoughts and emotions happen effortlessly 

according to the nature of their inclination. If the mind is inclined 

toward joy, for example, then joyful thoughts and feelings tend to occur 

effortlessly. This simple but critically important insight leads to an 
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equally important practical implication: the skillful way to train the 

mind is not to exert forceful control over the mind itself, but rather to 

change its inclination so that thoughts and emotions occur effortlessly 

in the direction that one intends.
92

 

The inclination Tan is referring to is supported by a meditation 

practice. It cannot be achieved through wrestling with your 

thoughts or trying hard to think the right thoughts. Thoughts 

just arise that you cannot control. The change in your happiness 

set point will have a huge impact on the thoughts that do arise. 

The happiness set point also involves our own capacity to hold 

and transmute difficult experiences. This capacity will be the 

subject of our next series of meditations. As we learn to hold our 

struggles, and the struggles of others, within a place of joy and 

well-being, we develop a strong foundation for our own 

happiness set point. This skill generally prevents us from falling 

down into the depths of negativity; and if we do find ourselves 

spiraling downwards, we can come back up more quickly. 

Creating Our Reality 

That we can be co-creators of our own reality is very hard to 

fathom. We so often blame outside factors for the quality of our 

lives: our parents, siblings, bosses, the times we live in, the 

government we are stuck with, and many other things. To 

blame is part of our conditioned response to our life situation. 

When we let our conditioned responses continue to rule our 

lives, we prevent ourselves from becoming free to make our 

own choices; we remain imprisoned and powerless. In such an 
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unfree condition, we hardly feel like creators of our destiny; 

instead, it can seem that we are confined by a straitjacket. We 

are then ready to scream out in pain and frustration when 

things do not go our way. 

Inclining Our Minds to Joy 

It is hard to fathom that our Higher Self is basically joyful, and 

the joy stems from being alive and conscious. It then follows 

that virtually any event can generate joy. Once we become fully 

conscious of the possibilities contained within each moment, 

even in the most trying situations we find ourselves, we can 

become fully present by doing our breathing exercises, inclining 

our minds to joy, and then letting our joyful selves be present. 

Just as a mountain slope guides a river effortlessly downstream, 

so joy may carry us toward better choices and, ultimately, to a 

more positive reality. This process provides an example of how 

we have the power to manage our own reality. We learn how to 

be conscious of our freedom, make choices and, finally, we do it. 

And we can, especially, incline toward joy right now. 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

I now invite you to take three gentle breaths as you 

breathe relaxation throughout your body. Now, wish 

someone you have some major issues with to be happy. If 

you feel a little tingling in your body arising, that is joy. 

Bring your full attention to that joy. Offer up your 

beautiful smile to keep the joy alive, if you’d like to. 
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Joy and Suffering 

We turn now to the second part of our ‚joy on demand‛ 

meditation series. Here we deal with some seemingly 

contradictory factors. We will discover that joy is not simply a 

fleeting mood of gladness, jubilation or euphoria, but it can be a 

force for healing and well-being in helping people who are in 

pain and suffering, whether their afflictions be temporary or 

chronic and intense. 

It can be nice to feel great and to say, ‚I feel great!‛ but a deep 

sense of joy runs deeper. Joy lifts you and others when you are 

feeling down and out. In the joy meditations, the meditator is 

asked to be attentive to a joyful and uplifting force of well-

being, even while experiencing the pain of someone close to 

you. It is important to be willing to experience joy in the midst 

of emotional pain and to allow that joy to surface whenever and 

wherever it likes. Additionally, we cultivate the willingness to 

experience the emotional pain of others. This ability is a key tool 

for helping make use of joy to temper and to heal that pain. 

Underlying war is peace, underlying hatred is love, underlying 

coldness is compassion, and underlying deep suffering is joy. 

These contrary attributes can be embraced by our Higher Self. In 

this way, joy is not merely a fleeting experience of exhilaration, 

but instead a key and vibrant component of our true nature as 

well as another portal to our Higher Self. This joy is ready to 

emerge when we are suffering so that we may heal. 
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Joy to Alleviate Grief 

Over a recent conversation with a friend, I explained that ‚joy 

on demand‛ can involve holding grief within a state of joy. My 

friend looked at me as if I had two heads. In our core nature, I 

explained, we are joyful beings. And even when we are in a 

state of grief, our inner joy is never extinguished. Joy can be a 

curative when we are grieving. We will soon dive more deeply 

into this dynamic. The Dalai Lama tells this story of a certain 

Tibetan monk, who had spent more than eighteen years in a 

Chinese prison labor camp. 

This monk told me that on a few occasions he really faced some danger. 

So, I asked him, “What danger? What kind of danger?” thinking he 

would tell me of Chinese torture and prison. He replied, “Many times I 

was in danger of losing my compassion for the Chinese.”
93

 

Just as this monk made use of his innate compassion to 

overcome his tendency to hate his jailors and to deal with his 

pain, so we can make use of our innate joy to alleviate our own 

grieving, no matter how strong our grief may be. We may draw 

upon our inner joy to help us to heal. 

The Stories We Tell Ourselves 

The stories we tell ourselves shape the way we live our lives. If 

this is true, then we would surely tell ourselves a better story, if 

we had the choice. Do we have the power, in fact, to choose a 

better life storyline? Of course, the answer is yes! The first step 

in doing so is to become aware of our conditioned existence. 
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Through our joy exercises, we then create joy where it had not 

previously existed within our consciousness. We unlock the joy 

part of ourselves through self-compassion. Our newly found 

ability to make choices provides a wonderful way, step by step, 

to create a more joyful existence. We then make use of 

meditative tools (guided meditations) to become authors of a 

new story to choose a renewed reality. 

Joy: The Treasure Within 

Tolle tells the following story:
94

 

A beggar had been sitting by the side of a road for over thirty years. 

One day a stranger walked by. “Spare some change?” mumbled the 

beggar, mechanically holding out his old baseball cap. 

“I have nothing to give you,” said the stranger. Then he asked: “What’s 

that you are sitting on?” 

“Nothing,” replied the beggar. “Just an old box. I have been sitting on 

it for as long as I can remember.” 

“Ever looked inside?” asked the stranger. 

“No,” said the beggar. “What’s the point? There’s nothing in there.” 

“Have a look inside,” insisted the stranger. 

The beggar managed to pry open the lid. With astonishment, disbelief 

and elation, he saw that the box was filled with gold. 
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This parable describes well the dilemma and struggles we find 

ourselves in at every moment. Especially how much joy is 

available to us at any time. Our box is filled with gold. We are 

sitting on this box all of the time. The box of gold represents our 

Higher Self. But, unfortunately, our beggar mentality is driven 

by our faulty ego-mind’s sense of self. The ego-mind keeps us 

searching for physical gifts with the illusory claim that by 

satisfying our earthly needs we will become happy. However, 

we will find our real treasure only by looking inside the box and 

doing our inner work, where we can discover our Higher Self. 

Remember that the ego-mind does not want us to look inside 

ourselves because it will be found out! So, when it starts to 

squawk and complain about doing inner work, just ignore it. 

Acres of Diamonds 

Another fascinating story demonstrates how the greatest 

treasure exists right inside us and how we continually believe 

that our search for happiness is somewhere out there, outside of 

ourselves in physical objects. Over a century ago, Russell 

Conwell became famous for his traveling lecture, entitled Acres 

of Diamonds.
95

 He gave this talk over 6,000 times, making him 

one of the most original and well-known motivational speakers. 

There was once a wealthy man named Ali Hafed who lived not far from the 

River Indus in Iraq. He was contented because he was wealthy, and wealthy 

because he was contented. One day, a priest visited Ali Hafed and told him 

all about diamonds. And how much they were worth. He went to his bed that 

night a poor man. He had not lost anything, but he was poor because he was 

discontented, and discontented because he feared he was poor. Ali Hafed sold 
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his farm, left his family, and traveled to Palestine and then to Europe, 

searching for diamonds. He did not find them. His health and his wealth 

failed him. Dejected, he cast himself into the sea. 

One day, the man who had purchased Ali Hafed’s farm found a curious 

sparkling stone in a stream that cut through his land. It was a diamond. 

Digging produced more diamonds - acres of diamonds, in fact. This, 

according to the parable, was the discovery of the famed diamonds of 

Golconda. By the end of the 19th century, the Golconda market was the 

primary source of the finest and largest diamonds in the world. 

In Acres of Diamonds, Ali Hafed was a relatively wealthy person. 

But when he heard about how incredibly rich he could become 

if he owned a diamond mine, he began to feel relatively poor, 

financially and spiritually, because he wasn’t as rich as an 

owner of a diamond mine. His failure to find additional riches 

drove him to suicide. A true mindset of abundance is one 

without envy or craving for more. At the same time, and 

perhaps due to his own state of craving, Ali Hafed failed to 

discover the diamond mine on his own farm. He failed to 

discover the gold coins in the box he was sitting on all day long. 

He also failed to discover the joy that his life could offer him if 

he only looked inside. 

The Kitchen Faucet 

I experienced my own craving for more, recently, when I 

installed a new kitchen faucet by myself. At first, I took great 

pride and enjoyment in how nice it looked. It was sleek and 

modern, and it could shoot out a nice strong spray. Then, one 
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day I was visiting a friend and when I went into his kitchen to 

wash some fruit, I noticed that his faucet began spraying as 

soon as it was turned on. I then compared it to mine at home, 

which required me first to lift the handle and then to press a 

button under its neck to turn on the spray. All of a sudden, I 

was not experiencing any joy in my new faucet. It seemed 

inferior, like it was not as good as my friend’s. The faucet still 

looked modern and gave me a strong spray and I had installed 

it myself! All the other conditions were the same. But now the 

joy was gone. A new factor had entered in: a craving for more, 

combined with a mindset of comparison and competition. 

Research shows that we are hardwired to notice negatives in 

this way once our expectations are aroused to make 

comparisons with something better.
96

 

Yet, luckily, we have spiritual tools to counteract this 

unfortunate response. So, I set out to rewire my brain through a 

combination of breathing, gratitude exercises and connecting 

with my awareness of joy. Every time I used my faucet, I would 

breathe in a sense of gratitude towards my new faucet, breathe 

out my negative feelings, and feel the sense of joy. It worked! I 

am now back to fully enjoying my new faucet again. 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

I now invite you to take three gentle deep breaths while 

breathing relaxation throughout your body. Think of one 

thing you are grateful for and breathe into that thought. 

Now feel if you have any feeling of a good vibration 

emerging. You can now relax. 
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The faucet story is a nice example of the power of our spiritual 

techniques. By utilizing the breath, gratitude, and joy on 

demand, we can rewire our brains in everyday life; we are like 

brain electrical engineers. Our tools are liberating so that we are 

no longer imprisoned by our natural hardwiring and/or our 

negative conditioned responses. 

Conclusion 

One of the most interesting things is that joy and suffering go so 

well together in a totally unsuspecting way. Joy is like the last 

thing you would think would be linked to hardship. When I 

was working on helping to create peace in the Middle East and 

was working with the Israelis and Palestinians conducting the 

bridge building and peacemaking workshops, I was struck by 

how often the Palestinians would laugh. I would eventually 

interpret this behavior as a way for them to deal with their 

suffering. 

I guess we can make an analogy between the miracle of how our 

body functions and the miracle of our consciousness. When the 

body is injured and starts to bleed, amazing things happen as 

the body stops the loss of blood and heals itself. The same thing 

happens with our consciousness when we experience emotional 

pain and our inner joy emerges to heal us. 

It is good to remember that joy at times can be loud and 

boisterous but mostly it emerges as a good vibration that needs 

great sensitivity and heightened self-awareness to sense it. 
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We have reached another important milestone. We have 

experienced and practiced joy and the ability to create it and 

make it part of our lives. Our next topics will be inner peace and 

then wisdom. The path you are on is providing you with key 

abilities to activate the components of your Higher Self at will. 

Over time, you will begin to combine these elements into a fully 

integrated, holistic experience of your Higher Self. Most 

importantly, you will be fully present and sustain that presence. 

You will learn to operate from the space of your Higher Self, for 

a significant portion of your life. That is our key objective. That 

is what enlightenment is all about. 
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Imagine all the people living life in peace. You may say I’m a dreamer, 

but I’m not the only one. I hope someday you’ll join us, and the world 

will live as one. 

John Lennon, Imagine 

All we are saying is give peace a chance. 

John Lennon, Give Peace a Chance 

This series is dear to my heart, because for a lot of my life I 

focused on creating peace in the world. My experiments in 

peacemaking have taken many forms. There were marches, 

celebrations, conferences, demonstrations, retreats, and some 

meditation – but not enough meditation. It was years later that I 

realized that inner peace mainly derives from meditation. 

Meditation is the main wellspring for peace and peacemaking in 

the world. 

Meditation is so key in the peacemaking process because peace 

comes from our Higher Self. When we are able to experience 

this part of our Higher Self, we can project it out into our world 

and peaceful things start to happen all around us. 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

Sense your body right now. Now take three gentle breaths. 

Do you feel a bit more relaxed and peaceful? If so, you are 

tapping into the peace within you. Take three more deep 

gentle breaths and feel that peace. 
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Defining Peace 

Peace on earth, good will to humanity. The ever-sought-after 

world peace, the dream of people everywhere. So, what is peace 

really? And where does it come from? Webster’s dictionary 

(updated 2020) states: it is a time of no war, a period of tranquility 

or quiet, a state of security within a community provided by law or 

custom and for the individual, harmony in personal relations, freedom 

from the disquieting or oppressive thoughts or emotions, at peace, in a 

state of tranquility. The dictionary gives us a nice, holistic view of 

peace and nonviolence and inner quiet: globally, within each 

nation, in our communities, families, close personal 

relationships, and inside ourselves. 

In Jack Kornfield’s The Wise Heart, he describes practices for 

developing pure consciousness. These can provide a foundation 

for meditations geared toward peace.
97

 

Develop a mind that is vast like space, where experiences both pleasant 

and unpleasant can appear and disappear without conflict, struggle, or 

harm. In college, I tried a little meditation on my own. But I was 

unsuccessful because I didn’t know what I was doing. It wasn’t that I 

was afraid of silence or of some terrible darkness that I would find 

inside, though these are common misunderstandings of meditation. It 

was that my body would get uncomfortable and my mind would spin 

out in a million directions. 

When a respected meditation teacher helped me figure things out, the 

practice became gradually clearer. He taught me to relax and feel my 

breath carefully, which helped focus and quiet my mind. Then he taught 

me just to mindfully notice the stream of thoughts and sensations 
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without reacting to them as a problem. This took some practice. Finally, 

he taught the most important lesson, to rest in consciousness itself. 

He said, “We can notice the distinction between consciousness and all 

the transient states and experiences that arise and pass away within it. 

When we do not understand this point, we take each of the passing 

states to be real. But when changing conditions such as happiness and 

unhappiness are seen for what they are, we find the way to peace. If you 

can rest in the knowing, the pure consciousness, you have accomplished 

a lot.” 

Peace: Quieting the Ego-Mind 

As I was struggling to write this section, I looked over different 

books as I was scanning the web. I made false starts at writing, 

only to stop short. I just could not find my rhythm. I was so 

frustrated. Appropriately, I decided to meditate. I quieted my 

cognitive mind, to let my Higher Self and inner wisdom take 

over. Instantly, an insight came to me as to how best to proceed 

with this section. I realized that it would be valuable to tell you 

about my immediate confusion and how it was dispersed 

through meditation. I could begin my discussion of peace with a 

description of my experience in the present moment, just as it 

had been happening. I could show you the power of now. The 

present is the ultimate moment for experiencing life. My 

frustration arose because I was trying to let my ego-mind figure 

something out that, in fact, required my Higher Self. The ego-

mind knows nothing about the Higher Self as its source of 

wisdom. Once I became fully present, the answer came right to 

me, instantly. This experience put a big smile on my face. I 
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received proof illustrating the anecdote about the beggar 

(presented in Chapter 10). I became that beggar sitting on that 

wood box, filled with gold coins. I was holding out a cup, 

asking people for some change, while a treasure chest of 

insights was already available to me; this is true for you, too, of 

course. 

We can easily tie ourselves into knots and feel like we are 

incapable of breaking free. Our ego-mind often tries to lock us 

up within its limited perspective of reality. On so many levels, 

this perspective is flawed. The daily habit of doing our inner 

work can be key for wresting ourselves free from its grip. 

Willpower is unreliable, for the ego-mind will undercut it. A 

consistent meditative habit will reign supreme and keep our 

practice steady. 

This following story illustrates how the mind can become 

peaceful.
98

 

Once Buddha was walking from one town to another with a few of his 

followers. This was in the initial days. While they were traveling, they 

happened to pass a lake. They stopped there and Buddha told one of his 

disciples, “I am thirsty. Do get me some water from that lake there.” 

The disciple walked up to the lake. When he reached it, he noticed that 

some people were washing clothes in the water and, right at that 

moment, a bullock cart started crossing through the lake. As a result, 

the water became very muddy, very turbid. The disciple thought, “How 

can I give this muddy water to Buddha to drink!” He came back and 

told Buddha, “The water in there is very muddy. I don’t think it is fit to 

drink.” 
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After about half an hour, again Buddha asked the same disciple to go 

back to the lake and get him some water to drink. The disciple obediently 

went back to the lake. This time he found that the lake had absolutely 

clear water in it. The mud had settled down and the water above it 

looked fit to be had. So, he collected some water in a pot and brought it 

to Buddha. Buddha looked at the water, and then he looked up at the 

disciple and said, “See what you did to make the water clean. You let it 

be < and the mud settled down on its own – and you got clear water< 

Your mind is also like that. When it is disturbed, just let it be. Give it a 

little time. It will settle down on its own. You don’t have to put in any 

effort to create peace of mind because that peace is inside of you. It will 

happen. It is effortless.” 

 

 

 

 

 

Breath Awareness: Quieting the Ego-mind, 

Creating Peace of Mind 

The beauty of our meditation is that it allows us to be centered 

within the true reality of the present moment. Unfortunately, 

our ego-minds keep pulling us out of being fully present. It tries 

Meditation: 

Let’s do a nice breath awareness exercise to become more 

peaceful. I invite you to count to ten with counting the first 

inhalation as #1 and the following exhalation as #2 and so 

on until you get to #10. If you get lost in thought just pick 

up with the last number you can remember and continue 

to count to #10. 
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hard to keep our attention by continuously focusing our 

awareness towards the past (by regretting or ruminating) or 

towards the future (by fearing, planning or daydreaming). In 

fact, the ego-mind takes on an illusory sense of self and when it 

takes on this function it operates in an illusory world; therefore, 

it tries to keep us trapped within the illusory past and future. 

Since the present moment is the only true reality, and the ego-

mind cannot function in reality, it needs to steer us away from 

it. Hence, the ego-mind is draining and creates a life of struggle, 

mainly creating a tug-of-war between our illusory-based ego-

mind and our Higher Self in trying to dominate our 

consciousness. Peace of mind is obtained when we can establish 

order within our two minds; that will occur when we develop 

the ability to have our Higher Self become the master of our 

consciousness and the ego-mind becomes its servant. 

I want to state clearly that the ego-mind has a valuable and 

positive role to play when it is appropriate as long as the ego-

mind is not trying to make us believe it is our Higher Self. The 

ego-mind has executive functions that are well described by 

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs such as: physiological needs (food, 

water, warmth, rest and shelter); safety needs (security and 

protection); belonging needs; and satisfying our need for 

esteem. But we now know that the ego-mind does a lot of things 

that stymie our desire for enlightenment because it is a false 

sense of self. It is out of bounds and harmful playing this role. 

However, the ego (as opposed to the ego-mind) does have a 

positive role to play, utilizing its executive functions to set 

down guidelines as to what is appropriate and what is not 
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because our Higher Self has a tendency to give everything 

away. The Higher Self has great power to connect with 

everyone from a love perspective and the ego will help 

modulate the Higher Self’s overreaching tendencies. Even 

though the ego has certain essential parts to play in helping us 

stay alive and well, it is not useful in reaching out to others from 

the heart, nor connecting with spiritual reality on any level. For 

inner peace and peacemaking, there is no peace when we are 

consumed by the ego-mind because the basic emotion 

underlying the ego-mind is fear, not love. 

The key method again to transition from the ego-mind to the 

Higher Self is to first use our trusty tool – breath awareness. 

This grounds us in the present moment. We can then draw upon 

the power of our inner peace that is a key characteristic of our 

Higher Self. From there we can experience our inner peace and 

automatically it will start projecting it out to others. Through the 

power of resonance, this inner peace vibrates peace all around 

us, on all levels and without limit. 

Model for an Enlightened Peaceful Life: The 

River 

In the Peace Now series, I introduce a guided visualization of 

living life on a river that helps the meditator experience peace 

while dealing with life’s struggles. This experiential visual 

model utilizes the dynamics among three components: the ego-

mind, the Higher Self, and life itself. To begin, let’s imagine a 

river that emerges from a spring, way up in the mountains. The 
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spring comes from purified well water, deep in the bowels of 

mother earth. This river starts out with a nice, robust flow of 

clean mountain water and then flows down toward the sea, 

through canyons and valleys, until it finally empties into a large 

bay. There, the river loses some of its physical form and merges 

into the larger body of water. 

The river symbolizes the course of our life. The water emanating 

from the mountain spring represents our birth. We first float 

down the river in a small canoe. As the river becomes wider, we 

grow up to adulthood, travelling down the river on two totally 

different larger vessels: a houseboat and a life raft. Riding along 

on the houseboat represents the time in our life when we are 

being consumed by our ego-mind. Travelling on the life raft 

represents experiencing life through our Higher Self. 

The river, houseboat and the life raft represent our physical and 

spiritual life as a whole. We are always flowing down our river 

until we end up in the sea, which represents the death of our 

body but not our Higher Self or soul. 

The image of a ‚life raft‛ (our Higher Self) was chosen to 

suggest that, to successfully experience life to the fullest, you 

need a rescue vehicle (the life raft) to get out of the houseboat 

(our ego-mind). With our life raft, we can periodically escape 

the houseboat which has, up to this point, gotten us through 

life. But, from here on out, we want to primarily move on from 

being locked up in that troubling state of being and find peace 

by learning to ride down the river of life primarily in our life 

raft. 
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To be clear, when we are in our ego-mind we are living on the 

houseboat and that is not a very pleasant place to be. Do you 

remember the line ‚a house is not a home?‛ A house only 

becomes a home when there is love in it. And since the ego-

mind is devoid of love, the houseboat stays a house, not a home. 

First off, this houseboat is a bit unusual because it has a high 

fence all around the outside edge of the boat. It is so high that 

the captain, which is you, can’t see the river over the fence, nor 

how it flows nor its direction. In fact, when we are in our ego-

mind, we are quite a bit disconnected from the flow of our lives 

because, instead of being in the here and now, where life is 

occurring, we are constantly thinking about things in the past or 

the future. In our visualization, this is represented by our 

inability to see the river above the high fence. And if we are not 

seeing the river, we really do not know where we are going nor 

how to steer our boat properly. Actually, we are in a fog. 

Thankfully, there is always a direction to our lives that 

continues independently, regardless of how we try to 

consciously steer our houseboat; that is represented by the 

power and flow of the river that moves us along. There is a 

wisdom that exists in the flow of the river and affects our lives, 

even if we can’t directly access it or see it from the perspective 

of our ego-mind. 

We experience peace when we are able to steer right into the 

flow or the direction the river moves. That is when we are in the 

‚flow.‛ When we steer with the river’s ‚current‛ we are being 

fully present, fully in the here and now, and that is the key to 

experiencing peace. Unfortunately, when we are on the 
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houseboat, it is almost impossible to be in the flow because we 

cannot see the ever-changing direction of the currents. 

There are times while we are in our ego-mind we try to accept 

certain events and ride with them, but fear takes us over and we 

withdraw from the ‚current‛ moment and lose the ability to be 

fully present. That is what happens living on the houseboat; we 

are disconnected from reality and cannot see the currents in the 

river to steer into the flow because this high fence of fear and 

lack of presence prevents us from doing so. We end up steering 

blind. 

The lucky thing is that our houseboat is conveniently attached 

by a rope to our life raft. And whenever we start meditating, we 

magically are lifted off of the houseboat. And then are gently 

settled into our warm, soft, love-filled, transparent inflatable life 

raft. We are able to sink into the life raft because it is so pliable 

and form fits around our legs, hips and lower back, allowing us 

to sit comfortably upright. From here, we can clearly experience 

our inner peace and the flow of life as it carries us along. In our 

life raft, we experience life to its fullest. Or, as Lao Tzu referred 

to it, The Way of Life.
99

 

Sitting in our life raft, without a fence around us, we can 

observe the river, the flow of life, the spiritual realm and 

experience peace by being at one with the river. The other 

wonderful aspect is that, since the life raft is transparent, we can 

look down and through the life raft into the depths of the river 

and experience God. Because the life raft is so light and flexible, 
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it just effortlessly finds the currents and moves with them as 

they change direction or speed up, moment to moment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In great contrast, when we are back on the houseboat, it often 

generates a lot of turbulence as it spins around as we try to 

navigate our lives along the river without really seeing our way 

along. We are unable to sense the currents, so we bump up 

against one current after another, going this way and that. In 

real life, our ego-minds keep avoiding the present moment 

while generating a storm of thoughts, emotions, moods, and 

physical sensations that are disconnected from reality and we 

are unable to feel them because we are not in the present 

moment. 

To clarify, the high fence around the houseboat allows us to 

recognize physical but not spiritual things. The only physical 

things we see are the banks of the river but not the river itself. 

By ‚spiritual,‛ I mean the life energies or life forces that make 

up who we are as well as the life energies of other people and 

the greater world around us. When we are in our ego-minds 

Meditation: 

Take your nice three gentle breaths. Now, imagine you are 

on your warm, light, pliable life raft as you gently flow 

down the river with the sun shining and you lean back, 

feeling very peaceful. Now take three more gentle deep 

breaths while you do so. 
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and on the houseboat, we are not aware of these spiritual 

aspects of our lives and thus we feel disconnected, separate 

from others and even from ourselves. 

Our Objective 

As we have seen, the river model is a good way to understand 

the dynamics we experience when we make transitions from 

our ego-mind to our Higher Self and back again. The objective is 

to be able to reside most of our day within our Higher Self and 

use our ego-mind when it is appropriate. In the river analogy, 

we can then let the houseboat trail behind us as we lead the way 

down the river in our life raft when the houseboat is not needed. 

When we master this, peace of mind can be achieved. 

As you may have experienced directly by now, it is a wonderful 

experience to be in the Higher Self. It is the place where we 

would rather be most of the time. It is our destiny to become 

grounded in the Higher Self. When we need executive 

functions, we can shift back into the ego-mind. Once we are 

done with the ego-mind, we can go right back to the Higher 

Self. The objective of our journey is to be able to deftly make 

those shifts. 

Meditation and World Peace 

The day the power of love overrules the love of power, the world will 

know peace. 

Mahatma Gandhi 
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This quote by Gandhi ties in with Chade-Meng Tan in his first 

book, Search Inside Yourself.
100

 Besides being one of Google’ 

earliest programmers, he also had a job as the company’s Jolly 

Good Fellow, who would welcome VIP guests when they 

visited the Google headquarters. Tan also organized the Google 

mindfulness program, the most popular of Google’s 

extracurricular classes. It is Meng’s life goal to bring about 

world peace by spreading inner peace and compassion through 

meditation, which he feels is the key component in facilitating 

that transition. That is my belief, as well, and my goal in life, 

which is to spread meditation to as many people as I can. We 

have come to the same conclusion. 

The following describes a eureka moment Tan had while he was 

still at Google: 

Everybody already has a rough idea of what emotional intelligence is. 

More importantly, everybody knows that emotional intelligence is a 

very useful skill. Even without fully understanding EQ, many people 

know or suspect that EQ will help them fulfill their worldly goals in 

life, such as becoming more effective at work, getting promotions, 

earning more money, working more effectively with other people, being 

admired, having fulfilling relationships, and so on. In other words, EQ 

aligns perfectly with the needs and desires of modern life. EQ has two 

more important features. First, beyond helping you succeed, the greatest 

side effect of EQ is increased inner happiness, empathy, and compassion 

for people, precisely what we need for world peace. Second, a very good 

way (and I suspect the only way) to truly develop EQ is with 

contemplative practices, starting with meditation. Eureka! I found it! 

The way to create the conditions for world peace is to create a 

mindfulness-based emotional intelligence curriculum, perfect it within 
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Google, and then give it away as one of Google’s gifts to the world. The 

alignment is perfect. Everybody already wants EQ, businesses already 

want EQ, and we can help them achieve it. They can then become more 

effective at achieving their own goals and at the same time create the 

foundations for world peace.
101

 

When I read this section in Tan’s book, I could not believe it. It 

was exactly my thought. I feel that potentially the most 

powerful force for positive change in the world is combining the 

profit-making machinery (corporations) with the power of 

meditation and how it can create enlightened workforces. When 

the business community realizes that a meditating workforce 

can help them become more profitable, more and more 

companies will integrate meditation into the work experience. 

This corporate wave of positive change can go a long way in 

transforming the world. I promise you, after I finish this book, I 

will reach out to Tan and discuss how we can work together. 

Why We Thirst for Peace in our Lives 

Many people say to themselves, when they are feeling extreme 

stress, ‚Please give me a break from this unsettling experience 

of living.‛ When we live our lives stuck in the ego-mind, so 

much of it is all about analyzing, comparing, fearing, regretting 

and worrying. Plus, we are caught in this unpleasant bouncing 

back and forth between the past and the future. 

Psychologically, we tend to beat up on ourselves for not being 

good enough by playing back the scolding voices of our 

parents—not to mention indulging our mind storms, when we 
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are blasted with thousands of undercutting thoughts per day. 

And most of them are just thoughts that keep repeating 

themselves, over and over again. We become so exhausted that 

we tend towards depression, just in trying to deal with this 

constant bombardment. And the bombarding thoughts sure are 

constant. Therefore, it is vital to do an inner practice on a daily 

basis, to give oneself a break from this cacophony. We all need 

more peace – peace of mind. 

Even though we read over and over again how great life can be 

when we are focused within the Higher Self, the ego-mind does 

a great job of convincing us that our ‚sense of separation from 

others‛ is our true nature. This false claim underpins the ego-

mind. It keeps claiming to be our true and only self. That is the 

major illusion with which we are struggling. If the ego-mind 

were the Higher Self, then why would the ego-mind keep 

veering us away from being present? There is something 

seriously wrong with this picture. By contrast, our Higher Self 

only can function appropriately in the here and now, which is 

where everything really takes place. If you were a betting 

person, where would you put your money as to which is the 

real self? We need to send up the white flag and surrender so 

that we can have peace of mind. Surrender to this reality and 

accept that this is no way to live and make a firm commitment 

to start creating peace in your life, which is right here, waiting 

to happen. 
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Altered Trait 

An important objective for our practice is to achieve what is 

called an ‚altered trait,‛ as opposed to an ‚altered state.‛ An 

altered state, attained during meditation, lasts only a little while 

afterwards. An altered trait, by contrast, is more lasting and 

actually rewires the brain. Thus, research about the ‚altered 

trait‛ is a good measure of the results of meditation in 

producing a centered state of being.
102

 

One of the key altered traits generated through meditation is the 

increased resilience to stress that has been shown to last for at 

least three months following a four-day meditation 

retreat.
103

 When we activate our Higher Self, one of its key 

spiritual characteristics, inner peace, is experienced. One of the 

key capabilities of inner peace is an increased resilience to stress. 

If you increase your ability to focus, concentrate and increase 

your resilience to stress, then you will have two defenses to 

keep you on track to accomplish your goals in life and live a life 

in peace. 

Conclusion: Peace 

Peace is an essential part of who we are. The best way to 

experience peace is to rest in our awareness. We can find that 

place in our consciousness, where we are fully present and able 

to observe our thoughts, feelings, emotions, sensations and 

moods from a place where there is peace. That place is when we 

are fully present in our Higher Self. 
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At our core, we are simply consciousness or awareness. In 

experiencing this, we can fully feel our inner peace. We can get 

there by using the power of our breath. When we are stressed, 

we tend to take shallow breaths. You may be stressed when you 

find yourself late to work; you immediately get into a state of 

fear, and unconsciously you start taking shallow breaths and 

even sometimes holding your breath. These disruptions in 

breathing further increase your stress because you are almost 

choking yourself unconsciously. And that is not very pleasant. 

So, when you become aware that this is happening, and you 

take those delicious three deep breaths, you stimulate your 

vagal nerve (part of your parasympathetic nervous system). 

This mechanism tells your body that everything is okay; you 

can begin to relax and restore your natural breathing. Then you 

can experience some of that inner peace you have been 

connecting with in your practice. You resonate with that inner 

peace and share the peaceful mood with others around you. 

While resting in awareness, you are able to watch your 

emotions and thoughts come and go from a place of peace and 

centeredness. The key here is to realize that you are the 

awareness itself, rather than the passing emotions and thoughts. 

Your inner awareness is a constant. The key tool to access your 

awareness is your breath, while your emotions and thoughts 

move on and new ones emerge. In this manner, you stay in a 

peaceful state. This peace is experienced in our practice. More 

and more, this can be done while not only in formal practice, 

but to bring peace alive in daily life. We will return to the topic 

of peace later on in our journey.  
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Meditation: 

Sense your body right now. Take three gentle breaths 

while thinking about someone you care a lot about. 

Then say silently to this person after me: 

I offer you peace. 

I offer you love 

I offer you friendship 

I see your beauty 

I hear your needs 

I feel your feelings 

My wisdom flows from the highest source 

I salute that source in you 

Let us work together< for unity and peace. 
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To experience more synchronicity and “coincidences” we need to listen 

and be aware of the world around us and also our intuition. That's how 

the universe speaks to itself; it's an ongoing flow of information that 

comes from both the outside and from within. Pay attention to how the 

universe speaks to you today and participate in the flow by being 

attentive and by listening to your inner voice.
104

 

Maria Erving, personal development coach 

What if I told you that wisdom is not just about having learned 

from meaningful lifelong experiences? What if a lot of wisdom 

is learning the ability to tap into the infinite wisdom that is 

available to all of us. Now that would be a twist! 

In fact, there is no chance that I would have been able to create 

this meditative journey if I were not continually drawing upon 

our collective inner wisdom. The JTE is composed of many 

strands of knowledge and experiences, woven together into a 

vivid fabric, alive and vibrant. It is created from 

intuitions, aha moments, and insights that are holistic in nature. 

It is these diverse sources that make wisdom possible. 

Wisdom Comes from Within: Gandhi 

There is a famous story about Mahatma Gandhi and the salt tax. 

Gandhi made use of his inner wisdom and the power of 

meditation many times during the period when he was leading 

the struggle for Indian independence from British rule. For 

almost 200 years, the British had instituted a salt tax on every 
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Indian. The tax was so high that for many Indian citizens it 

represented 15% of their annual income. The unfair tax required 

each person to buy all of their salt from a British company at an 

exorbitant price. The leaders of the Indian National Party came 

to visit Gandhi to ask him for a strategy on how to finally fight 

this ridiculous tax. Gandhi told them, ‚Let me meditate on this.‛ 

He meditated for seven whole weeks before coming up with the 

strategy of a nonviolent march to the sea to harvest salt from the 

beaches in defiance of the British law. Gandhi started with only 

a dozen followers. When he finally arrived at the sea, after 

having marched 270 miles, he had tens of thousands of 

followers, stretching for a mile behind him. The 60-year-old 

Mahatma (meaning ‚the great soul,‛ the honorific given to him 

by his followers), with the help of this demonstration, shook the 

foundations of the British rule, which eventually led to India’s 

independence. 

Gandhi used the power of meditation to make a revolutionary 

political decision that changed the course of history. However, 

to use meditation to help solve problems is nothing new. A lot 

of us say before answering a difficult question, ‚Let me mediate 

on that before I answer your question.‛ 

In ancient Greece, wisdom and insight were held in such high 

regard and occurred with such rarity that it was believed that 

the muses or Greek demi-gods had all the great ideas. As it was 

told, the muses who lived on Mt. Olympus would reach into 

their little vats and take out an idea and throw it down to the 

people. If you were a lucky target, they would hit you on the 
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head with a great idea. Luckily, instead of going all the way up 

to Mt. Olympus for support, we can just go inside ourselves. 

Accessing and Recording the Wisdom from the 

Higher Self 

Previously in our meditations, we have been learning to 

distance ourselves from our thoughts. We imagine that they are 

just clouds floating by in a blue sky. We are taught to let them 

float by without getting caught up in them. Our goal is to quiet 

the ego-mind so that we could connect with our Higher Self and 

learn to rest in awareness and be the observer of our thoughts 

rather than being caught up in our thoughts. In our wisdom 

meditations, however, we are going to do the complete 

opposite. We will interrupt our meditation to immediately 

notice our ideas or thoughts. The thoughts we find meaningful 

will be written down or recorded right away. These ideas may 

take different forms: they can be insights, thoughts, images or 

hunches. The Higher Self sends us insights since it is always 

working behind the scenes on solving problems or providing 

valuable guidance. It is important to note that, if you do not 

record the guidance right away, you will forget it – similar to 

dreams, which you must record immediately when wakening in 

order to remember them. 

It is reasonable to ask, ‚So, why didn’t we take notice of our 

thoughts in our past meditations?‛ It is because the key tool for 

accessing the Higher Self is first to quiet the ego-mind. In 

meditation, we do not want to allow the ego-mind to be active 
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because, once the ego-mind starts revving up, we find ourselves 

no longer in a meditative state. So, exclusively, in this inner 

wisdom series, you will be noticing thoughts that you believe 

are insights, recording them and then going right back to your 

meditation. You will not reflect upon or explore the insights – 

just record them. After you finish your meditations, you can 

then read over the insights and guidance you have received and 

decide what you want to do with them. To sort all of this out is 

not an easy process, but as time goes on you will get better at it. 

Here are some steps for recording your insights: 

1. Keep a note pad right beside you to write down your 

insights. 

2. Keep a notepad app open on your phone to record them. 

3. I find the easiest thing to do is to make a new note on your 

note app and use the voice recording feature so that it 

transcribes right into your note. The value of the voice 

memo technique is that you can minimize the disruption to 

your meditation in order to return right back to your 

meditative state. However, learning styles do vary. Some 

will prefer taking written notes, others will record memos. 

Intuition 

The ability to access the infinite wisdom within you is all about 

developing skills for deepening your meditation and for being 

present when an insight arises. With practice, these skills and 

benefits will all come together soon enough. There will be times 

when the meditations generate a bunch of insights and other 
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times when they yield nothing. The intuitive mind does not 

work like the ego-mind. You cannot push it. 

We do use the act of asking for answers in our meditative 

practice as a way to help the process. This is like prayer. Some 

will say it is prayer. However, if you sit there and push, push, 

push for answers, your effort will be unproductive. We are 

going deep into ourselves to experience who we are in our 

essence and to feel out the differing characteristics of our Higher 

Self. The Higher Self responds when you are being fully present, 

and you will gain a sense of your inner wisdom through these 

meditations; you will be experiencing greater stretches of quiet 

and those resources will open up to you. 

Now, let me again be clear that, just because you receive a 

thought, message, or image during a meditative state, this does 

not mean it is wisdom. It is just that wisdom thoughts best come 

through when you are in a meditative state. It is your job, after 

you’ve received these thoughts, to determine if they are 

meaningful or not, regardless of where these thoughts come 

from. There are times when your state of meditation is 

interrupted, and your ego-mind starts operating and the 

thoughts that emerge are from your ego-mind and not from 

your Higher Self. The thoughts from your Higher Self will come 

to you when you are in a consistent state of meditation. 
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Wisdom and Creativity 

Many studies have shown that stress reduces creativity.
105

 As 

you might have guessed, meditation is one of the best methods 

to increase resilience to stress. When you develop resilience to 

stress, you can stay more relaxed so that your creativity, which 

comes from your intuitive wisdom, can be made more available 

to you. Einstein would pick up his violin to play Mozart when 

he faced a vexing problem; he could not solve the problem 

using his cognitive mind alone. Playing music was Einstein’s 

form of meditation and his stress reduction technique. And our 

series, Wisdom on Demand, focuses our attention on 

maximizing our abilities to tap into our wisdom, which is the 

source of our creativity. 

The Ego-mind: The False Self and Our 

Struggles 

Our brain is an amazing tool, which resonates with the Higher 

Self and allows us to be here and to function on this physical 

plane. Scientists believe that our brains are the most unusual 

physical form in the universe.
106

 However, our wonderful brains 

have given us a confusing scenario to deal with because we 

have a false sense of self (the ego-mind). Meanwhile, our Higher 

Self waits for our receiver in our brains and hearts to be brought 

to life and connect with that part of our consciousness that may 

not be located in our brains itself. So, we have our work cut out 
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for us, to say the least. This confusion of the ego-mind and the 

Higher Self is the major source of our struggles and pain. 

Where Does Our Wisdom Come From? 

Today, many top scientists admit that they do not know where 

our sense of self or the center of awareness is specifically 

located. One of the most famous neurosurgeons ever, Dr. 

Wilford Penfield, was a dualist. That means he felt that the 

mind itself was separate from the physical brain. Actually, 

many neurosurgeons are dualists. Why Dr. Penfield’s opinion 

has been so highly regarded is because he was an expert in 

epilepsy, treating over 1,000 epileptic patients who were 

tortured by their periodic seizures. The surgery he conducted on 

epileptics was to eliminate their seizures. It was conducted 

under local anesthesia. He would cut open the roof of the skull 

so the top part of the brain would be exposed while the patients 

were fully conscious throughout the procedure. The patients 

needed to be awake to help the surgeon map out different parts 

of the brain to determine exactly in which specific locations in 

the brain incisions needed to be made. The brain itself does not 

experience any pain. 

Dr. Penfield would take electrodes and poke into different sites 

in the exposed brain while the patient would respond, 

indicating what they were experiencing from each individual 

poke. Now Dr. Penfield would make about two hundred pokes 

per procedure, meaning that over his surgical career he made 

over 200,000 pokes to evoke the patients’ responses. After this 
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incredible amount of patient feedback and data, Dr. Penfield felt 

that the mind is not solely in the brain but is located outside of 

the brain. He concluded that certain powers, particularly the 

intellect and will, are not generated by brain matter but from 

sources that are not material. He actually felt that the mind was 

not in the brain because after all of this poking around he was 

never able to elicit from any of the patients a response that 

related to intellectual functioning or will. He believed that the 

physical brain only generates physical perception, movement 

and memory.
107

 

There are two additional researchers who have built pretty 

strong cases in support of the dualists position. Roger W. Sperry 

was a professor of psychobiology at the California Institute of 

Technology. Sperry won a Nobel Prize in physiology studying 

patients who had their two hemispheres surgically separated by 

severing the corpus callosum, the broad band of nerve fibers 

that connect the two hemispheres.
108

 This was a radical surgical 

approach, to say the least, to treat epileptics who were 

experiencing life-threatening seizures. Now, imagine this: the 

surgeon goes into your skull and separates the two hemispheres 

of your brain and your intellect and will, or soul or as we refer 

to as the Higher Self, is undivided! Sperry won his Nobel Prize 

studying these patients and found that there were very few 

differences in patient performance before the brain was cut in 

half and afterwards. In ordinary life, there was very little 

difference. Sperry had to do meticulous studies to notice a 

difference before and after the surgery. The most remarkable 

result of Sperry’s Nobel Prize-winning work was that the 
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person’s intellect and will – what we might call the soul – 

remained undivided. The brain can be cut in half, but the 

intellect and will cannot. 

Benjamin Libet, a researcher in physiology at the University of 

California, San Francisco, conducted one of the most fascinating 

research studies on consciousness. The following text is by a 

neurosurgeon and professor of neurological surgery and 

pediatrics, Michael Egnor, MD, at Stony Brook University, 

describing Libet’s experiments:
109

 

Libet asked: What happens in the brain when we think? How are 

electrical signals in the brain related to our thoughts? He was 

particularly interested in the timing of brain waves and thoughts. Did a 

brain wave happen at the same moment as the thought, or before, or 

after? 

It was a difficult question to answer. It wasn’t hard to measure 

electrical changes in the brain: that could be done routinely by 

electrodes on the scalp, and Libet enlisted neurosurgeons to allow him 

to record signals deep in the brain while patients were awake. The 

challenge Libet faced was to accurately measure the time interval 

between the signals and the thoughts. But the signals last only a few 

milliseconds, and how can you time a thought with that kind of 

accuracy? 

Libet began by choosing a very simple thought: the decision to press a 

button. He modified an oscilloscope so that a dot circled the screen once 

each second, and when the subject decided to push the button, he or she 

noted the location of the dot at the time of the decision. Libet measured 

the timing of the decision and the timing of the brain waves of many 

volunteers with accuracy to the tens of milliseconds. Consistently, he 
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found that the conscious decision to push the button was preceded by 

about half a second by a brain wave, which he called the readiness 

potential. Then a half-second later the subject became aware of his 

decision. It appeared at first that the subjects were not free; their brains 

made the decision to move and they followed it. 

But Libet looked deeper. He asked his subjects to veto their decision 

immediately after they made it – to not push the button. Again, the 

readiness potential appeared a half-second before conscious awareness of 

the decision to push the button, but Libet found that the veto – he called 

it “free won’t” – had no brain wave corresponding to it.
110

 

The brain, then, has activity that corresponds to a pre-conscious urge to 

do something. But we are free to veto or accept this urge. The motives 

are material. The veto, and implicitly the acceptance, is an immaterial 

act of the will. 

In summary, Penfield could not evoke with all of his electrode 

pokes an intellect or will in the brain. Sperry studied carefully 

patients who’d had their brains split in half and their minds 

were not split; Libet, a researcher, could not find free-won’t brain 

wave activity. 

Now, I do not present these studies as proof positive that the 

part of the mind devoted to the intellect and will is not in the 

brain. I do present them to show there is very good scientific 

evidence to support this theory. There are many scientists who 

will vigorously dispute the dualist’s position. These debates 

over dualism become so emotional partly because, historically, 

going back to the Age of Reason during the 18
th

 century, the 

intelligentsia made a strong break with religious institutions 
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and beliefs, to embrace science. Science relied solely upon the 

observable and the measurable and nothing else. It became a 

safe haven. Whenever you cross the line and start talking about 

things that are nonphysical, you rustle up the old fears and 

misconceptions, and understandably so. Look at when Freud 

proclaimed that the belief in God was a psychological need and 

that was it: from then on, people who believed in God were 

perceived as psychologically weak. I hope you get what I mean. 

When you throw in peoples’ religious beliefs, then you add 

more fuel to the fire. Regardless, I worked hard to present deep 

spiritual matters with two feet on the ground in science and one 

head in the clouds. 

The Radio Analogy 

If it is true that the physical brain is not producing the intellect 

and will, then these mental functions and probably our wisdom 

also come from some other ‚place,‛ wherever that might be – 

maybe centered somewhere ‚close by.‛ Therefore, this other 

source, separate from the physical brain, needs to communicate 

with the brain so that this other part of the mind, probably the 

Higher Self, can be in communication with the brain. 

A good analogy between the mind and the brain is the 

relationship between a radio station and a radio. When you 

listen to music on the radio, is the source of the music coming 

from the radio itself? No, the music is coming from the radio 

station and the station is sending out radio signals (which are 

electromagnetic waves) that travel through the atmosphere to 
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your personal radio (today’s radio is our smartphone). To pick 

up these signals, your radio utilizes an antenna and electronic 

components. The radio frequency you tune into, when you turn 

the radio dial, determines which stations you receive because 

each station transmits along its own unique frequencies. When 

the radio tunes into a station’s frequency, the radio converts the 

frequencies into sound by using the radio’s speakers. The same 

thing may be true of the intellect and will. 

It is my belief that the ego-mind and the Higher Self are not 

centered within the brain; instead, they use the brain like a 

converter or a radio (a radio is a converter). Thus, the brain is 

not the source of our insights but just a converter of spiritual 

energy, coming from a ‚place‛ that is not material to our brain. 

The major purpose of the JTE is to bring to life the dormant 

neural network that is the powerful receiver for our Higher Self 

by doing some rewiring and stimulation of it. This neural 

network, when fully stimulated and brought to life, will easily 

resonate with our Higher Self and allow it to be experienced 

daily. 

It is comforting to know that our Higher Self is with us all of the 

time, and it is only our brains and hearts that are not attuned to 

being able to readily receive their signals. Right now, we are 

tuned into our false self. But as we rewire our brains to be tuned 

to the Higher Self frequency through meditation, we then will 

start vibrating more and more with our true selves. Now, this 

will most likely not occur all at once. But over time, it will 

dominate our consciousness. 
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My Own Out-of-Body Experience 

I mentioned earlier in the book about an out-of-body experience 

while I was living in Dodgeville, Wisconsin, practicing 

optometry. There I was sitting in my dentist’s chair in a 

neighboring town, called Mineral Point, when my dentist put a 

gas mask on me to prepare for a drilling. While I was about to 

go off to ‚sleep,‛ he and his assistant left the room. 

Before you know it, I am floating up on the ceiling staring down 

at my body in the chair and then looking over towards 

Dodgeville, where my family lived. I am wondering what they 

are going to do once I’m gone. Luckily, when the dentist came 

back into the room, I returned immediately to my body. So, I 

know what it is like to be thinking and being conscious – while 

not in my head and definitely not in my body. 

I know this is all a bit ‚mind-blowing,‛ but so much of who we 

are and how our consciousness works stretches beyond what 

our cognitive minds can comprehend. None of this is easy and it 

is all open to question. 

Can You Ask for Answers? 

Is there a preferred way to relate to our Higher Self and ask 

questions of it? The answer is that it is best to ask from the 

heart, which is one of the best connections and portals to the 

Higher Self. Also, it is best to be in the meditative state when 

you do that and ask for a specific answer. Stay present and be 

patient. Gandhi had to wait seven weeks for an answer 
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regarding the salt tax. Your answers will come. This is really like 

prayer. 

 

 

 

 

Wisdom’s Intention 

Our intuitive wisdom helps drive us toward answers to our 

questions. Actually, each of the five spiritual characteristics of 

our Higher Self supports the others. The love, compassion, joy, 

inner peace and intuitive wisdom all work together in tandem 

and service. It is not only we who are served but also our 

family, close friends, fellow employees and our community, 

both locally and globally. 

Our primary concern, as people of wisdom, is to create a better 

world, a heart-based world. I firmly believe that each of us has 

an important part to play in this process. Our Higher Self knows 

very clearly what part each of us is to play. I strongly urge you, 

in your meditation, to explore your intentions and how they 

pertain to this global effort. One of the great silver linings of the 

corona pandemic is that we are seeing its global impact and its 

effect on the planet. We see how this one ‚bat out of hell‛ from 

Meditation: 

I invite you to now take three gentle breaths. Open your 

heart to experience insights! Give yourself the freedom to 

be wise and to tap knowledge from deep within. Take 

another three gentle breaths. 
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Wuhan, China, can disrupt the whole world. This situation is 

bringing everyone on this planet closer together. 

Being universally connected, makes it clear that a global 

movement to bring about a better world is within our grasp. 

Solving the pandemic requires a global effort (similarly, global 

warming requires a collective response). In the newly expanded 

agenda of worldwide priorities, a heart-based global 

community dedicated to world peace is doable as well. By 

tapping into our infinite resources of wisdom and doing our 

inner work, we gain a portal to a new world. The blueprints to 

create this new reality will be told to us in a whisper. The 

important thing is, will we listen, and will we respond 

appropriately? 

The Wisdom of Our Bodies 

I have referred a few times to how miraculous our bodies are, 

and it is our consciousness that is the organizing force that 

maintains the function of our bodies. When we think about the 

amount of wisdom we have at our disposal, just imagine the 

wisdom that is required to make our bodies function in such 

incredible ways. 

As I was writing, I became a bit overwhelmed by all of this. The 

amount of wisdom we need to solve some of our personal 

problems is miniscule compared to the challenges that the body 

faces every moment. I mentioned that the body has thirty-seven 

trillion cells, but we also have one hundred trillion bacteria cells 

or microbiome (mainly in our gut) that we have to keep happy 
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and behaving themselves. Try to imagine managing that project. 

All we have to do, in partnership with our spirit, is to eat 

properly, do our physical exercises and meditate. 

Wisdom from the Higher Self 

If gaining wisdom was easy, we would all be wise. We are 

learning key tools for generating wisdom. The practice can feel 

like it felt to learn to ride a bicycle. When you first started riding 

a bicycle, you would fall over and you would say, ‚How the 

heck can I do this? This is impossible!‛ Then you would look 

around and see that other people were able to do it and you 

would realize that this is possible. You kept working on it, 

scraping your elbows and knees, until it suddenly came 

together. Boom! Just keep the meditation going because practice 

makes perfect! 

Capturing Dreams is Like Capturing Wisdom 

My experience with a dream group illustrates how the Higher 

Self transmits knowledge to us. I joined a dream group about 

forty years ago, while I was living in Madison, Wisconsin. This 

group met once a month and had done so for a few years. I 

joined an established group as a newcomer. The group was 

composed of five other people and they were experts in this 

field, in a sense. 

Dreams sometimes refer to areas of your life about which you 

are not so aware as they mainly reside in your unconscious 
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mind, and it helps to have other people around who can 

interpret patterns in your dreams that do not make much sense 

to you. I believe they do not make much sense to you because 

you have put them out of your mind because you do not want 

to deal with them. They need an outlet and your dream world is 

where they are played out. I was advised by the group to tell 

myself to remember my dreams right before I went to sleep and 

record them right away upon waking up in the morning. This 

reminder definitely helped me to program myself to become 

conscious of my dreams while they were occurring; it meant 

that I would be creating a vivid dream. 

We all have between four to six dreams a night, altogether 

lasting two hours. It is important to have a dream journal right 

by your bed, just as we keep a journal for our insights in 

meditation. For a number of weeks, I was at first unsuccessful in 

remembering my dreams. Slowly, I started to remember a 

dream or two and finally, one incredible morning, I woke up 

and I had remembered six full dreams! I was able to write them 

all down before forgetting them. That was a big 

accomplishment. And this will be the same way it will happen 

to you with your ability to capture your wisdom as it comes to 

you. 

I believe that our insights are coming to us all day long, but we 

need to carefully direct our awareness to them in order to 

perceive them. Our Higher Self is constantly trying to figure 

things out by generating conclusions, solutions and action 

plans; and it is up to us to learn how to listen and practice 

listening. Over time, we will better connect with our inner 
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wisdom which can only occur when you are fully present – this 

is what attunement is all about. 

The Wisdom of Being Here Now 

Richard Alpert, later renamed Ram Dass, was dissatisfied with 

the depth of understanding the Western scholars had about 

consciousness, especially after he and Timothy Leary, who was 

also a professor of psychology at Harvard, collaborated on an 

extensive amount of research focusing on the role psychedelics 

have on personal transformation. Alpert concluded that 

psychedelics had a lot of value in transformation but each time 

he went on a drug-based trip, he would always come down and 

the experience was time limited. 
111

 That is when he decided to 

travel around India to look for a wise man. Soon after arriving 

in India, he was introduced to an American, Bhagavan 

Dass,
112

 who had been living there for a number of years, 

studying with a number of spiritual teachers. 

Richard Alpert was very impressed with Bhagavan’s state of 

mind and decided to travel with him to meet some of his 

teachers. While they were driving through the countryside, 

Alpert said, ‚Did I ever tell you about the time that I <‛ and the 

American cut him off and said, ‚Just be here, now.‛ Alpert went 

quiet. Later on, Alpert asked, ‚When are we going to get to 

where we are going?‛ The American said again, ‚Be here, now!‛ 

As the trip was dragging on and on, Alpert said he was getting 

anxious about how long the trip was taking. The response he 

received back was, ‚Emotions come and go!‛ This conversation 
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is somewhat out of the ordinary, but there is a lot of truth and 

wisdom in that exchange.
113

 

As it turned out, Bhagavan introduced Alpert in 1967 to his 

eventual guru, Neem Karoli Baba, who gave him the name Ram 

Dass, meaning "Servant of God." After spending a great deal of 

time in India studying with his guru, Ram Dass released his 

famous iconic book, Be Here Now, in 1971. 

Ram Dass entitled his book, Be Here Now, because being in the 

present moment is essential to sustain a connection with your 

Higher Self and to be receptive to your intuitive wisdom. While 

learning the basics, you may have an insight and not think it's 

an insight. Be ready for that. The insight might come in the form 

of a regular thought. Accept it and open your mind to this 

learning process. It is like using a muscle that really hasn't been 

used before, or maybe not for a long time. Listen very carefully 

and with focus. Your Higher Self does not yell at you – instead, 

it whispers. That is also the way God communicates with you – 

in whispers! 

Rest in Awareness 

I love the phrase, ‚Rest in awareness.‛ It captures what we are 

doing when we are fully present. We allow ourselves to rest or 

be comfortable with who we are, which is awareness at our 

core. Wisdom is not available to us when we reside in the past 

or the future because wisdom comes from the Higher Self. The 

door to our Higher Self only opens in the present moment. If we 
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are lost in the past or the future, the door to our inner wisdom 

abruptly slams shut, and we are cut off from an important 

source of guidance to living our lives to the fullest. Thus, resting 

in awareness makes us fully present to all of who we are and the 

flow of wisdom is coming through to us from our Higher Self 

and God. 

 

 

 

 

Our Inner Resources 

Einstein understood how to shift from the ego-mind to the 

Higher Mind. Although acknowledged as the greatest scientific 

mind in modern times, he would switch out of his cognitive 

channel when faced with unresolvable problems. As I noted 

before, Einstein would pick up his trusty violin to play 

compositions of Mozart. Einstein and classical music lovers 

everywhere, over the past couple of centuries, have loved 

Mozart, probably because the sound vibrations of this spiritual 

genius give people access to their Higher Self. This story also 

highlights the two values chanting and music have: one to help 

Meditation: 

I invite you take those three delicious gentle breaths. Now 

concentrate only on your awareness. Without trying to do 

anything just rest in your awareness. Take another five 

breaths as you just be. 
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access the Higher Self and the other to quiet the cognitive mind 

through vibrational influences. 

Wisdom Flows 

Let me repeat a phrase from Gandhi’s peace prayer: ‚My 

wisdom flows from the highest source.‛ If you access your 

Higher Self, no matter how old you are, an incredible amount of 

wisdom is instantly available to you. There is a collective 

experience that the Higher Self draws upon for resources and 

nourishment. In developing the JTE, I would place myself under 

a great deal of daily pressure to develop the ongoing meditation 

program. My ego-mind kept telling me, ‚You can’t do this. You 

will run out of good ideas. You will have to stop after you run 

out of fuel.‛ Then I opened myself to that endless resource of 

wisdom that is available to our Higher Self and I became greatly 

relieved. Our resources are endless. I realized this firsthand 

while practicing my Wisdom on Demand meditations. I would 

start my day by letting my Higher Self feed me insights; one 

right after another came flowing into me during my meditation. 

I would then discipline myself to write them down in the 

morning and, later in the day, I would write up a new talk for 

the next session I was working on. 

It was only after I’d practiced my meditation and kept opening 

up my own wooden box of gold coins inside that I discovered 

endless resources of wisdom. Now, I have whatever insights I 

need from my wisdom practice. What a great relief. This gave 

me the confidence to move forward. This same wisdom resource 
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is available to you, whatever your field of endeavor and 

personal aspiration. And you know we have a lot of work to do 

together! 

During my depression at the age of nineteen, I was completely 

unaware of the inner resources that I had available to me. My 

awakening became possible because I was so fed up with my 

life and in so much in pain. I was willing to make a leap and try 

a whole new reality, leaving everything else behind. Once I 

incorporated this new reality, which is grounded in truth, I was 

directed onto a whole new life path. During the next five 

months, I drew upon Higher Wisdom that just flowed through 

me. I made progress in activist causes and spiritual growth. 

Now, all of this happened because I was fortunate enough to 

discover the wooden box filled with golden coins, which I was 

sitting on. You are sitting on your treasure as well. 

Conclusion 

With the Wisdom On Demand meditations, we have completed 

an overview of all of the key components of our Higher Self. 

Our objective is to become skilled in experiencing our Higher 

Self during our waking hours. We will then be able to rest 

within our awareness and our Higher Self throughout most of 

the day. Our ego-mind can then shift from being the master to 

being our servant. 

The five key spiritual characteristics of the Higher Self are love, 

compassion, joy, inner peace and intuitive wisdom. We will 

learn to experience and integrate all of these five elements 
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simultaneously so that we may consistently rest in awareness 

while our Higher Self is being experienced. The ability to do this 

is similar to how we play music. We choose the best set of notes 

and play all of these notes at the same time; this creates a chord. 

The chord makes a beautiful sound; thus, music is produced. 

Our practice is about playing spiritual music. 

Our journey is about identifying and learning each of these 

spiritual characteristics that make up who we are. We go over 

them again and again until we master them so that we can find 

our true selves. The design of many of the future series will be 

to take these five key spiritual characteristics and weave them 

together into a fabric, which will create a tapestry. This tapestry 

of experiences will finally give us the great ability to move from 

an ego-dominated to a heart-based consciousness. We will 

eventually learn to fully experience our Higher Self and to 

become fully real. It is a process of polishing our mirror so that, 

when we look into it, we will see a perfectly clear reflection of 

who we really are. 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

Let’s learn a little skill that is so important in being in the 

present moment. Just take your gaze away from the book 

and find an object to focus on and at the same time take 

five gentle breaths. And then relax. 
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Anyone can become angry - that is easy. But to be angry with the 

right person, to the right degree, at the right time, for the right purpose, 

and in the right way - this is not easy. 

Aristotle 

As a refresher, EQ is the ability to understand our conditioned 

responses, to observe our emotions while being in touch with 

our feelings, and to handle interpersonal relationships 

judiciously and empathetically. In the previous EQ series 

(Chapter 5), we added the following tools to the equation: the 

expanded STOP method: Stop what you are doing, Take a 

breath, and Observe your thoughts, sensations or moods by 

scanning your upper body and locating the areas of greatest 

sensation and then breathe through that area until the sensation 

is reduced or fades away. And then Proceed with the day. 

Rewiring With a Hammer and Chisel 

In this series we add to our EQ toolbox a rewiring process: 

the fully expanded STOP method. In a meditative state, we first 

recreate in our mind’s eye a particular troubling emotional 

moment and observe our inner body’s responses. Then we 

concentrate on the negatively charged internal representation 

associated with this emotional moment. We then go mentally to 

those unwanted internal representations and rewire them. The 

meditative process of rewiring involves a more hands-on 

graphic visual process, where we do a bit of sculpting/electrical 

work by knocking out with a hammer our negative internal 
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representations. We then chisel in a new, positive internal 

representation. We go from being an electrician to a carpenter in 

order to add a little more graphic imagery to help with the 

transmutation. 

Every moment I shape my destiny with a chisel. I am a carpenter of my 

own soul. 

Rumi 

This process of specific rewiring furthers our ability to 

reprogram our minds to pull out some of the negative internal 

representations. These negative images end up being like bad 

apples in our emotional barrel. The associated negative 

conditioned responses end up creating situations, relationships 

and circumstances that do not work for us. Even though we 

may want to change them, we keep getting spun back into those 

same predicaments, over and over again. 

And the reason for this conditioned straitjacket is very simple. 

When we experience a traumatic event, a strong neural pathway 

is laid down in our brains that interprets any similar event in 

the future in terms of the old one. The prior trauma colors it as 

being threatening or highly negative. Then we respond, as we 

have in the past to that event or stimulus, in a defensive and 

sometimes inappropriate way. 

These inappropriate responses are the ones that we want to 

focus upon because we want our lives to work for us, not 

against us. So, it becomes very important to be able to change 

our emotional patterns of behavior. What is important as we do 
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these exercises is that we do not evoke our avoidance responses. 

We do not let fear dictate which situations you want to avoid, 

because those will probably be the most important ones. 

Of course, the good news is that, for every stimulus and 

response pattern, there is a link between the two: the internal 

representations. These internal representations determine how 

the stimulus is perceived, whether negatively or positively. If it 

is negative, the sympathetic nervous system is activated for 

flight or fight and if it is a positive internal representation, our 

parasympathetic nervous system will activate. 

Between stimulus and response there is a space. In that space is our 

power to choose our response. In our response lies our growth and our 

freedom. 

Viktor E. Frankl, Holocaust survivor 

 

 

 

 

 

Increasing our emotional intelligence is exactly what we are 

doing in this series. The beauty of this work is that we discover 

the incredible healing powers of our consciousness when 

directed in the right place and in an appropriate state of 

Meditation: 

Again, sense your inner body. Take three gentle breaths. 

And now mentally scan your upper body to make an 

emotional/physical assessment. Now, gently breathe 

through the area of greatest sensation until that sensation is 

lessened or disappears. 
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awareness. This healing consciousness helps us learn to do the 

right thing when we are overcome with emotions. 

First of all, we would not be able to do this practice if we had 

not been learning how to focus our awareness like a laser beam 

to create desired neural pathways, which was unheard of before 

we started reading or doing the JTE meditation. These newly 

established pathways can positively impact our levels of success 

and happiness. We can then become more contented and more 

engaged in our personal lives and our workplace. Look, we all 

want to be happier. I have mentioned that my definition of 

happiness links happiness to the amount of time one spends 

experiencing one’s Higher Self. Now, maybe that is the 

definition of being super-happy. Another way to become 

happier while we are in the ego-mind is by transforming our 

most highly negative responses to the world around us into 

positive ones. 

Even after this series is over, we can reprogram ourselves on 

our own with the new tools we have learned. Each time that we 

become aware of a conditioned response that keeps hurting us, 

we can become that sculptor/electrical engineer by knocking out 

one negative internal representation and carving in a new, 

positive one. I must say that this process is best done in a 

meditative state because it needs for you to be laser focused. 

The tools we are learning now are endless in their potential 

value. We may transform our responses from the smallest 

nuisances to the most important relationships. What a blessing! 
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Dealing with Anger 

When you deal with anger you need to detach from the idea 

that you are angry. Instead of considering that this particular 

anger is an integral part of you, consider that you have an 

emotion that is anger. In this exercise you observe this emotion 

in the same way as you did with your thoughts going by. This 

exercise is one that becomes relatively easy as we strengthen our 

ability to be an observer of our emotions and thoughts as 

opposed to being identified with them and being run by them. 

 

 

 

 

 

Transmuting Anger Into Love 

Our anger is a form of energy. Usually, when we experience 

anger, we are not lucid. Our spiritual practices will allow us 

over time to transform the energy of anger into that of love 

and/or compassion. In being present and mindful, we may 

become lucid enough to make that happen. We can apply our 

Meditation: 

Again, sense your body right now. Now take those three 

delicious, gentle breaths. Think of something you are 

angry about. Wait a moment. Now mentally scan your 

upper body to find where that negative thought created a 

sensation. If you find it, gently breathe through that 

sensation until it is lessened or disappears. 
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powerful transformational process to either our personal lives 

or coworkers and work situations. Your transformational ability 

comes from shining your light of awareness onto those 

situations that you want to make better. 

Remember that the biggest changes start with your inner work, 

which you process through awareness. Solutions will begin to 

take root. Some things will happen immediately, and others will 

take longer. 

In Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter More than IQ, Daniel 

Goleman shows that one’s perspective on one’s own emotional 

situation, from an observer’s standpoint, is a critical step along 

the path of becoming fully aware.
114

 

A belligerent samurai, an old Japanese tale goes, once challenged a Zen 

master to explain the concept of heaven and hell. The monk replied with 

scorn, "You're nothing but a lout – I can't waste my time with the likes 

of you!” 

His very honor attacked, the samurai flew into a rage and, pulling his 

sword from its scabbard, yelled, "I could kill you for your 

impertinence." 

"That," the monk calmly replied, "is hell." 

Startled at seeing the truth in what the master pointed out about the 

fury that had him in its grip, the samurai calmed down, sheathed his 

sword, and bowed, thanking the monk for the insight. 

"And that," said the monk, "is heaven." 
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The sudden awakening of the samurai to his own agitated state 

illustrates the crucial difference between being caught up in a feeling 

and becoming aware that you are being swept away by it. Socrates's 

injunction "Know thyself" speaks to the keystone of emotional 

intelligence: awareness of one's own feelings as they occur. 

The lesson of this story is true to life. Yet, it is incredibly hard to 

change your behavior patterns once you find yourself swept up 

in an emotionally conditioned response. This is true for almost 

everyone. That is why the fully expanded STOP method is so 

crucial in changing your most emotionally charged behavior 

patterns. You rewire yourself while you are in a meditative, 

peaceful state. In that state, you are not in the so-called ‚heat of 

battle.‛ When future battles do occur, the rewired switch 

mechanism transforms a negative to a positive response. We can 

then be fully prepared to deal with the emotional crises that 

pertain to specific situations prior to their arrival. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As an example, I changed the internal representation of my 

older brother, Gene. Starting from infancy, and while growing 

Meditation: 

Now take three gentle breaths. Imagine for a moment a 

major anger that you may hold in your being. Now 

separate that anger from yourself and hold it out in front of 

you and breathe into it for a few times and let it evaporate. 
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up, he would periodically try to make my life miserable. He 

admitted recently that he had no empathy for me. I would add 

that he had no mercy for me. Nevertheless, we reestablished our 

relationship on a positive footing after a long hiatus. I then 

applied the fully expanded STOP method tool to lock in a love-

based relationship. We have been very close ever since. 

In doing the exercise, I created an image of my brother as a 

small boy, sitting on my mother’s lap in our living room. They 

both sat in our big, brown, leather easy chair that we had in our 

second floor Bronx apartment. Both my mother and brother 

held their arms wide open. They were welcoming me to sit on 

their laps while offering me all of their love. This image worked 

perfectly! Every time now, when I think about my brother, the 

first image that comes to mind is the revised scene of my 

imagination. He has his arms wide open, to embrace me with 

love. 

The power of creating new images was also illustrated by the 

story about my new faucet which made me very unhappy. I was 

unhappy that my friend’s faucet would start spraying when he 

turned it on and mine didn’t. This problem made me sad but 

one thing that helped me get over it was when I created in my 

mind’s eye the image that the first normal flow of water was an 

expression of love. Now the softer and normal flow had a 

caressing sensation, and this positive image allowed me to 

become totally happy with my new faucet. Not only that, but it 

had the special feature that it seemed to express human qualities 

of love, affection, and even gentleness, that my friend’s faucet 

did not have! 
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Our newly enhanced emotional intelligence is so powerful that 

it can be regarded as a kind of super-awareness or super-

emotional intelligence. It possesses the ability to positively affect 

the emotions of others as well. An emotionally intelligent 

person can influence the behaviors of other people as a result. 

As it pertains to leadership, emotional intelligence has five main 

elements: self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, empathy 

and social skills.
115

 

What we are learning in this series is more than emotional 

intelligence. By analogy of being a sculptor/electrical engineer, 

in a neuronal sense we are designing new pathways that create 

new positive results. It is our engineering consciousness that 

makes this all possible through our ability to focus our 

awareness, as wide as the universe – or in our case, as narrowly 

as a single neural network. One of the most important things to 

know about our conscious awareness is that, when we shine our 

light on things and come from our Higher Self, we will always 

choose what is right for us. If this is true, then we can derive 

great comfort in trusting the great wisdom that our Higher Self 

can offer up to us. I always go back to the miracle of the 

physical body; how intricate it is and how all of the moving 

parts work together in an incredibly complex synchrony. That 

same intelligent life force is intricately linked to our 

consciousness. 
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As you go about your day, when you are presented with a transformed 

situation or relationship, which you’ve created through your new 

internal representations, become mindful and acutely aware of the new 

inner and outer events that you have established. Breathe life into this 

new internal representation, make it prominent, and give it good 

energy. 

From a JTE exit suggestion 

I do hope that these exercises on rewiring negative situations 

were of interest to you. We intervened to target the emotional 

triggers and to successfully defuse them. It can take time to be 

successful at this kind of inner work. It will not always be a big 

success immediately, but change will happen. 

As the famous adage states; 

You give a poor man a fish and you feed him for a day. You teach him to 

fish and you give him an occupation that will feed him for a lifetime. 

Anne Isabella Thackeray Ritchie 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

Let’s do a nice breath awareness exercise. I invite you to 

count to ten while counting the first inhalation as #1 and 

the following exhalation as #2 and so on until you get to 

#10. If you get lost in thought, just return back to the 

number you remember you were on and continue again to 

#10. 
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Breath Awareness: Mechanics and Benefits 

We always have to return to the breath because it is our greatest 

tool to get back to the present moment while playing a big part 

in maintaining our emotional equilibrium. Breath awareness is 

like a flue to a chimney that allows the hot air and carbon 

particles from a fireplace to escape to the outside. If you haven’t 

bent down to look up into the chimney, from the perspective of 

the fireplace while trying to avoid soot (on your hands and 

clothes), you probably do not know what a flue looks like. 

A flue is a metal plate with a hinge, which allows the plate to 

flap. The flue can open and close the air passageway that 

connects the fireplace to the chimney. The flue also has a handle 

that allows one to adjust its angle, regulating the amount of air 

to feed the fire while the hot air escapes up the chimney to the 

outside. When the flue is adjusted just right, the fire burns 

nicely; if there is not enough oxygen flowing, the fire can sputter 

and go out. 

The same thing is true with our bodies. How we breathe, 

consciously or unconsciously, determines how much oxygen 

gets into our bodies. The amount of oxygen that gets to our 

brains has a lot to do with affecting our level of consciousness. 

When the brain receives just the right amount of oxygen, our 

ego-minds, which are designed to protect us from danger, 

become relaxed; things must be okay if we are getting ample 

oxygen. Thus, when we do conscious breathing, our ego-mind 

begins to go quiet. Most of the time we want the ego-mind to be 
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quiet so that we can consciously connect with our Higher Self; 

breathing can instantly make that happen. 

However, when we become stressed and fear is taking us over, 

we either take shallow breaths or hold our breaths 

unconsciously. When our bodies are not getting ample amounts 

of oxygen, the amygdala becomes alarmed because something 

must be wrong and alerts the sympathetic nervous system. 

Since we are usually caught up in our heads thinking about the 

future or the past, there is ‚no one home‛ in the present 

moment to have any awareness that your existing distress is due 

to you, yourself, not breathing properly. When you become 

mindful in the present moment, you discover that you are 

‚strangling‛ yourself. Once you gently return your breath back 

to normal, your stress will decline, and you can return to a sense 

of wellbeing. 

Breathing is the one physical function that is both involuntary, 

which means it goes on by itself, and voluntary, which means 

that we can control our respiration consciously. The breath is the 

key to our conscious control over the autonomic nervous system, 

the part of our system that lies outside of our awareness and 

runs entirely unconsciously. The autonomic nervous system has 

two major components, which include the sympathetic nervous 

system or ‚the fight or flight‛ centers, and the parasympathetic, 

which is the "rest and digest" or "feed and breed" system. Both 

are key determinants to our emotional responses and balance. 
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To positively impact your emotions, you need to harness the 

breath as the key tool and foundation for your emotional 

intelligence. 

The breath can stimulate the parasympathetic system and quiet 

the sympathetic system. The breath can help remove stresses in 

our bodies. The breath can help quiet the ego-mind to keep it 

out of the way of experiencing our Higher Self. The breath can 

help us blow away the negative energies in our bodies. The 

breath can increase the energy we put into certain images and 

processes that enhance our well-being. Finally, we use our 

breath to stay in a state of awareness. The breath is like a magic 

wand! 

Forgiveness and Love 

There is no love without forgiveness, and there is no forgiveness 

without love. 

Bryant McGill, author and actor 

To experience true love, one must let go of anger and hatred 

and forgive. To love others, requires that we love ourselves. 

Remember, we have a love projector inside of us that shines out 

only as brightly as the inner love we have for ourselves. 

A lack of forgiveness can have a long-term impact on our 

personalities – as this anecdote from my own childhood 

illustrates. As a child, out of revenge, I pulled down my 

brother’s pants in front of our friends at summer camp, soon 

after he had broken his leg. I intended to embarrass him for all 
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of the terrible things he had done to me. I did so at a time when 

he was weak and vulnerable. All of my camp friends were 

shocked. They called me ‚the monster from 20,000 leagues 

under the sea,‛ riffing on the movie of the same name. I learned 

an important lesson: I needed to develop a nice guy persona in 

order to get their friendship back and their forgiveness. This 

was a major turning point in my life and led to my developing 

more socially acceptable behaviors. However, unconsciously, I 

did not forgive myself at that point. It was not until I became an 

adult that I discovered my own self-love was weak and that I 

had to learn to forgive myself as part of my healing process. 

Residual Anger and Forgiveness 

Once positive behavioral patterns begin to replace negative 

ones, we experience relief and delight. However, in our 

emotional life, there is still the potential for residual anger or 

resentments over past injuries. In order for positive internal 

representations to be reinforced, forgiveness and compassion 

are essential. The ego-mind will hold onto anger as a defense 

mechanism, but the Higher Self will let it go and come from its 

innate qualities (like love and compassion). This does not mean 

you need to ignore the fact that you have suffered. But you do 

not want to walk around carrying hot coals in your hands while 

they keep burning into your flesh. Let the coals go for the sake 

of peace. Peace liberates us from the past without denial. We 

accept past conflicts and misdeeds but without the lingering 

stress. If our objective is to be fully present, forgiveness is key to 

letting go of the past. 
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Trauma is Traumatic 

Most of us find ourselves in a straitjacket, comprised of a thick 

fabric of traumatic events and conditioned responses. Luckily, 

within this fabric, there are strands of change and 

transformation. There is fertile ground in the spaces that exist 

between stimulus and response. At the right time, our internal 

representations can be changed. We may receive a new flow of 

insights, motivations and desires, which encourage us to take 

action. 

As an adult, my understanding of my childhood family 

situation became clearer when my brother admitted to me that 

he had had no empathy for me. His admission and our joint 

therapy over the phone allowed us to heal our relationship. 

Many of us find ourselves in situations that just do not work for 

us, but we tolerate them anyway. Tolerance is not always the 

best solution while enduring degrading circumstances. 

Sometimes, while meditating on past trauma, you cannot 

exactly pinpoint the context or history in which negative 

Meditation: 

Now take three gentle deep breaths. Now take a moment 

to send love, compassion and forgiveness to a person 

towards whom you have a lot of negative emotions. Now 

take three more gentle breaths. 
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internal representations were generated. These may be derived 

from an abusive childhood, a chronic family matter, an isolated 

trauma at any age, or a longer-term source of stress. It is quite 

normal for us to stuff these traumatic experiences into our 

subconscious, so we don’t have to face them because we do not 

know how to deal with them. Also, we are fearful of them. We 

feel we will be hurt. Why keep having to experience those 

horrible feelings over and over again? Unfortunately, holding 

those feelings inside affects us in unseen ways. A lot of times it 

can be the cause of illness because of all the inner turmoil that is 

rumbling through our pain body. That is why we want to start 

uncovering them and meditation is one of the best ways to do 

that, in order to process them so that they do not keep 

negatively hurting us and keeping us from being happy and 

healthy. 

The Complexity of Projections 

Quite often what makes our self-awareness work even more 

difficult is that our conflicts derive from our own projections. 

We tend to blame other people for issues that really stem from 

within us. When we are not happy with ourselves, it usually 

stems from being angry with ourselves. Then we become angry 

with others around us and we start fights with them. Maybe not 

so much about what they are doing, but just because we are 

irritated with ourselves. It is hard to admit this fact and even 

sense that our internal issues may play a big role in creating the 

external issues. 
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When we have issues with another, it is a good idea to first ask 

ourselves whether the problem is with ourselves or the other 

person, or sometimes both. 

Some people do the opposite – they blame themselves for issues 

that originate with others. If you are someone who is struggling 

to empathize with another, it will be hard to understand why 

someone is doing something negative to you and you end up 

just blaming yourself. A lot of this confusion stems from the 

striking difference between the way the ego-mind looks at the 

world compared to the Higher Self. The ego-mind will be in the 

blame game, blaming either yourself or others. The Higher Self 

will look at things more holistically, from a position of love, and 

see how the total interaction and environment contributed to 

the resulting situation. 

Through our emotional intelligence exercises, it is good that we 

are directing the energies from inside ourselves in new ways. 

Again, this process is complicated, but it is best to start with the 

inner work to see what is going on inside yourself as you begin 

to sort things out. We should also trust that our Higher Self has 

the capability to work through anything that comes up. 

Taking Responsibility: An Anecdote about 

Gandhi 

Let me share with you this charming story about Gandhi. A 

mother brought her son to Gandhi, asking Gandhi to urge her 

son to stop eating so much sugar. Gandhi agreed, but told the 
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mother to come back with her son in two weeks. So, they left 

and returned two weeks later. Then Gandhi obliged her by 

advising her son to stop eating sugar. The mother thanked 

Gandhi but, after her son left the room, she asked Gandhi why 

he had not just told her son to stop eating sugar during the first 

visit. Gandhi said, ‚Because I needed the two weeks to stop 

eating sugar myself.‛ The moral of this story is that Gandhi 

didn’t feel he could give advice which he couldn’t follow 

himself. Gandhi’s famous quote puts it this way: ‚Be the change 

you want to see in the world.‛ 

Psychotherapy 

It is important to mention that sometimes there are limitations 

to a meditative approach and to simply express forgiveness is 

not always the answer. 

Psychotherapy may be necessary as an adjunct to meditation 

and spirituality. Some traumas are so severe that we wall them 

off totally; even if we try hard to search and to uncover them, 

we cannot shine the light of awareness upon them. 

Psychotherapy may be what is best. You can also reach out to 

your HappCoach to assist you on your journey. If you feel you 

need outside professionals to help you, we strongly urge you to 

consult them. 
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Taking a Stand 

There are times when a person needs to stand up and express 

their outrage to the party who has been the source of the abuse. 

One must sometimes ask for or demand justice. 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

I feel confident that when meditators finish this series, their 

emotional intelligence will go up a measurable amount. And 

that is the best predictor of success at work and general 

fulfillment in life. I also urge you to return to this session, 

whenever you feel the need to energize a previously worked on 

internal representation or to work on a new one. 

Meditation: 

Sense your body right now. Now take three gentle breaths. 

And now feel how the body feels. Focus on the area in your 

body with the most pronounced sensation and breath in 

and out through that area until it feels less intense or 

disappears. 
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Grief can be the garden of compassion. If you keep your heart open 

through everything, your pain can become your greatest ally in your 

life's search for love and wisdom.
116

 

Rumi 

This is the first series in which we begin to weave together two 

of the five essential ingredients of the Higher Self. The 

meditator weaves love and compassion into a nice pattern so 

that they can work together. This helps us to get to know 

ourselves better so that we can open the door further and let 

more of the sunshine in. Let me start off with a quote from the 

Dalai Lama to emphasize their importance:
117

 

Love and compassion are necessities, not luxuries. Without them, 

humanity cannot survive. 

This is true because love is the basic vibration of the universe 

which we surf on and compassion is our ability to overcome the 

fears of our ego-mind so that we can better express our love and 

connect with the people around us. 

Tell Me More About What Love Is 

To experience love is to be truly alive and connected and to 

actualize our deepest and most innate capacity. Love is the 

greatest, most powerful force in the universe. There is a 

paradox. We hold a fear that love will weaken us and make us 
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vulnerable. In many ways, this can be true, but it can also be as 

Lao Tzu wrote: 

Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength, while loving 

someone deeply gives you courage. 

Lao Tzu 

In our day-to-day lives, love helps us go beyond barriers, 

providing us the ability to cross that line that creates an ‚us 

versus them‛ mentality. Love enables us to come from our 

hearts to reach out to others; it allows us to go beyond our 

conditioning to be open to experiencing both the pleasure and 

the pain of others. 

Our meditative practice for sure helps us to love. This capacity 

is hidden under the veil of fear and illusion. The beauty is that, 

through meditation, we are returning to our true home, learning 

to be gentle and inclusive rather than exclusive. It is a practice of 

truthfulness rather than make-believe. This capacity for love is 

based upon wisdom. We learn to see things as they actually are 

and to return to who we really are. 

A Love Relationship 

And to be sure, while you are in your ego-mind a love 

relationship is like a rollercoaster ride. There is this wild and 

crazy attraction and repulsion and distraction and testing and 

back, all over again and again. A big part of the challenge is that 

there are three types of love: sexual, possessive and true love; 

and they all seem the same at times. Then you are shifting 
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between the ego-mind, wanting control, and the Higher Self, 

providing relief in the form of just wanting the love to be. If you 

eventually find a groove, this wild dynamic can begin to calm 

down and find its own balance. But that will probably not last 

long. Change is a key part of truth. However, being in a state of 

enlightenment can sure help provide a lot of relief. If your 

partner becomes enlightened, then that is a whole new ball 

game! 

Tell Me More About Compassion 

While we are in love, compassion involves the quivering of the 

heart toward pain and suffering, our own and/or another’s. 

What comes with this is a feeling of wholeness and sufficiency. 

Nurturing our compassion makes us big enough to take in 

emotional energies without being fragile, shattered or losing all 

faith. Without compassion, we lose all sense of purpose because 

we lose connection; we become alone. Compassion is best 

illustrated when we open our arms and hearts to embrace. 

Compassion is love in action with a feeling of oneness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meditation: 

Sense your body right now. Now, take three gentle breaths. 

I invite you just for a moment to feel a sense of love and 

then a sense of compassion. And breathe it into your heart. 

Do it for three more breaths. 
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True compassion goes beyond empathy or sympathy. It does not happen 

until sadness merges with joy, the joy of Being beyond form, the joy of 

eternal life.
118

 

Eckhart Tolle 

Loving Kindness and Compassion Meditations 

The first round of LKM is self-directed. We extend loving 

kindness or compassion toward ourselves before we go on to 

other relationships. We do it this way because we are a radiating 

light out to others. If our light is dim, we can only send out 

weak rays of love and compassion. Our LKM and compassion 

meditations get our hearts going so that we start glowing 

brightly radiating our love and compassion to others all around 

us. 

Silence Brings Out Our Emotions 

Love and compassion fill our bodies with emotion. In our 

sessions, we provide many stretches of quiet to allow those 

emotions to be experienced. We can acknowledge the places 

where we are stuck. Inevitably, we all will twist ourselves into 

knots when we try to bypass certain feelings and perceptions. 

The love that would otherwise be available to us becomes 

withheld. When we set an intention to explore our emotional 

hot spots, we create a pathway to real love and compassion. 

Meditation does not eliminate mental and emotional turmoil, 

but rather provides space, gentleness and intimacy to 
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experience them. We develop a constructive environment for 

relating to our emotions and thoughts. Then, we find freedom in 

how we live our lives instead of letting fear bind us up into 

these knots. It is a process of accepting your feelings and 

allowing them to be there. Don’t self-judge by labeling them bad 

or wrong. Simply name them as painful. Create the space for 

them, even if they are uncomfortable. Don’t take hold of your 

anger and fixate on it, nor treat it as an enemy to be suppressed. 

Let difficult feelings simply be there. By being gentle with these 

feelings, you can face them and allow your awareness to work 

on them and heal. 

Be Aware and Open 

It is so critically important to permit yourself to be aware of 

your own anger, fear, resentment or whatever is there. Instead 

of spiraling down into judgment (‚I’m such a terrible person‛), 

you make a gentle observation, something like, ‚Oh. This is a 

state of suffering.‛ This acknowledgement opens the door to a 

compassionate relationship with yourself, which is the real 

foundation for a compassionate relationship with others. We 

cannot use willpower to create the thoughts and feelings that 

we want to arise. But we can recognize them as they emerge: by 

turns, frustrating, mixed with fantasy, painful, changing. By 

allowing ourselves this simple recognition, we can transform 

our relationship to feelings. This changes everything; we can 

begin to flow and be open. 
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Remember that progress, in emotional life, is not about 

repressing negative emotions. Progress makes feelings 

malleable. Instead of feeling hard as steel, they become gauzy, 

transparent and available for investigation and rewiring. Since 

there is so little of our true nature in our ego-mind, we need to 

keep energizing the neural pathways that can receive the spirit 

energy to experience love, which helps open up our hearts. We 

allow love and compassion to resonate throughout our being. 

When we quiet the ego-mind, our Higher Self is opened, we can 

resonate with newly reinforced images and experiences and 

from there we can make choices on how we want to live our 

lives. 

It Will Come 

Sharon Salzberg tells a story about the impact of loving 

kindness.
119

 She had been planning to stay for a full week at the 

Insight Meditation retreat center that she had just established 

with some friends in Barre, Massachusetts. During this week, 

she planned to do the LKM every day for a few hours. Towards 

the end of the week, she noticed that she was no longer feeling 

any different. In fact, she was very disappointed that the 

meditation seemed to have no effect on her in any way. All of 

sudden, there was a call to the center. One of their close friends 

was in need of help in Boston. So, they all packed up to provide 

support. In preparing to leave, Sharon hurried upstairs to her 

bathroom to pack and when she grabbed a glass jar it slipped 

out of her hand and fell on the tile floor, smashing into a 

hundred pieces. Her inner voice exclaimed, ‚You are such a 
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klutz, but I love you!‛ Now that response shocked her because it 

was an inner response not typical of any she had ever 

experienced before. At that moment, she realized that her 

meditation had taken hold. 

Getting Our Higher Self and Ego-Mind to 

Work Together 

In our compassion and love exercises, we work on the two sides 

of ourselves simultaneously, both our Higher Self and our ego-

mind. While we teach ourselves to become more centered in our 

core awareness, we are training our ego-mind to become an 

assistant in the process so that the two parts of ourselves can 

work together. This is the key to living out an amazing and 

purposeful life. 

I want to draw on Dr. Barbara Fredrickson’s work, which shows 

how we can create behavior patterns within each day, which she 

refers to as micro-moments of connection.
120

 

It’s when you share a genuine positive feeling with another living 

being. Examples are it could be laughing with a friend, or hugging your 

neighbor with compassion, or it could be smiling at a baby. It doesn’t 

even need to be your baby. 

Science suggests that these micro-moments may be more powerful than 

we think. Research finds that when one person’s smiles, gestures, and 

postures begin to be mirrored by the other person, synchronization is 

more than skin deep. 
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When you’re really connecting with somebody else, your heart rhythms 

come into sync; your biochemistries come into sync. Even your neural 

firings come into sync. What’s more, that biological resonance of good 

feeling and goodwill has lasting effects. 

This isn’t just about your health, because when you’re really connecting 

with someone else your heart is getting a mini-tune-up and so is theirs. 

The more you connect, the more you fortify this wiring to connect, and 

the more you lower your odds of having a heart attack and increase your 

odds of living a long, happy and healthy life. It gives me goose bumps to 

realize that merely smiling at someone can have significant health 

consequences. 

What fascinates me about what Dr. Fredrickson is referring to, 

which is all scientifically based, is the fact that when our Higher 

Self is expressed through positive human connections, we 

stimulate the Higher Self in others. We are all connected and are 

part of a whole and when we charge up human 

interrelationships, we are able to open our hearts and integrate 

ourselves with others through compassion. It is a confirmation 

of our Higher Self and, when we are spreading it around, we all 

become happier and healthier. 

This synchronization of biological functioning that Dr. 

Fredrickson talks about brings to mind two things. One is the 

derivation of the word, ‚conspire,‛ which means ‚to breathe 

together.‛ In a similar vein, when my ex-wife, Marlene, was 

going through her residency in ophthalmology at Mt. Sinai 

Hospital in New York City, she was so stressed out that she 

would have a terrible time getting to sleep. When we would get 

into bed and turn out the lights, I would lie next to her and 
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breathe deeply for an extended period of time so that Marlene 

would start to breathe deeply along with me, which would help 

put her to sleep. I never told her that at the time because I did 

not want her to become conscious of what I was doing. I was 

conspiring without informing my co-conspirator. 

 

 

 

 

Compassion Towards a Hated Person 

It is so essential that we reflect on what it means to extend love 

and compassion toward a person with whom we are having a 

very negative relationship, whether at work or in the personal 

sphere. This negative person could be your manager, coworker, 

family member or acquaintance. This negative relationship may 

generate anger or even hatred. This is the most challenging 

segment of the loving kindness and compassion series. How can 

we hold someone we hate in our hearts? 

The Buddha said, 

Meditation: 

As you follow your breath, for a few moments just let go of 

all of the negativities of day-to-day stress. Bring up an 

image of who you are at your very best. Consider yourself 

at your most kind, in your most loving state. Take time 

now to imagine your ideal self while breathing gently. 
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Anger, with its poisoned source and fevered climax, is murderously 

sweet.
121

 

And, of course, his most powerful phrase: 

Holding onto anger is like grasping a hot coal with the intent of 

throwing it at someone else; you are the one who gets burned.
122

 

These fascinating and complex images describe an emotion that 

carries great pain, hurt and sometimes pleasure. With such 

complexities, and given such overwhelmingly strong emotions 

and conditioned responses, how do we overcome these burdens 

and heal? The most effective way is to turn within because we 

have an infinite supply of love and compassion to draw upon. 

Luckily, the light of awareness and forgiveness (made up of 

love) is available to us as well. We must remain compassionate 

toward our own emotions and experiences so that we do not sit 

in judgement of ourselves while going through this process. It is 

also important that we do not ignore our pain in a rush to 

forgive. We need to be balanced. One of the biggest causes of 

disease is where people are trying to be too nice to others 

without getting what they need for themselves. The famous Dr. 

Bernie Siegel wrote about this over and over again.
123

 

Our infinite love and compassion give us strength and 

guidance. Our meditative practice provides us the tools to 

support this healing process. The great thing about letting go of 

our hatreds is that we remove their burden. We feel the 

lightness of being while strengthening our connections with our 

beloved community. If we are all one at a deep level, then we 
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can reconnect through love with others and experience deep 

peace. The reality of our deep mutual connections is so much 

more substantial than the disputes we have with people. 

Words Have Meaning 

Eskimos have fifty-two words for snow, and the reason is that it 

is so important to them for their survival. Sanskrit has ninety-six 

words for love; ancient Persian had eighty; Greek three; and 

English only one.
124

 The fact that English has only one word for 

love tells me that the ego-mind has been dominating our culture 

for way too long, weakening our awareness of the subtleties of 

love. Once our communities become more heart-centered, we 

will start inventing new words for love and their many facets. 

Maybe a good way to start a new trend is to let the people 

around us know how much we love them. 

I was recently on a conference call with a group called Happy U, 

led by Lionel Ketchian, when a gentleman told the story about 

how he committed to telling his wife a new reason why he 

loved her every day for one whole year. There were days that he 

thought he couldn’t do it but he pulled it off. He said it did 

wonders for their relationship. Could you imagine if we all did 

that? How much that would change our world? This man’s 

yearlong love interchange with his wife reminded me of the 

high school teacher’s exercise with her students. There is such 

magic that can be created when you become overloaded with 

love. 
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The Love Movement of the 1960s 

This discussion takes me back to 1967 during my Open Arts’ 

days leading up to the Summer of Love that year. It was called a 

love movement and it was stimulated for just the reasons we 

have been discussing above. There was a painfully severe love 

deficit in our society; love was hardly expressed anywhere. This 

point was highlighted by a famous photo of a young hippie, 

walking up to a US soldier. The soldier was trying to protect the 

Pentagon Building in DC during a Vietnam War demonstration. 

The hippie placed the stem of a flower into the soldier’s rifle 

barrel. The incident prompted the phrase ‚Flower Power‛ and 

the new battle cry was ‚Make love, not war!‛ 

That period was also influenced by the hippie movement and, 

as you probably guessed already, I was a hippie, a very 

responsible one. I am very proud of the major issues that were 

being raised back then, which are very popular now, too, such 

Meditation: 

Take a few gentle breaths. Now think about three things 

you love about yourself. Take another few gentle breaths. 

Now think about someone you love very much. Think 

three reasons you love them so much. Now take another 

few gentle breaths. 
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as: the love and care of the planet (ecology), vegetarianism (the 

care of the body through proper nutrition), inner peace and 

meditation, and the value of Eastern wisdom traditions. Even 

the use of psychedelics is now starting to show great promise in 

treating depression and addictions, their use having been 

demonstrated in formal, FDA-approved clinical trials. The 

substance psilocybin, in micro-doses, is showing positive 

therapeutic effects.
125

 

Overall, the period of the 1960s had strong spiritual messages 

and one was a growing awareness that each of us has a Higher 

Self, a higher consciousness. The spiritual pursuits to discover 

the Higher Self were split between psychedelic experiences 

supported by popular music, and the growing widespread 

interest in meditation. 

The positive spiritual shifts from that era are definitely being 

felt right now. There is a momentum building towards a culture 

that will fully appreciate the value that our inner work can have 

in helping to make our lives better in our personal lives and at 

work. 

The Importance of Present Awareness with 

Love and Compassion 

Compassion is the part of love that is active; it’s the arms and 

legs of love, which means that our bodies are the vehicles 

through which love is able to express itself. Without our bodies, 

love would just be. To fully take advantage of our bodies, we 
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have learned the importance of being aware of the present 

moment. It is only through the present moment that we can be 

connected with the emotions that flow through the body as it 

reacts to our thoughts. If we are not able to feel these emotions 

as they occur, we become blind to these positive micro-moments 

and will probably fail to build upon them, especially when we 

are trying to be compassionate. 

The following is a scenario which gives an example of how 

being blind to micro-moments affect our lives. Here, Joe is 

trying to interact with Fred in a compassionate way: 

• Joe is being compassionate to Fred in some way. 

• Fred, for some reason, reacts negatively to Joe’s 

compassionate gesture. 

• This brings up some past traumatic event in Joe’s life. 

• Joe has a negative internal representation about it. 

• Joe generates a negative thought. 

• Joe’s body reacts to this negative thought (generates an 

emotion). 

• Since Joe is not fully present, which he probably is not, Joe 

cannot feel the emotions in his body because he is not in the 

present moment. 

• Joe responds back to Fred without knowing how he really 

feels because he is not fully present (his responses are 

totally coming from his defensive, fear-based ego-mind). 

• Fred responds to Joe from the same level of disorientation 

to his own emotions and lack of feelings. 

• The interaction keeps up without Joe or Fred knowing what 

is really going on. 
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This sad, ridiculous cycle goes on and on. This situation is how 

we are living our lives in almost all situations everywhere! The 

ability to concentrate on being present requires practice because 

the ego-mind, unable to function here, wants to keep pulling us 

out of the here and now; it needs to be there (in the past and 

future). It really requires a kind of steady vigilance to stay 

present. That is why breath awareness is such a valuable tool. 

The STOP method, if implemented appropriately, would have 

changed the above-mentioned interchange completely. 

Ruminating as a Way of Life 

We have long known that negative, fear-based thought 

processes follow the same pattern over and over again. The 

more we think about or ruminate on a negative thought, like 

regretting something in the past, the more entrenched the 

thought becomes. These negative and traumatic thoughts tend 

to loop; they play themselves out endlessly. Their neural 

pathways become stronger and it becomes more difficult to stop 

them. This is why thoughts that cause depression, anxiety, 

panic, obsessions and compulsions can become so hard to 

combat. Along the way, these thoughts stir up emotional as well 

as physiological reactions. 

In the face of looping negative thoughts, we need to cultivate 

the Higher Self with our meditative practice. If we do our loving 

kindness meditation and compassion practice enough to help 

make our positive neural pathways incredibly strong, they can 

become the predominant mindset to short circuit the urge to fall 
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back into our negative state of mind. Of course, all of the myriad 

tools and skills you have learned by now will be operational to 

help create a calming of the mind. 

 

 

 

 

Practice Makes Music 

When we sit down at the piano and play a simple Mozart piece 

for the first time, it can be very frustrating. With more and more 

practice, we are soon able to play it better and better. In the 

beginning, we really cannot feel the music in its entirety because 

we are just learning the basic movements of the fingers, the beat 

and the rhythm. However, after a certain amount of practice, the 

song begins to take shape and we are able to finally feel the 

music and experience what the composer intended to convey, 

which evokes joy and satisfaction in a job well done. 

 

 

Meditation: 

Let’s again do our three gentle breaths and imagine loving 

yourself to bits. Now concentrate on the region of your 

heart and imagine your heart is breathing in and out for 

another five breaths. 
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How Amazing Love and Compassion Can Be 

As we get close to the end of this chapter, I wanted you to read 

this story because it shows how incredible a person can be and 

the depths of our ability to be loving and compassionate.
126

 

The Nurse and the Marine 

A nurse hurriedly took a young marine to the bedside of an old man and 

said to him, “Your son is here.” The patient was heavily sedated. After 

a while, with difficulty, the old man opened his eyes. The young marine 

was standing near his bed and the old man reached out to hold his hand. 

Seeing this, the young man took his hand and held it. He wrapped his 

hand around the old man’s trembling hand with care and affection. The 

nurse brought a chair for the marine to sit on beside the old man’s bed. 

Throughout the whole night, the marine sat by the old man’s side, 

holding his hand and comforting him. 

Occasionally, the nurse would come to check in on the old man’s 

condition and would suggest to the marine to take a break and get some 

rest, but he refused. The nurse was touched by the love and affection of 

the son for his old man. 

Later that night, when she came in, she heard that the young man was 

saying a few gentle words to the old man. The dying old man said 

nothing, but only held tightly to his hand. Toward dawn, the old man 

died. The marine released the lifeless hand of the old man and went to 

the nurse to inform her about the old man’s death. 

After completing all the formalities, she returned to the young marine 

and started to offer her sympathies, but the young marine interrupted 

her and said, “Why are you saying this to me?” 
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The nurse was startled by his response and hesitated, and then said, 

“He was your father!” 

The marine replied, “No, I don’t know him. I never even met him before 

in my life.” 

The nurse was confused and asked, “If you don’t know him, then why 

didn’t you say something when I took you to him?” 

The marine replied, “I knew there had been a mistake, but you were in 

so much of a rush and, when I saw the old man, I felt that he needed his 

son, who wasn’t there. When he took my hand, I realized that he was too 

sick to tell whether I was his son or not. Knowing how much he needed 

his son right near the end of his life, I stayed there. 

When someone else needs you< Just be there. 

There seems to be a strong connection between this story and 

the one about the mother and her son’s murderer. In both of 

these stories there is a deep connection that develops between 

two people that is hard to understand on one level but on 

another it makes all the sense in the world. Love and 

compassion connected these people on a very deep level. It is a 

very spiritual experience and on that level of connection a sense 

of oneness begins to shine through, and it all starts to make 

sense. 
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Although I still hear voices, I now accept them as part of myself. And 

just as I’ve come to terms with them – the experiences they represent 

and the messages they were trying to communicate – they have 

transformed in character. Today they are guides and allies, not 

tormentors.
127

 

Eleanor Langdon, psychologist 

In this series, we acknowledge our magnificence in the face of 

the negative tone of our inner voices. It is the objective of this 

series to transform our inner voices to become supportive in a 

loving way. Look, let’s face it, we simply are incredible beings 

on many levels, and we deserve to be treated with respect. 

Throughout our journey, I periodically mention a number of 

unbelievable facts about our bodies to wake us up to how 

amazing we truly are from top to bottom, inside and out. It is 

especially incredible when we imagine that our bodies are being 

run by our consciousness and that we are one: mind, body, soul 

and God. 

It is in our best interests to have our harsh inner critics become 

supportive guides and allies so that they do not depress us and 

make us feel terrible. It will also help if they can tone down their 

activity, so that our Higher Self may be heard. We deserve it. It 

is good to know that a lot of the voices we hear are echoes from 

our parents, who were constantly trying to keep us safe and do 

the right thing, from infancy all the way to adulthood and 

beyond. Neuroscience has informed us that our brains are not 

fully formed until we reach the age of twenty-six, so our parents 
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had their hands full for a long time. So, we need to thank them 

for their love and support. 

Awakening and Evolving 

On our journey, there are two major threads that are being 

woven together: the awakening and the evolving processes. The 

awakening process means learning to disidentify or break our 

identity with our ego-minds or false selves and to discover how 

to identify and experience life through our Higher Self. The 

evolving process means learning how to live happily, with a 

great sense of well-being, when we find ourselves during each 

day stuck in our ego-minds. So, we are developing a dual 

strategy to deal with each state of mind. 

The Inner Critic 

Previously, I gave you a definition of happiness, which is 

determined by the amount of time one spends each day with the 

Higher Self, as compared to the time spent with one’s ego-mind. 

A key skill in further improving our level of happiness in this 

evolving process involves dealing with our inner critics or 

judges. 

In this series of meditations, we learn how to deal with our 

inner critics. It is helpful in this process to honor the ego-mind 

because it teaches us things and gets us to behave in a way that 

keeps us alive and well. For our survival, when we were 

fighting off saber-toothed tigers on the plains in Africa, we had 
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to be negatively biased, on full alert, in order to stay alive. But 

as our civilizations have evolved, our average day does not 

require a constant and intensive oversight or battering by our 

inner critics. We all know what that is like. Our critics are 

constantly pestering us with, ‚Do this,‛ and, ‚Don’t do that!‛ 

The critics ask what is wrong with you and suspect that you 

may be an idiot for such and such reason. And the usual, ‚Why 

you don’t exercise more?‛ and ‚Why are you eating so much 

sugar? You know better!‛ 

This constant bombardment of one critical thought after another 

plays a big role in determining how happy we are and how 

much peace we have in our lives. Inevitably, we feel badly 

about ourselves. A lot of people hate themselves because of it! 

You can easily see why we have a tough time discovering our 

magnificence in the midst of this repetitive mind assault of 

critical thoughts. 

In our practice, we are introduced to our inner critics. Actually, 

we have a team of critics who are trying to oversee our lives, but 

we make the realistic assumption that they do not know how to 

do it in a loving and compassionate way. During this series, we 

become skilled in how to teach the inner critics a way to offer 

their advice in a loving and supportive way which will lessen 

their negative impact on us and improve their 

effectiveness.
128

 We also learn to discern the valuable from the 

totally destructive comments. Of course, the most powerful tool 

we can use is to shine our light of awareness on the activity of 
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our inner critics. This is the best way to help heal our tortured 

ego-minds and to bring a sense of order into play. 

The Underground Chatter 

As a result of these exercises, I realized that a certain amount of 

my own critical chatter has been occurring below my level of 

awareness. My critics were going underground, and that is why 

sometimes they are impossible to deal with. When our critics go 

underground, they can cause our overall malaise or depression 

to deepen because we do not know where they are coming 

from. 

When we stuff our fears and self-criticisms out of sight and out 

of mind, or when we try to run away from them, they can have 

the most negative effects. In our sessions, we flush the critics out 

into the open and confront them. We are looking to work with 

them without trying to shut them up. If we try to shut them up, 

we will only send them back underground again, giving them 

more power. That is a key in dealing with fear in general. Don’t 

let fear push them away as a shortcut but use your light of 

awareness to bring them on out to have a healthy conversation 

with them. Do not ever forget that the self-organizing power of 

our consciousness is designed to do what works best for us. 

There is nothing more powerful than our consciousness. By the 

way, don’t forget, we are consciousness; be with your power! 
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Facing it Head-On 

When I focused on a few key critical comments, which were 

negatively impacting my life, I became quite emotional; a lot of 

fear came up for me about failing and my body began to shake. I 

had to stand still and take it in. I scanned my body. I breathed 

positive energy through the areas of most pain until this 

emotional moment passed. I do know and feel that the process 

has given me a lot of relief. My fear of failure has receded, and I 

am still alive! Facing the fear didn’t kill me. 

The moment you accept what troubles you’ve been given, the door will 

open. 

Rumi 

This quote says it all in so many ways. I know it is hard to face 

up to and experience the voices of our inner critics. But, as we 

now know well, the light of awareness is infinitely more 

powerful than fear. Fear exists when we are unconscious of who 

we really are. When we come into the present moment, the 

shadows where fear hides out disappear into the light. That is 

exactly what we are doing in this practice. We are shining the 

light of our awareness onto our team of inner critics, who 

possess all of the inner fears, judgements and criticisms that 

bring us down and sap our energies. Our ego-mind is rooted in 

the fears, judgments and criticisms that we identify with. In 

actuality, these negative things are not who we are. We are so 

much more. We are doing this practice so that we can uncover 

the negative illusions about ourselves and face them. Yes, there 
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will be some or a lot of uncomfortable feelings, and a lot of fears 

will come up. But you will overcome and get through them 

because you are magnificent! We have been discovering our 

magnificence throughout this journey. We must step into that 

fire and keep moving through it and not let our fears stop us. 

 

 

 

 

 

Developing a Supportive Relationship with 

Our Critics 

With regard to our inner critics, we are learning to become very 

acute observers, to see exactly how the critics behave; in a very 

sophisticated way, we work with the critics to help them 

become more positive in their approach. The more positive they 

become, the less separation will exist between our inner and 

outer environment. Conversely, negative, fear-based thoughts 

have the opposite effect. They create more separation, which is 

the false reality that the ego-mind wants us to believe is true. 

Meditation: 

Take a gentle breath and then, more deeply, another one. 

Breathing brings relaxation throughout your body. Now 

think about a criticism your inner critic is always telling 

you and say back to the inner critic that you get it and it 

would be nice if the critic could say it in a more loving 

way. Now take three more gentle breaths. 
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Remember, the ego-mind is trying to create an illusion to 

separate us from the world around us and to be very defensive 

to people and situations. 

By watching the inner critics, we become more conscious. When 

we are unconscious, the ego-mind will dominate. Our practice 

will focus more and more on our state of presence, so that we 

can better know when we are in our ego-mind and when we are 

in our Higher Self. We must transfer the success of our inner 

work into our daily lives. This dialogue with our inner critics is 

a key steppingstone in helping us move along on our journey. 
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If you just sit and observe, you will see how restless your mind is. If 

you try to calm it, it only makes it worse, but over time it does calm 

and, when it does, there’s room to hear more subtle things – that’s when 

your intuition starts to blossom and you start to see things more clearly 

and be in the present more. Your mind just slows down, and you see a 

tremendous expanse in the moment. You see so much more than you 

could see before. It’s a discipline; you have to practice it.
129

 

Steve Jobs 

 

 

 

 

 

Creativity and Its Value in the Business World 

To emphasize the importance of meditation in nurturing 

creativity and wisdom, in 2010 IBM did a global CEO survey, 

requesting what the most crucial factor for the future success of 

their company is. Fifteen hundred CEOs from sixty different 

countries and thirty-three different industries 

Meditation: 

For our last meditation, let’s show Steve that we can quiet 

our mind with a nice counting of our breath exercise. Let’s 

count to ten with #1 being our first inbreath and #2 is our 

first outbreath and so on. If you get lost in thought, just 

return to the number you last remembered you were on 

and then continue on to #10. How do you feel? Great job! 
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placed creativity above rigor, management discipline, integrity 

or even vision – ‚successfully navigating an increasing complex 

world will require creativity.‛
130

 The need for creativity and 

wisdom is not only for the executive team but for every 

employee in the company. 

It is important to know that creativity cannot function when 

stress levels are too high. To protect employees’ stress levels in 

order to allow a high degree of creativity to flourish, it is 

necessary to foster resilience and collaboration throughout the 

company. The only way to approach this effectively is to view it 

holistically. Each of these components cannot be dealt with 

selectively. The corporate environment is an ecosystem and 

needs to be approached as an integrated system. The only way 

to effectively deal with fostering creativity is through 

meditation. 

Meditation will foster: 

• creativity 

• collaboration 

• resilience 

• compassion 

• love 

• focus 

• engagement 

• equanimity 

• physical health 

• emotional intelligence 
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The Value of Emotional Intelligence in the 

Workplace 

Since Dan Goleman’s NY Times bestselling book on emotional 

intelligence (EQ), the business world has awakened to the value 

of EQ as potentially superior to IQ. Studies have shown that EQ 

can be more relevant to success than cognitive IQ; EQ may be 

twice as important to create stellar performance as pure intellect 

or even expertise.
131

 The value that increased EQ contributes to 

the improvement in the workplace experience cannot be 

overstated. 

In a 2011 CareerBuilder survey of more than 2,600 hiring 

managers and human resource professionals, 71% stated that 

they valued EQ in an employee over IQ and 59% claimed they 

would pass up a candidate with a high IQ but low EQ.
132

 

Because of the significant value of increasing the EQ of any 

workforce, the JTE includes two series devoted to increasing an 

employee’s EQ. These two series provide guided visualizations 

to allow employees to work through any primary emotional 

issues that they may have with their manager, team and/or 

company as a whole. This is an opportunity to cultivate more 

constructive relationships by nurturing positive emotions, better 

communication and improved collaboration. In response, 

managers who participate in the JTE may start feeling better 

about their teams and teams will be feeling better about their 

managers. 
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Businesses Adopt Meditation as a Benefit 

Corporate meditation programs are becoming quite widespread 

throughout the US. The best indicator on the subject is the 2017 

survey by Fidelity Investments and the National Business 

Group on Health, which predicted that 44% of large 

corporations would be offering meditation as an employee 

benefit by the end of that year. If that trend continued, over fifty 

percent of the largest companies would now be offering 

meditation to their employees. I am amazed by that prediction. 

It is an encouraging sign that employers are very much 

interested in meditation as a way to care for the mental well-

being of their employees and as a resource for improving the 

work environment. 

Our Changing Culture 

Based upon the CDC survey, in the US there are currently over 

thirty million people practicing yoga, and thirty million are 

meditating.
133

 Rapidly, these practices are becoming an integral 

part of the US culture. 

Mark Bertolini’s Fascinating Story134 

To fully capture the potential of the mindfulness in business 

revolution, it is appropriate to tell the story of the ex-CEO and 

Chairman of Aetna Insurance, Mark Bertolini. In 2004, Mark 

was involved in a brutal skiing accident. He skied right off the 

slopes into a tree, before plunging sixty feet into a ravine. He 
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landed on his back in a pool of icy water, where he became 

unconscious. It took two hours for the rescue crew to find him 

and get him to the hospital. They thought he would become a 

quadriplegic. 

After being in a coma for a week, his doctors told him that he 

was very lucky that he had fallen into the pool of water; the 

cooling of his battered spine kept the inflammatory process to a 

minimum, where ordinarily his spinal cord would have been 

torn apart. Even though he broke his neck in five spots, 

miraculously he was able to walk out of the hospital, within two 

weeks, under his own power. However, as Mark so delicately 

put it, the accident ‚ripped my nerve roots out of my spinal 

cord to my right arm.‛ The ripped nerves hurt his right arm so 

much that he was left with this ‚incredible‛ neuropathic pain. 

‚It felt like a blow torch was focused on my whole right arm all 

day long!‛ 

Mark was discharged and sent home with pain medications – 

seven types, including fentanyl, vicodin, and oxycodone – 

which he had been prescribed to take daily. The pills did next to 

nothing for his pain, except to make him more aware of it. From 

his perspective, his quality of life had been destroyed. His 

physicians tried every pain management approach possible, to 

no avail. Then, one day a friend suggested he try yoga and 

meditation. After only a few weeks, it worked! He was still able 

to feel the pain, but he was able to isolate it and start enjoying 

life again. 
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What adds to this amazing story is that three years later he 

became president and CEO of Aetna, which had 50,000 

employees at the time. When Mark became CEO, he told his 

chief medical officer (CMO) that he wanted everyone to do 

meditation and yoga, but his CMO told him, ‚Mark, you cannot 

dictate to every employee that they have to do this although we 

can do it on a volunteer basis.‛ 

Over the next twenty-four months, 12,500 employees, or 25% of 

the company, were doing meditation and yoga on a regular 

basis. The effect on the whole company was profound. People 

were reporting amazingly positive things that were happening 

in their personal lives and for the corporate culture as a whole. 

Mark then contacted a research group at Duke University to 

study the effects of their program.
135

 After the study was 

concluded, the results showed that for each employee there was 

a $3,000 benefit from increased productivity, and $2,000 from 

reduced medical claims from their high-risk group of employees 

– making a total of $5,000 of benefits per year from their high-

risk group. To get an overall reading on stress, they measured 

everyone’s associated cortisol levels. These indicated a marked 

reduction of stress. Employee stress levels had been reduced. 

Aetna’s stock also rose 500% from the time the company started 

their yoga and meditation program until the time the company 

was sold to CVS in 2018 for $70 billion. 

One of the key takeaways from this story is that a meditation 

program can be most successful if the president and/or CEO 
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buys into the program and sets the example for the rest of the 

company. Then its full impact can be felt. Mark wrote: 

The greatest rewards have been in what we actually accomplished: 

defying norms to create a better workplace, designing a new approach 

for engagement with the community, and reimagining our mission to 

build a healthier world.
136

 

JTE – Corporate and Personal Self-

Development Version 

The JTE has a corporate version as well as a personal self-

development one. In the meditation series for corporations, 

employees are guided to bring up specific people-related issues 

to work on. They get the opportunity in their minds’ eye to 

focus on their manager, buddies, team and the company as a 

whole. This is done during the Loving Kindness series, and the 

Compassion series. 

The reason the JTE corporate version allocates a meaningful 

amount of time for the employee/manager relationship is 

because this interaction is the most fragile and, potentially, the 

most disruptive.
137

 More employees quit their jobs over their 

negative relationship with their manager than any other factor. 
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Value of Having a Personal Self-Development 

Version 

Quite often employees who are doing the JTE ask if their family 

members could download the app. If their family members do 

not work or do not work in a corporate environment, it is a nice 

option that their family members can use the personal self-

development version. It is a nice reinforcement for employees to 

have family members doing the JTE as well. I have found that, 

after an employee finishes the corporate version, they start the 

personal self-development one. Even though we spend most of 

our waking hours in the workplace, it is recommended that we 

cultivate our personal self-development by approaching 

improving our lives holistically. The two versions together 

amount to one hundred and fifty hours of guided meditations. 

In Summary 

Meditation increases our EQ and helps us produce increased 

level of creativity, stellar performance, enlightened leadership 

and happiness in the workplace. I refer to this as rising to a 

‚genius levels of performance.‛ Such benefits can be gained 

simply through employees maintaining a steady practice. 

HappCo’s Corporate Program 

HappCo offers a full-service program for corporations to launch 

and maintain a meditation program. The program includes: 
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• Initial presentation to establish program and teaching 

• Launch and enrollment resources 

• Full reporting on each department and division 

• Weekly evening Zoom calls to answer questions 

• Assessment surveys 

• Coaches track and support each individual employee 

• Dedicated coaches for each company 
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The next step in your journey is for you to decide what to do 

with all of this new information, insights and meditative 

resources. This book is valuable as a comprehensive primer and 

companion resource for the Journey to Enlightenment mobile app. 

If you do go ahead and download the JTE app (which I strongly 

urge you to do so), this book will greatly enhance your 

meditative experience. There are informative talks given during 

the meditations which became the primary source material for 

this book. If and when you start doing the JTE, I would use this 

book as a resource to help answer any questions you might have 

along the way. This book’s in-depth descriptions will help you 

to better appreciate the value of your meditative experiences 

and how it fits into the overall process of attaining 

enlightenment. This book and the JTE, as a duel resource, will 

assist you in transforming your life. 

The Time is Now 

Like now, the 1960s was another great moment of opportunity 

to transform this world. Then we planted the seeds we 

desperately need now for survival by creating today’s 

understandings, mindsets and strategies. Those seeds took root, 

grew up, and now we are ready to harvest them: the caring for 

the planet through robust ecological programs; a firm 

commitment to renewable energy; the cultivation of love and 

compassion for all people through promoting meaningful 

meditation programs in the schools and workplaces; promoting 

good foods and proper nutritional support and education; 
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promoting world peace and disarmament; and last but not least 

the time to establish racial equality – it is about time. The big 

question is, are we going to step up now to meet these big 

challenges? 

I must go back to the key quote by Einstein, ‚We cannot solve 

our problems with the same thinking [consciousness] we used 

when we created them.‛ It is also true that one of the definitions 

of insanity is doing the same thing over and over and expecting 

different results. I believe it is our essential responsibility to 

transform our consciousness to save our species. Remember Dr. 

Fredrickson’s, Christakos’ and Fowler’s work? Together they 

made clear how powerful each of us is to positively influence 

each other in ways that can be earthshaking, especially if we 

work together to change our communities and companies in 

ways that can bring out the Higher Self in each person. We have 

that capacity to bring out the spirit in everyone around us. 

If you subscribe to this belief, the wonderful thing is that the 

steps to take on our path to survival are pretty straightforward 

and relatively easy. Reading this book was not hard. Spending 

twenty to forty minutes per day meditating is not like pulling 

teeth. Our job is clear. To start the Journey to Enlightenment and 

recommend other people to read this book and urge them to, 

after reading this book, start meditating. Just remember, if we 

are going to be able to solve all the messes we have created - 

from environmental issues, to pandemics, to racial disharmony, 

to military wars and threats to nuclear conflicts - we need to 

change our state of consciousness. If we do not, we will be 

destined to repeat these outcomes over and over again. 
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According to the scientists, we do not have much choice but to 

get active to get these jobs done. 

Raising Consciousness 

Our ego-minds have helped create a world of conflict and strife 

while the human population is lost in this state of illusion. We 

have the tools now to shine our light of awareness on this 

disabling blind spot to begin to clearly see our way out of this 

mess. The pathway to solving most of the major problems and 

conflicts we face today is rooted in our ability to tame our ego-

mind and bring out in full force our Higher Self! This is our 

clarion call! 

Establishing a Clear Intention 

Each one of us now needs to make a clear intention to take 

responsibility for our individual consciousness and support the 

people around us to do the same. It is clear that we need to 

work on raising our collective consciousness in order to be able 

to think more creatively, act more lovingly, live more 

compassionately and be more peaceful as we take on the big 

challenges ahead. Remember that intentions are the vessel in 

which we hold these ideas and desires and are what help make 

them become realized. There is real power in this step and it 

should be taken seriously. In the JTE app, one of the first things 

you will do before you begin your meditation is to write down 

your intention in doing your practice. 
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Becoming a consciousness advocate is a great thing to become. 

Now that I have this book completed, I am going to dive into 

the social media world and get the word out that this package is 

available to everyone. 

Recommended Practice Protocol 

If you are serious about becoming enlightened, I recommend 

doing one session (each session runs about twenty-two minutes) 

in the morning and repeat the same session in the evening, right 

before going to bed. You will experience a significant change in 

your life doing it only once per day, but if you want to 

significantly increase the probability of attaining enlightenment, 

I would follow the twice-per-day regimen. When you increase 

the time you are meditating, you are doing a greater tune-up to 

your receivers, improving the connection to your Higher Self. 

Reminder 

So, after reading this book, if you do resonate with what I have 

written about, I support you in downloading the JTE to get 

started! I also have a Facebook page where you can share your 

insights and experiences. You can follow me on twitter and 

Instagram, too. 

Thanks for going on this book journey with me. I do hope that 

you have enjoyed it. Also, I hope to someday get to know you 

and provide you with follow-up support on your spiritual 

journey. If you want me to provide additional support to you or 
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your company, please contact me at: zach.berk@happco.com. If 

you want to download the JTE, go to the App Store or Google 

Play and search for Journey To Enlightenment. 

In conclusion 

I mentioned before that I have been experimenting all my life to 

find the right way to help people become happier and to find 

peace. And it is now clear to me that it’s the inner work, that is 

key to find our Higher Self to bring out the love within. From 

there we can project what’s inside each and everyone of us 

outward to transform the world. We can do it! 

Finishing up this book brings me a bit of sorrow for some 

reason. I guess it is because I realize the amount of work and 

effort that has gone into this project. I only hope and pray 

people really get the full value that this book and more 

importantly the JTE provides. I firmly believe there is a real 

potential breakthrough available to us that can change the 

course of history. This awakening process is the key building 

block we need in order to succeed in creating the new world we 

all dream about and can just feel and taste. 

‚All you need is love, love 

Love is all you need‛
138

 

Thank you and God bless you and stay well! 
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I have been influenced by a lot of great people possessing 

wonderfully creative minds. My spiritual path has not taken me 

to an Eastern monastery or ashram because I was awakened 

with the help of a good friend, John Zwicky, whose compassion 

offered me his great wisdom that helped save me from a deep, 

suicidal depression. I owe him a tremendous amount of 

gratitude. Ever since my awakening, I have been listening to my 

inner voices, drawing upon the resources of our collective 

wisdom, been to many retreats and talks, read a lot of books and 

have done a lot of meditating. 

I dedicated this book to my mother not only because she was a 

great person but because her activism and commitment to the 

wellbeing of all people was the model by which I have lived my 

activist life. I helped organize many projects and organizations, 

which were directed towards helping people in their struggles 

and the wellbeing of our planet. 

My mother operated within the classical mode of social and 

political activism. She used marches, demonstrations, 

supporting and electing politicians to make the changes she felt 

needed to be made. She was a progressive and so am I. 

But there was a big difference between the two of us because of 

my spiritual awakening that changed the course of my life. My 

mother was an atheist and so was my father, Irving; 

consequently, I was brought up as one. The interesting thing is 

that for most of my life, my activism was quite similar to my 
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mom’s course of action, but they had a touch of spirituality 

thrown in. 

Our activist paths began to diverge greatly when I realized that 

peoples’ inner work is primary, and the other activities are 

critical but must be placed on a secondary level of priorities 

while implementing the other activities simultaneously. Each 

activity feeds upon the others. They are all synergistic. 

My brother, Gene, defined me as a spiritual artist. I think that is 

a good way to describe me. Gene, a serious spiritual traveler, 

was very supportive and diligent in helping me put this book 

together. We had many hours of stimulating discussions, which 

helped out a lot in making this book coherent and consistent. 

One of the greatest influences on helping me make sense out of 

my awakening has been Eckhart Tolle. Whenever I picked up 

his ‚Power of Now‛ and ‚The New Earth‛ to read, each and 

every idea and concept resonated with me. One of the great 

things about his writing is that he has a kind of German 

engineers’ mind. He breaks down paradoxical and spiritual 

concepts with the greatest of clarity. The downside is that his 

writings are very concentrated, so for me it required twenty 

readings of each of his books to fully absorb them. I am not 

complaining because I do not think I would have been able to 

create the JTE without his insights. What is also noteworthy is 

that Eckhart relied a great deal upon his own spiritual 

awakenings for guidance and did not become a monk or have 

formal spiritual training. His journey has similarities to mine, 
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and it did not hold him back from becoming one of the great 

spiritual teachers of our time. 

I need to make a special callout to Ram Dass, who is no longer 

with us in body but the life he led and the work he did on 

bringing Eastern thought to us was outstanding. He was one of 

the greatest teachers of spirit we have ever had. A real treat is to 

go on YouTube and watch some of the talks he gave before he 

had a stroke. 

In creating the JTE, I have been gathering the wisdom and 

meditative approaches that meditative masters, mainly in the 

West, have developed. Some of them took meditations they 

learned from their training as monks while they lived in 

monasteries in the East. We now have a large body of 

meditations that are a blend of Eastern and Western influences. 

So, I was able to draw upon this cultural blend as I developed 

my own program that really was inspired through meditations 

and insights from that good old infinite source of intuitive 

wisdom that is available to all of us. 

Those fresh ideas carried me along as the JTE began to emerge 

from new insights. For example, I learned a nice rhythm to body 

scanning meditation while taking Jon Kabat Zinn’s MBSR 

program and modified it to fit into the Mind/Body Integration 

Series. I learned some nice relaxation processes from listening to 

some of Headspace’s approaches to introducing meditations. I 

took the traditional Loving Kindness Meditation Series, which 

has been around for centuries, and modified that a bit in a way 

that felt right to me. Then I took a bit from Zinn’s STOP method 
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and expanded it to include ways to integrate it into the 

Emotional Intelligence Series. I took a simple self-awareness 

process and expanded it allow us to reprogram ourselves to 

break free from our conditioned responses. These conditioned 

responses bind us up into lifelong habits that constrain our 

growth and ability to live our lives the way we so choose to live 

them. 

Then there is the Compassion Series that I modeled after the 

Loving Kindness Series. After reading the Joy on Demand book 

by Chade-Meng Tan, it gave me a good model to compose a 

very robust Joy On Demand Series, filled with twenty joyous 

guided meditations. Then the Peace Now Series was an easy one 

for me since I was known for a long time as a peacemaker. 

Because I organized and ran three not-for-profit peace 

organizations over a forty-year period, teaching inner peace was 

easy for me. The Wisdom on Demand Series came to me 

through experimenting with my own personal meditations, 

drawing upon our collective wisdom resources to create this 

series. In addition, I began to weave the five key spiritual 

elements into each other by first starting with the Loving 

Kindness/Compassion Series. The purpose of this weaving is to 

teach people to start learning how to experience their Higher 

Self by weaving in the love threads, the compassion threads, the 

joy threads, the peace threads and the wisdom threads, all on 

one loom. When these different threads are woven together you 

produce a fabric that is strong, beautiful and supportive. You 

can wrap it around yourself and feel loved. 
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The last series, called Discovering Your Magnificence, was 

inspired by the great work by Mark Coleman in his book, Make 

Peace With Your Mind. I developed a series based upon creating 

dialogues with the different voices in your head that are driving 

you nuts and beginning to teach these voices to treat you with 

more respect and love so that you can learn from them without 

being driven crazy. 

The whole creative process of producing the JTE was a thrill. I 

remember, during the two months I spent producing the Loving 

Kindness Meditation Series, I was living each day repeating and 

recording twenty sessions in a row. By the time I was finished 

with the recordings, my heart was so filled with love that I 

declared that I had the best job in the world. 

In some ways, this is a wonderful time to be alive because of all 

the great groundbreaking research and discoveries that are 

pushing and questioning the basic foundations of scientific 

beliefs while we experience the new, exciting and exploding 

interest in spiritual exploration. The books and meditations that 

I have read and practiced have been so impactful on me. I have 

provided a bibliography at the end of this book, if you would 

like to read some great work. 

I do not have the space to go into detail of each of these 

additional great teachers, but here is a list of people who have 

helped me greatly upon my journey through the books they 

have written. I feel I am only standing on their shoulders; they 

have given me the opportunity to see. The following teachers 

are: Mark Bertolini, Mark Coleman, Werner Erhard, Jon Kabat-
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Zinn, Jack Kornfield, Sharon Salzberg, Dr. Bernie Siegel, Chade-

Meng Tan and Shinzen Young, to name but a few. 

I would be remiss if I did not mention the great research work 

conducted and books written by Deepak Chopra, Nicholas 

Christakos, Richard Davidson, Barbara Fredrickson, James 

Fowler and Dan Goleman. 

For Romana Maharshi for teaching simplicity. 

God, for the love, power and herding us along the way to peace. 

Joya Stevensen, my main editor, who was great to work with 

and who took all of my individual talks and stories and helped 

me make this into a very cohesive book. 

For my old best friend, Danny Stein, who met me the next 

morning after my awakening and reminded me that I told him 

excitedly, ‚I figured out everything except death!‛ He still 

reminds me to this day that I have not figured that one out yet. 

I cannot finish this acknowledgement section without 

mentioning my wonderful six children - Samara, Louis, Elijah, 

Juliana, Olivia and Alexander - who are the light of my life. 

They have had to put up with a lot, but I must say they have 

been there for me and I could not love them anymore than I do! 

I must mention my three incredibly wonderful grandchildren 

Sophia, Eli and Lyla - bless them all. 

Last, but not least, is my ex-wife, Marlene, who I am dating 

now. Marlene has been there for me on some of my most 
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meaningful adventures. I appreciate all that she has put up with 

and that she still loves me and wants to be with me. 

Thanks again for taking the time to read this book and taking 

action! Stay well and be loved! 
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